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SHE’S
GOT
GAME

BIANCA SMITH ’12

STEPS UP AS
PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL’S FIRST
BLACK FEMALE COACH.

FIVE DOLLARS

READY TO START
VENTURE INVESTING?

Hanover & Woodstock’s Premier Boutique Brokerage

Diversified venture portfolios for Dartmouth alumni and friends.
CO-INVESTORS

CO-INVESTOR

Redpoint Ventures

Khosla Ventures
Rakuten

CO-INVESTORS

CO-INVESTORS

Kleiner Perkins
Union Sq Ventures

Cloud Apps Capital Partners
Norwest Venture Partners

CO-INVESTOR

CO-INVESTOR

Qualcomm Ventures

Sequoia Capital

CO-INVESTOR

CO-INVESTOR

Accel

Innovation Endeavors

GraHaLL Estate

*Sample from the Green D Ventures portfolios.

Alums like you are building their venture portfolios with us.
~25 rigorously vetted investments per portfolio
Diversified by stage, sector, and geography

SimPLY THe Finest Homes In THe Area

$50k minimum fund investment

LEARN MORE

FUND 8 IS NOW OPEN

www.greendventures.com/alumni
invest@greendventures.com

Important Disclosure: The Manager of Green D Ventures 8 is Alumni Ventures Group (AVG), a venture capital firm. AVG and the fund are not sponsored by, affiliated with, or otherwise endorsed by
Dartmouth College. AVG’s funds are very long-term investments that involve substantial risk of loss, including loss of all capital invested. For informational purposes only; offers of securities are made
only to accredited investors pursuant to a fund’s offering documents, which describe the risks, fees and other information that should be considered before investing. Examples of prior portfolio company
investments are provided for illustrative purposes only; there is no guarantee that the fund will invest in or achieve the same exposure to, or quality of, companies held by any existing fund. The lead venture
capital firms listed are provided for illustrative purposes only; there is no guarantee that any fund will invest alongside of any other venture capital firm. Contact Investor Relations at Investor.Relations@
GreenDVentures.com for additional information. *For illustration purposes only. These deals are not intended to suggest any level of investment returns; not necessarily indicative of deals invested by any
one fund or investor. Many returns in investments result in the loss of capital invested. These deals are not available to future fund investors except potentially in certain follow-on investment options. AVG
offers smart, simple venture investing to accredited investors. Specifically, AVG provides a path for individuals to own an actively managed diversified venture portfolio with a single investment co-investing
alongside experienced VC firms. Traditionally, with limited investment capital and contacts, individual investors have had limited access to desirable deals alongside experienced VC firms, and even if they
could access one or more such deals, it would take an inordinate amount of time, money and negotiation to build a diversified portfolio. With AVG Funds, investors can choose from a number of funds
to make a single investment to gain exposure to a diversified portfolio of investments selected by an experienced manager. AVG Funds’ simple fee mechanism permits investors to avoid constant capital
calls throughout the life of the fund as found in other private investment vehicles. All private placements of securities and other broker dealer activities are currently offered through a partnership with
Independent Brokerage Solutions LLC MEMBER: FINRA / SIPC (“IndieBrokers”), which is located at 485 Madison Avenue 15th Floor New York, NY 10022. (212) 751-4424. AVG and its affiliates are independent
and unaffiliated with IndieBrokers. Any securities transactions or related activities offered by AVG associated persons are conducted in their capacities as registered representatives of IndieBrokers. To check
the background of IndieBrokers and its representatives, visit FINRA’s BrokerCheck (https://brokercheck.finra.org) where you can also find our Form CRS (https://files.brokercheck.finra.org/crs_153563.pdf).

35 South Main Street, Hanover, NH 603.643.0599
team@snYderdonegan.com
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5 The Green, Woodstock, VT 802.457.2600

www.snYderdonegan.com

Selectively taking new listings. Please call to inquire.

BIG PICTURE

Field of Dreams
Commencement was held at
Memorial Field on Sunday, June
13, with limited attendance
and plentiful sunshine. The
football stadium, which last
hosted a graduation ceremony
in 1995, allowed for better social
distancing than the Green.
Photograph by Robert Gill
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Duc Pham ’94 credits Dartmouth, and a generous scholarship, for opening
many doors so he could pursue his dreams of becoming a surgeon to care
for people with injury and trauma. Make a gift today to help today’s students
become tomorrow’s leaders. Learn more at dartgo.org/financialaid

“ TRUST IS EARNED
BY THE WORK
YOU DO,
NOT THE WORDS
YOU SAY.”
Austin Beutner ’82 P’19,’25
Former Superintendent, Los Angeles Unified School District
Cofounder, Evercore Partners
Founder, Vision To Learn
The Call to Lead supporter

Now is our time to build trust and work together.
Now is our time to answer The Call to Lead.

dartgo.org/beutner | #DartmouthLeads

NORWICH, VT Renovated antique cape.
2+/- ac. Pond. High ceilings. Hardwood
floors. 3 BR, 2 BA. Living room with
fireplace. Close to town. $585,000

HANOVER, NH Gracious antique home.
In-town location. Serene spaces. Modern
conveniences. Immaculate. Income apt.
6 BR, 3 full BA, 2 1/2 baths. $1,349,000
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“The pandemic required
us to restrict students
from many of the
activities and interactions that connect us
to one another.”
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10 | YOUR TURN Readers

react.

Notebook

—DR. MARK H. REED

PAGE 22

16 | CAMPUS

News and notes from
around the Green
22 | INTERVIEW

Dr. Mark H. Reed, director of Dartmouth Health
Service, discusses the
state of student mental
health.

“I ended up going
into the mailroom at
the William Morris
Agency and becoming
a mail boy.”

Service.

BY IRENE M. WIELAWSKI
25 | UNDYING

Did TV and film wunderkind Herb Solow ’53 boldly
go where no man has gone
before? Indubitably!

—HERB SOLOW ’53

PAGE 25

BY SUE SHOCK

THETFORD, VT Exceptional log
home with indoor pool, two ponds,
1st floor master. 3 BR, 2.5 BA.
Barn, Sugar house and 134+/- acs.
Fabulous! $1,450,000

26 | ARTIFACT

Vintage postcards set the
scene.

NORWICH, VT Fabulous 3 BR, 3 BA
home in extremely pretty setting. Huge
screened porch and large sun room.
Solar power, whole house generator,
and in-law apartment. $749,000

NORWICH, VT Beautifully built by a
master craftsman. 4 BR, 4 BA. 1/2 mile
from Main St with 2+/- ac & a stream.
In-law apt. Radiant heat. Hardwood floors.
$999,000

28 | PERSONAL HISTORY

“My daydreams
always include some
sort of smell.”

THETFORD, VT Luxury home on
80+/-ac. Open floor plan. 1st floor
main bedroom suite. Superb office.
Triple garage. 3 BR, 3.5 BA. Solar.
Central a/c. $1,275,000

It’s what
we do.

—KETA BURKE-WILLIAMS ’15

PAGE 53

BY JIM COLLINS ’84

“Journalists who
work in Washington
have to ask themselves how its
insularity affects
their coverage.”
—SAM STEIN ’04

PAGE 88

www.marthadiebold.com

Bring on the Heathens

Two former football players chuck their jobs in full-time
pursuit of the rock and roll dream.
BY JAMES B. MEIGS ’80

42

Overboard

Was it recklessness or bad luck that cost Arthur Moffatt ’41
his life on a 1955 canoe expedition in Canada’s Northwest
Territories? The survivors have never agreed.
PATRICK TEWEY

•

•

She’s Got Game
36

On The Green
Lyme, NH 03768
603-795-4816
ROYALTON, VT Restored 1850’s cape on
92+/-ac and restored 5 stall barn. In-law
apartment. South facing: meadows, trails,
bridle paths. $898,000

32

Bianca Smith ’12 steps up as professional baseball’s
first Black female coach.
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Allen Street
Hanover, NH 03755
603-643-4200

36

BARRE, VT 393+/-ac with 250+/-ac of
open farmland! Multiple outbuildings.
Views. Streams. Charming farmhouse
with 4 BR, 1 BA. $799,000

BY C.J. HUGHES ’92
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An undergrad snaps his
way through a wacky
practice routine with
hopes of landing a teaching assistant job.
BY JOE GLEASON ’77

Pursuits

51 | VOICES IN THE
WILDERNESS

N.H. Chief Justice
Gordon J. MacDonald ’83,
producer Larry Jaffe ’46,
hiker India Wood ’88, and
fragrance maker Keta
Burke-Williams ’15
54 | ALUMNI BOOKS

Class Notes
60 | THE CLASSES

83 | CLUBS & GROUPS
83 | DEATHS
88 | CONTINUING ED

Politico White House
editor Sam Stein ’04 on
his beat
BY LISA FURLONG
ON THE COVER: Photograph by
Kevin J. Miyazaki/Redux
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Vermont’s Most Beautiful Address
T H E DA M I N T E R V I E W

Everything you need for a perfect vacation is right here. Adventure, luxury, and absolute relaxation.
Explore the Vermont outdoors, shop boutiques in town, and unwind in our beautiful spa.
Join us for a getaway with something for everyone!

ROB PORTMAN ’78
THE REPUBLICAN SENATOR
FROM OHIO TALKS POLICY, POLITICS,
AND PARTIES—AND WHY
HE’S NOT RUNNING AGAIN.

Experience. Together.
Family Activities • Falconry • Just for Kids Concierge • Tennis • Golf • Hiking • Spa
Swimming • Culinary Studio • Garden Tours • Farm Animals • Biking • Fly Fishing

Woodstock, Vermont | 844.545.4178 | www.woodstockinn.com
FIVE DOLLARS

1 cover portman final copy.indd 2
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The Senator

Rob Portman ’78 [“Homeward Bound,”
July/August] lets himself off the hook too
easily. While I don’t doubt that his heart is
in the right place, he did not vote to convict
Donald Trump, who was impeached for
attempting to illegally and violently overthrow our government in a way that will
stain national elections going forward for
decades. The only reason the second impeachment was “partisan” is that almost
all Republicans in the U.S. Senate missed a
historic opportunity to condemn and marginalize Trump’s attempt. Portman calls
the second impeachment a “dangerous
precedent.” On the contrary, it would have
been a historically important benchmark.
Imagine where we would be now if
Trump had been convicted by a bipartisan
supermajority, thus establishing a brave
and renewed political center. Instead, Portman implicitly sided with the Proud Boys. I
used to be a bipartisan voter. Rob did a cool
kayak trip on the Rio Grande and a brave
and interesting senior thesis. I was proud
to see him in government. No more.
PETER KELEMEN ’78

Nyack, New York

Trump-enabler Rob Portman gets a heroic cover portrait and a softball interview?
Shameful and embarrassing.
ROBERT LANDE ’74

Bronx, New York

A Ruined Row?

“A Hall for All” [July/August] called attention to yet another disingenuous bit of communication by the administration, which
has maintained all along that the exteriors
of the iconic buildings on Dartmouth Row
would not be touched by the renovation
now under way. But the plans show otherwise: A broad, elevated plaza across the
front of Dartmouth Hall will cover much of
10
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the original foundation and steps, and what
is best described as “farmhouse porches”
will be added to Dartmouth and Thornton
halls.
This mess actually goes beyond defacement all the way to desecration. Perhaps
the administration felt the need for an elevated plaza and other embellishments to
satisfy Americans with Disabilities Act requirements. However, those requirements
have long been met by ramped entrances
that provided easy access from the east
side of the building, leaving the front intact.
Overall, the contemplated exterior
changes are brutal. They will destroy the
simplicity, symmetry, and beauty of the
entire row, the integrity of which former
art professor Hugh Morrison ’26, an authority on American architecture, called
“perhaps the finest group of early college
buildings in the country outside of Charlottesville, Virginia.” I urge all alumni to
exert whatever influence they can to persuade the College to take a more rational,
historically appropriate, and aesthetically
informed approach.
JIM LUSTENADER ’66

Hanover

Give and Take

Let me see. According to DAM per the
Global Golf Post [“A ‘Painful’ Process,”
May/June], the College turned down a
$22-million offer from alumni to fund the
golf program, yet the College still manages
to pummel an alumnus who has been living
on less than $20,000 annually for the last
30 years for donations. Hmmm?
MITCH WONSON ’70

Holland, Vermont

A Crash Foretold

I recently listened to a rebroadcast of a 2017
radio interview with Daniel Kahneman, a
psychologist and expert in behavioral economics who was awarded the Nobel Prize
in economics in 2002. Kahneman said that
what the 2008 economic crisis did, in the
eyes of the public and many economists,
was introduce “the hubris of the economics profession….It was a failure to predict.”
A failure to predict: Kahneman used that
phrase twice to make his point about the
limitations of economics.
It reminded me of an article in DAM
written by John H. Vogel Jr., an adjunct
professor at Tuck [“Shiny Bubble,” May/

June 2005]. Vogel’s prediction is clearly
stated in the article’s subtitle: “As housing
prices skyrocket and real estate speculators
jump in, there is good reason to anticipate
a crash.”
I am clueless as to why in the world I
saved this article. But every once in a while,
as I go through hundreds of articles from
my Dartmouth file, I look at “Shiny Bubble”
and think DAM published an article that
was prescient. That’s an understatement.
When the proverbial s--- hit the fan in 2008,
I wonder whether anyone remembered or
acknowledged the DAM article from three
years earlier. For any and all DAM readers,
it was a very clear and prescient warning
voiced by Vogel, a vox clamantis in deserto.
I’m going to cancel my subscription
to The Wall Street Journal, Fortune, and
Inc. and look to DAM for my economic
forecasting!

Nothing compares.

FOURSEASONSSIR.COM
155 RIVER ROAD | LYME, NH

New Offering

CHARMING WATERFRONT HOME

THE JOSEPH PHILBRICK HOMESTEAD

SUNAPEE, NH | $2,995,000 | 95LAKE.COM
PAM PERKINS | C: 603.731.0561

ANDOVER, NH | $2,950,000 | MLS# 4869982
MARGARET WEATHERS | C: 603.491.9998

Enjoy this charming five bedroom waterfront home and two
Magnificent 6 bedroom, c1781 Center Chimney Colonial, 234
bedroom guest house. Lush landscaping surrounds the level acres, 660’ waterfront. Beautifully restored updated, Geothermal,
lawn with fabulous firepit area overlooking the lake.
100’x40’ barn, high speed internet. Minutes to ski areas.

LUXURY WATERFRONT PROPERTY

Introducing a luxury 4 bedroom 3 bath property, 9 miles
from Hanover, with over 450 feet of Connecticut River
waterfront. Indoor or out, it’s a breathtaking property.
LYME, NH | $2,600,000 | MLS# 4871591
LEILA TARANTELLI | C: 401.787.4288

New Offering

JOHN RUSSELL ’68

Kamuela, Hawaii

Shortcoming

In your article about Walter Bernstein [“Under Fire,” July/August] he is described as
“short and intense.” At my second interview
for a pediatrics residency at Harvard a fellow asked me if I wanted to know what they
said about me at the first interview: “She is
petite and thinks sharply and clearly.” Those
two facts are as closely correlated as “short
and intense.”
It’s a shame that we continue to link
physical diminutives to contrast them with
positive character qualities.
CAROLYN SALAFIA ’77

New Rochelle, New York

WRITE TO US

We welcome letters. The editor reserves the
right to determine the suitability of letters
for publication and to edit them for accuracy
and length. We regret that not all letters
can be published, nor can they be returned.
Letters should run no more than 200 words
in length, refer to material published in the
magazine and include the writer’s full name,
address, and telephone number.
Write: Letters, Dartmouth Alumni
Magazine, 7 Lebanon Street, Suite 107,
Hanover, NH 03755
Email: DAMLetters@dartmouth.edu
Online: dartmouthalumnimagazine.com

SLOPE SIDE RETREAT

VACATION YEAR ROUND & CONSIDER RENTAL INCOME TOO! Cross
Country Ski In/Out your back door! Amazing, private luxury
6,846 square foot home, five bedrooms, and three and a half baths.
WATERVILLE VALLEY, NH | $2,495,000 | 50CASCADERIDGE.COM
MARIANNA VIS | C: 603.860.8115

Newly Priced

THE HINCKLEY HOUSE

INDIAN ROCK FARM

The Hinckley House is a brilliant example of the
classic Federal Style architecture. This home truly
represents an opportunity to own a piece of history.

Situated to take full advantage of sunrise over Mt. Kearsarge
and sunset skies to the west - the farm sits on 9.4 level and
gently undulating acres. An outstanding landmark home.

ORFORD, NH | $1,850,000
EVAN PIERCE | C: 201.401.4934

NEW LONDON, NH | $1,595,000 | 191OLDMAIN.COM
PAM PERKINS | C: 603.731.0561

New Offering

BEAUTIFUL PARK-LIKE SETTING

THE SAMUEL MOREY HOUSE

STUNNING UPSCALE CONTEMPORARY

The traditionally styled 4 bedroom Cape offers generously
proportioned rooms, three fireplaces, hardwood floors and
many fine details, including an endless lap pool and sunroom.

Located atop the stunning Orford Ridge, this late 1700s
Federal style home has been completely renovated while
maintaining its sophisticated historic exterior.

This upscale four bedroom home enjoys southern facing long
lake and wide mountain views from every room and vantage
point. Relax by the fire after a day of skiing at Mt. Sunapee.

NORWICH, VT | $1,535,000 | MLS# 4867526
MELISSA ROBINSON | C: 603.667.7761

ORFORD, NH | $1,298,000
LEAH MCLAUGHRY | C: 603.359.8622

NEWBURY, NH | $1,095,000 | 60SUMMERSTREET.COM
PAM PERKINS | C: 603.731.0561

SITED BETWEEN KILLINGTON & OKEMO

GOOSE POND FOREST PRESERVE

THE GREENS AT HANOVER

This residence boasts Vermont’s highest
Energy Star rating. Quality, privacy, and very
low overhead make this home an easy keeper.

An exclusive enclave of 13 waterfront lots set amidst a 700
acre preserve. Goose Pond is a 625 acre crystal clear lake.
Lot #12 has 360 feet of pristine waterfront!

Completely stripped, conjoined and renovated in 2017, this
rare and unique condo is the only double unit in the Greens
at Hanover, an independent retirement community.

PLYMOUTH, VT | $995,000 | MLS# 4863557
TERESA DINAPOLI | C: 802.236.3375

CANAAN, NH | $700,000 | MLS# 4826828
EVAN PIERCE | C: 201.401.4934

HANOVER, NH | $499,000 | MLS# 4864882
EMILY MCLAUGHRY | C: 603.667.7082

HANOVER O: 603.643.6070 | NEW LONDON O: 603.526.4050 | BEDFORD O: 603.413.7600 | OKEMO O: 802.228.4537 | FourSeasonsSIR.com
16 Offices throughout New Hampshire and Vermont

| Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.

SHOP IN THE STORE 21 SOUTH MAIN, HANOVER OR ORDER ONLINE

DARTMOUTH FELT
PENNANT 3 sizes.
Large, 12” x 30”, $18.99
Medium, 6” x 15”, $11.99
Small, 4” x 9” $8.99

OUTFITTING DARTMOUTH STUDENTS AND ALUMNI SINCE 1919 ON MAIN STREET HANOVER
ALUMNI OWNED AND OPERATED

One-Stop Shop for Everything Dartmouth

ETCHED GLASSWARE
14 oz. DOF $19.99. 22 oz.
Titanium Robusto
Luigi Bormioli wine glass
$35.99. 15 oz.
Stemless Wine $20.99.
More glassware at
dartmouthcoop.com.

LONE PINE CABANA
BEACH TOWEL Dartmouth
quality beach and bath
towel. Medium weight 10.5
lbs. 100% Cotton loop terry.
Oversized 30" × 60". Terry
velour finish. $29.99

HOODED HEAVYWEIGHT
CLASSIC SWEATSHIRTS
Adult premium heavyweight cross-grain
double fleece lined hooded pullover
sweatshirt. 100% cotton shoelace
drawcords. 70% cotton/30% polyester.
XS-XXL Green or Grey. $89.99

CLASSIC HEAVYWEIGHT
CREW Adult premium
heavyweight cross-grain
crewneck sweatshirt. 70% cotton
/30% polyester. XS-XXL Green or
Grey. $74.99

CHAMPION HOODED
SWEATSHIRT Dartmouth Blockword
CHAMPION Eco® Powerblend®
Hooded Sweatshirt. 50% cotton/50%
polyester. Double layer hood with
drawcord. Front pouch pocket. Green
or White. XS-XXL $54.99

kid
sizes
too!

kid
sizes
too!

DARTMOUTH MID-WEIGHT ARCH
SWEATSHIRT 50% Cotton/50%
Poly. Adult S-XXL. $28.99

CLASSIC TEE Cotton. Green,
Gray or White. Short sleeve.
Adult S-XXL. $16.95
Youth XS-XL. $13.95
Inf/Tod 6M-4T. $12.95

NIKE MEN'S DRI-FIT DARTMOUTH
TEE 100% Polyester Nike Dri-FIT fabric.
S-XL. Long Sleeve $39.99
Short Sleeve $36.99
GREEN
DARTMOUTH
FELT 'D' HAT
Adjustable
Dartmouth "D"
cap. $24.99

CHAMPION WOMEN'S
BLOCKWORD DARTMOUTH
TEE 100% cotton, rich, soft, comfy
jersey fabric. Set in rib collar with
interior self-fabric neck tape finish.
Natural shoulder with chainstitch
reinforcement. Set in short sleeves.
Ladder stitch detail at sleeve and
bottom opening. S-XL $29.99

NIKE WOMEN’S DRI-FIT TEE 100%
Polyester Nike Dri-FIT wicking fabric. S-XL.
Dartmouth or Tuck $34.99

DARTMOUTH ARCH HAT
Lightweight, adjustable cotton
hat. Green or White $24.99

Greatest Selection
of Kids Clothes from
Infant to Youth at
dartmouthcoop.com

GLOW-IN-THE-DARK
LONE PINE Dartmouth
Nalgene 32-oz BPA-free
Tritan Nalgene Reusable
Bottle. Refill, not Landfill!
Glow-in-the-dark Nalgene
with black Lone Pine symbol.
8"H, 3.5"W. $22.99

DARTMOUTH PORTSMOUTH
JACKET Wind and water-resistant
Softex Polyester. Hunter green outer
layer, oxford grey jersey lined. Open
hem with shock-cord drawstring.
Elasticized cuffs. Zippered pockets.
Reflective zipper pulls. Adult S-XXXL
$67.99 Youth S-XL $56.99
NIKE MINI RUBBER
BASKETBALL AND
FOOTBALL Size 3
Football (9 inches in length).
Basketball Size 3 Training
22" circumference. Football
or Basketball $19.99

L.L. BEAN WOMEN'S SWEATER
FLEECE FULL-ZIP JACKET The ultimate
sweater fleece – made from superior
fabric. Slightly Fitted: Softly shapes the
body. Falls at hip. 100% polyester fleece.
Features L.L. Bean logo. Wind flap at
zipper seals out cold air. Front zip hand
warmer pockets. Zippered pocket on left
arm. Cuffs and hem reinforced with jersey
binding. Droptail hem for additional
coverage. S-XL $172.99

Dartmouth College, Dartmouth, Tuck, Thayer, the Geisel School of Medicine, and their logos and symbols are Trademarks owned by the Trustees of Dartmouth College.
They are reproduced on Co-op merchandise under license agreements with the Trustees. Every purchase supports the students and activities of Dartmouth College.

B

16 OZ BLOCK D BLACK
MUG Navi Mug with green
Block D logo. Stoneware-type
mug with cream-colored base
with speckles. Black matte
color outside (glossy black
inside). $22.99

DAD OR MOM MUG
15 oz. green and white.
Mom or Dad $14.99

C

DARTMOUTH JEWELRY
Sterling silver and gold plate
over sterling silver. Cufflinks
$89.99. Earrings $52.99.
See the entire collection at
dartmouthcoop.com.

A IRIDESCENT D-PINE ORNAMENT Dartmouth hand
blown glass ornament with cord. Iridescent “bubble” effect.
Dartmouth College’s new D-Pine art in green. $16.99
B DARTMOUTH SHIELD ORNAMENT Green glass
ornament with gold shield. $12.99
C LANDSCAPE CLOISONNE Hand crafted with images of
Baker Library, Webster Hall, Rollins Chapel and Dartmouth
Hall. Approx. 2.75" diameter. Brass loop with gold cord adorn
the top, comes in attractive fabric box. $57.99
CLASSIC CAPTAIN’S CHAIR
laser engraved in cherry with
black or cherry arms, or
black crown with gold fill
engraving and cherry or
black arms. Dartmouth,
Tuck, Geisel or Thayer school
shields. Visit
dartmouthcoop.
com for
personalization
options. $399.
$50 S&H within
48 states. Allow
3-4 weeks delivery.

COTTON
THROW
40" x 60", 100%
woven cotton.
Made in the USA.
$84.99

DARTMOUTH IMAGES From Classic Winter Carnival Posters to iconic images and artwork. Approximately 18" x 24".
Framed $189.99 or Unframed $79.99. See the entire collection at dartmouthcoop.com.
Order by Phone:

800 634 2667

BIG STORM UMBRELLA
22" compact design when
folded. Automatic open,
58" canopy. Oak wood
handle with black cord strap.
$38.99

A

24 OZ GOGO BOTTLE
(710 mL) GoGo Smooth Pour
h2go Bottle. Double wall
18/8 stainless steel thermal
bottle with copper vacuum
insulation and powder coat
finish. $39.99

CHAMPION POWERBLEND
DARTMOUTH SWEATPANT
CHAMPION Eco® Powerblend®
Pant. 50% cotton/50% polyester. 31"
inseam. Side pockets. Covered elastic
ankle. Grey or Green. XS-XXL $39.99

WHITE MOUNTAIN WOOL
BLANKET Hunter green
and navy blue buffalo plaid
camp throw blanket from
Minus33. 62" x 80". 55%
recycled wool, 45% recycled
man-made fibers. Dartmouth
College shield embroidered
in white at corner. $129.99

SEERSUCKER D TIE 100%
Silk Hand Printed Tie with D
and stripes. $49.99
DARTMOUTH SHIELD TIE
IN BOX 100% Italian silk, in
silk covered box. $74.99

SHIELD TOTE BAG
20" L x 6" W x 16" H. 12
oz. Cotton canvas with 28"
handles. $24.99

LICENSE PLATE
HOLDERS Polished chrome
thin rim license plate holder.
Alumni or Vox. $24.99

DARTMOUTH LICENSE
PLATE Dartmouth logo
standard auto vehicle license
plate. 6" x 12". Aluminum
with four slots for attaching
to vehicle. $14.99

Shop in the Store:

21 South Main, Hanover
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1973.

Our grandparents
went to Cape Cod
and all we got was
this super great
beach house that’s
still in the family in

UPFRONT

▲

Footwork
Prof’s new book explores
the wonders of walking.

Jeremy DeSilva’s First Steps offers the
anthropologist’s engaging account of
how humans—the only mammals to
walk on two rather than four legs—have
embraced bipedalism to become the
planet’s dominant species. The book
took root in DeSilva’s course on the
origins of upright walking, which he’s
taught for six years. More on page 17.

2021.

It’s not easy to leave a lasting legacy. It requires thinking well beyond portfolio strategy to consider longer-term needs, like
transferring wealth and minimizing tax implications. The John Banks Wealth Management Group carefully creates forwardthinking financial plans that protect the things most important to you and your family. LIFE WELL PLANNED.

JOHN BANKS, CFP®, D’90
Managing Director
Financial Advisor

Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards Inc. owns the certification marks CFP®. © 2021 Raymond James & Associates, Inc., member New York Stock Exchange/SIPC. 21-BRNBJ-0003 TA 6/21

ELI BURAKIAN ’00

T 585.485.6341 // john.banks@raymondjames.com
johnbankswealthmanagement.com
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“With Webster Hall filled to overflowing—each
seat occupied—with 1,700 students, alumni, and
guests filling the great colonial auditorium, hung
with the portraits and paintings of Dartmouth’s
distinguished sons, the meeting from beginning
to end was one of intense enthusiasm and unparalleled spirit. The large, well-lighted hall, with
noble pillars and lofty apse, resounded again and
again with ringing cheers and with enthusiastic,
almost tumultuous, applause.”
—REPORT ON 1907 DARTMOUTH NIGHT DEDICATION OF
WEBSTER HALL FROM THE OCTOBER ISSUE OF DAM THAT YEAR
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Trip to the Sea
veterans from the
class of 2021
celebrated
graduation with
the tools of
their trade.

> JAMIE COUGHLIN | Director of the Magnuson Center for Entrepreneurship

Why does entrepreneurial guidance matter?

The spirit and the philosophical stance
behind the Magnuson Center is all around
entrepreneurial thinking: equipping students, faculty, staff, alumni with tools to
think entrepreneurial. It’s not necessarily to build the next Facebook. We believe
teaching these skills—to think outside the
box, do more with less, bring diverse teams
together, articulate a vision in the form of
a pitch—serves those stakeholders in multiple ways.
What’s more challenging—coming up with
an idea or successfully propelling it into
existence?

The execution. Probably everybody in the
room has an idea. The challenge is how do
you start moving that forward and gain
traction? How we look to support these
individuals to grow in their entrepreneurial thinking is to help them feel wired for
“yes”—to have the ability to overcome objections and get individuals to say yes. How do
you make convincing arguments? How do
you pitch? How do you get someone to join
your team, how do you get that alum to be
a mentor, advisor, or investor—to say yes?
I think that is very much an art.
What’s the most exciting project that’s come
out of the Magnuson Center recently?

Ayan Agarwal ’21 of Blabl (a speech-impediment therapy app) is a great example. It’s
an effort to build a technology startup and
serve a population that’s struggling.

86

Has there been a project that you didn’t think
would work, but did?

Percentage of classmates who
gave the faculty a favorable
rating in a spring survey by The
Dartmouth

10

I don’t make a determination about whether
an idea is going to work or not. I think all
ideas can work.
What’s the craziest pitch you’ve ever heard?

One of our finalists was a company that was
reimagining the porta-potty marketplace
and industry. They were building the Tesla
of portable toilets. That’s what’s so compelling about entrepreneurship—the different
experiences and backgrounds that can lead
to insights that the rest of us aren’t thinking
about.
—Madison Wilson ’21

CLASS OF 2021

Percentage of classmates who
gave the administration a
favorable rating in a spring survey
by The Dartmouth
i llu st rat i on by R OSS MAC D O N A L D
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J E R E M Y D E S I LVA
ANTHROPOLOGY

First Steps

I was always building, coming up with new
ideas, trying to “sell” them.

CLASS OF 2021

N E W FA C U LT Y B O O K S

HarperCollins, 352 PP., $27.99

How did you become interested in
entrepreneurship?

ELI BURAKIAN '00/DARTMOUTH COLLEGE

FROM THE ARCHIVES

POMP AND
PA D D L E S

speech for me to write because no
words can capture the loss that
we experienced this past year,”
she said. “I’m sorry that I don’t
have the language to convey everything we’re feeling today.…I
was able to make it through because of the people by my side. I
am thankful in knowing that my
peers are talented, smart, and
passionate. If we want change to
happen in whatever field, now is
the time to do it.”
The hot, sunny day saw many
seniors ducking into Leverone
Field House for a dose of air
conditioning. Most were happily
surprised the event took place at
all. “This is definitely surreal,”
said Prathna Kumar ’21. “It’s the
first time that I’m seeing some of
these people all year.”
The College awarded 1,169
degrees of bachelor of arts.
Graduates of the professional
schools were also awarded degrees at the ceremony. Three
seniors received military commissions as second lieutenants,
two in the Army and one in the
Marines, at a Spaulding Auditorium ceremony the day before
Commencement.
In The Dartmouth a variety
of professors offered six words of
advice to the new grads, ranging
from Mary Desjardins’ “Don’t be
afraid to change direction” to Erich Osterberg’s “Let batter rest
for delicious pancakes.”

LOOK WHO’S TALKING

▲

Commencement Returns

Class of 2021 bids adieu with outdoor ceremony.

The masks came off. They were required, but graduating seniors happily
removed their face coverings during Commencement in a fitting gesture
to end an academic year like no other. Social distancing protocols were in
place—no handshaking when diplomas were handed out at Memorial Field
on June 12—and about 2,000 guests viewed the four-hour proceedings.
“Your class has faced a cauldron of tumult and tragedy unlike any other,”
said President Phil Hanlon ’77 in his address. Added Commencement
speaker Annette Gordon-Reed ’81: “But you have made it to this moment.
A world that badly needs your spirit and enthusiasm is waiting for you.”
Amanda Chen ’21 delivered the valedictory address. “This is a really hard

“To be an
entrepreneur
requires
optimism.”

notes from around the gree n

Why do we walk? How do
we walk? In his engaging
account of why walking
matters, DeSilva offers
stories from his fieldwork
and the fossil record. He
also examines more contemporary issues such as
how we judge gaits—the author says he
became self-conscious about his own
while writing the book—and delves into
why walking helps us think. You can read
an excerpt at the DAM website.
JOHN L. CAMPBELL
SOCIOLOGY

What Capitalism Needs: Forgotten
Lessons of Great Economists
(with John A. Hall)
Cambridge University Press, 312 PP., $24.95

“By comparing capitalist
societies across countries and historically,”
Campbell says of his
latest book, “we found
that capitalism performs
best when states possess the intellectual and
institutional capacities to manage their
economies effectively and when societies
are blessed with basic social cohesion, so
the interests of the many in widespread
prosperity are not outweighed by those
of the privileged few. It turns out that
a variety of eminent but often forgotten economists, including Adam Smith,
believed this too.”
K AT I E C R O U C H
ENGLISH AND CREATIVE WRITING

Embassy Wife
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 368 PP., $27

The author of Girls in
Trucks (2008) and Men
and Dogs (2010) blends
her personal experience
in Namibia with meticulous research to deliver
a novel in which a man
moves his family to the
African country for a new job. Soon his
wife realizes he’s got a secret past—and
unpredictable twists ensue. Wrote one
reviewer: “A smart, sparkling novel….
Comical and cool.”
DESIRÉE J. GARCIA
LATIN AMERICAN, LATINO, AND
CARIBBEAN STUDIES

The Movie Musical
Rutgers University Press, 152 PP., $17.95

In this compact paperback, Garcia debunks the
idea that movie musicals
are simply mindless escapism. Her research highlights how these films represent not fluff but, as she
writes, “a highly adaptable
and resilient cinematic language.”
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EUREKA!
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CAMPUS CONFIDENTIAL

NEW FINDINGS AND RESEARCH

Human Steady Cam

]

The brain stabilizes our vision.

HONOR ROLL

To help with a student
housing crunch, the College
held a lottery to provide
$5,000 payments to up to
200 students to give up
their on-campus housing.

Phi Beta Kappa inducted
144 members of the class
of 2021 in a June
ceremony held in Spaulding
Auditorium.

UPON FURTHER REVIEW

Liz Keady Norton is the new
women’s hockey coach. She
spent the past two seasons
leading Boston University
to a 38-14-4 record.

Geisel Medical School
officials dropped all charges
against 17 students accused
of online cheating in March.
“I have apologized to the
students for what they have
been through,” said dean
Duane Compton.

ON THE ICE

ALOHA

Former basketball coach
and player Jabari Trotter
’12 is joining the Dartmouth
coaching staff for a third
time. He is departing his
job as an assistant coach
for the University of Hawaii.
The former guard has
played in the second-most
games—112—in College
history.
ON THE HILL

MONEY MAN

More than 40 members of
the class of 2020 are working with alumni relations
to plan a Commencement
“event.” The pandemic
canceled the class’
ceremony on the Green.

Government prof Mike
Herron testified at a U.S.
House hearing in June on
voting rights and the John
Lewis Voting Rights bill,
which failed to move
forward in the Senate
because of Republican
opposition.

BRONX BOUND?

IT KEEPS GETTING WORSE

UPON FURTHER REVIEW,
PART TWO

The New York Yankees
drafted catcher Ben
Rice ’22 in the 12th round
of July’s MLB draft.

CFO Mike Wagner has left
Dartmouth after 20 years
to become VP for finance
and operations and college
treasurer at Williams.

The nonprofit Athlete Ally
has updated its score for
Dartmouth Athletics
inclusion policies to a
perfect 100.
ROCKING THE BOAT

BETTER LATE THAN NEVER

TREK FREE OR DIE

College photographer
and endurance hiker Eli
Burakian ’00 completed
a 345-mile trek through
New Hampshire from the
Massachusetts border to
the Canadian border in just
nine and a half days.
OUT OF BOUNDS

Hanover officials are
considering a possible
six-figure property tax on
the now-closed golf course,
claiming the 120 acres may
no longer serve the
College’s educational mission.
OVER AND OUT

Dartmouth is selling its
radio license for WFRD 99.3
(99 Rock) due to a lack
of student interest—and
recent profits. WDCR will
remain as a noncommercial
student operation.

A Longer Shelf Life
Chemical isolation benefits
manufacturers.

A federal report indicates
coaches of men’s teams
at Dartmouth earned
nearly $40,000 more than
coaches of women’s teams
in recent years.

ROMAN MURADOV

Heavyweight rowing coach
Wyatt Allen was named
the NCAA Division I Head
Coach of the Year by the
Intercollegiate Rowing
Coaches Association. Three
of his rowers earned spots
on the U23 World Championships this summer.

>>> Our brains trick us into seeing the
images moving across our retinas as
stable, according to new research led
by psychological and brain sciences
professor Patrick Cavanagh. “The
brain has its own type of frame-based
steady cam, so we don’t see a shaky
image like we do in handheld movies
taken with a smartphone,” he says.
“That is the visual stabilization that
the brain has, but video cameras do
not.”
In the study, published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences, participants viewed moving
frames and flashes of light on computer monitors and were asked to mark
the distances they saw between the
flashes. The researchers found that
subjects discounted the motion of the
frames, perceiving flashes that were
actually at the same location as far
apart. “Something quite sophisticated
is happening to tame the images we
see as we scan the world in front of
us,” Cavanagh says.
—Maud McCole ’23

Q U OT E / U N Q U OT E

“Almost every
decision
was difficult.”
—Dr. Lisa Adams, cochair of the
Covid-19 task force
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PA N D E M I C

2020 awards won by dining
services from the National
Association of College and
University Food Services

Months the campus
Covid-19 task force was
in operation. It
disbanded in July.

>>> A novel technique to produce a
chemical widely used to lengthen the
expiration dates of food, vitamins, and
drugs does so at less cost and lower
energy consumption. Sirun Yang, Adv
’22, worked with professors Ivan Aprahamian, Dale Mierke, and Maria Pellegrini and colleagues from Denmark
on the new process, which uses light
to more efficiently produce and isolate
gamma-cyclodextrin. Until recently
the benign, biodegradable chemical
could be produced only through more
costly steam distillation.
The technique, published in Chem,
is six times more efficient at isolating the chemical. “It turned out to be
highly beneficial for industry because
it circumvents this whole energyconsuming, steam-distillation process,”
Aprahamian says.
The discovery is expected to make
the chemical more readily available to
small-scale manufacturers.
—Julia Robitaille ’23

ISTOCK

HOUSING GAMBLE

GUIDING YOU

HOME
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DA RT M O U T H C O L L EG E F U N D AWA R D S
Thank you to all the Dartmouth College Fund donors and volunteers for your tireless work and dedication.
In a year of unprecedented challenges, your efforts helped provide the full promise of Dartmouth to thousands of
students and advanced the College’s distinctive liberal arts experience. Congratulations to our volunteers and classes,
listed below, for your unparalleled achievements this year. You make our community stronger than ever.

Hanover, New Hampshire | $1,075,000
Spacious 5 Bed Multi-Level With Private Backyard
Nan Carroll 802.356.3560 | MLS# 4871404

Hanover, New Hampshire | $859,000
Updated Contemporary Cape In Great Neighborhood
Nan Carroll 802.356.3560 | MLS# 4872499

Hanover, New Hampshire | $998,500
Great House, Great Location, Great Neighborhood!
Heidi Reiss 603.443.0895 | MLS# 4868564

Hanover, New Hampshire | $749,000
Serenity & Convenience At This Two Level Bungalow
Liam McCarthy 603.252.9464 | MLS# 4866021

CENTENNIAL CIRCLE CLASS AWARD
Greatest number of new
Centennial Circle members
Class of 1997

ANDREW J. SCARLETT 1910 AWARD
Greatest increase in non-reunion dollars
Class of 1995: $674,466

FRED A. HOWLAND 1887 AWARD
Greatest increase in non-reunion donors
Class of 1967: 37

CLASS OF 1960 AWARD
Class awarded the greatest number
of DCF Scholars
Class of 1991

CLASS OF 2003 AWARD
Reunion class with the greatest number
of donors whose previous gift was 5+
years ago and first-time donors
Class of 1985: 41

JOHN H. DAVIS 1925 AWARD
Largest non-reunion dollar total
Class of 1989: $1,651,819

CLASS OF 1938 AWARD
Largest reunion dollar total
Class of 1991: $6,307,468

CLASS OF 1953 AWARD
Greatest number of reunion donors
Class of 1991: 431

CLASS OF 1948 AWARD
Highest reunion dollar multiple
Class of 1991: 4.7

MELVIN O. ADAMS 1871 AWARD
Greatest number of non-reunion
1769 Society members
Class of 1993: 107

CLASS OF 1964 AWARD
Greatest number of reunion
1769 Society members
Class of 1991: 114
MARK R. ALPERIN 1980 AWARD
Highest reunion participation
Class of 1961: 75.6%
CHARLES F. MOORE, JR. 1925 AWARD
Greatest improvement in donors of
a reunion class over the prior year
Class of 1971: 20.0%
STEPHEN F. MANDEL 1952 SOCIETY
Alumni volunteers who provide visionary
leadership in raising gifts through
the Dartmouth College Fund
Elizabeth Donohoe Cook ’94 P’25
W. Kyle Gore ’84 P’19

Dorchester, New Hampshire | $539,000
Historic Farmhouse, Spectacular Views On 96 Acres
Gabbie Black 603.448.8795 | MLS# 4870997

Hanover eastman Quechee ludlow
sunapee new london concord
lincoln franconia littleton COnway

Lyme, New Hampshire | $410,000
Charming 3 Bed Ground Floor Condo At The Village
Heidi Reiss 603.443.0895 | MLS# 4870823

TheCBLife.com
1.603.643.6406

Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.

BRUCE D. MILLER 1974 AWARD
Non-reunion class with the greatest
number of donors whose previous gift
was 5+ years ago and first-time donors
Class of 1993: 19
JOHN R. MASON 1915 AWARD
Highest non-reunion participation
Class of 1953: 71%
Class of 1960: 71%

JOSHUA A. DAVIS 1927 AWARD
Greatest percent improvement
in non-reunion dollars
Class of 1995: 157%
CLASS OF 1979 AWARD
Class with best post-reunion retention
Class of 1979: 96%
NEW NON-REUNION YEAR-OUT
DOLLAR RECORDS
Class of 1960: $507,987
Class of 1977: $1,077,651
Class of 1978: $1,569,643
Class of 1998: $631,261
Class of 2006: $231,688
Class of 2010: $210,183
Class of 2012: $103,736
Class of 2018: $46,954

CHARLES J. ZIMMERMAN 1923 AWARD
Greatest percentage improvement
in non-reunion donors
Class of 1969: 15%

NEW NON-REUNION YEAR-OUT
PARTICIPATION RECORDS
Class of 1953: 71.0%
Class of 1979: 60.6%
Class of 2006: 40.2%
Class of 2007: 37.3%

RAYMOND J. RASENBERGER
1949 AWARD
Greatest number of non-reunion donors
Class of 1979: 571

Our volunteers inspire us all through
their leadership. See these awards
online at dartgo.org/outstanding.

The Parents and Grandparents Fund extends a special thank you to the Family Leadership and Fundraising Committee.

800-228-1769 | 603-646-3621

notebook

INTERVIEW

“It Has Been a Difficult Year”
Dr. Mark H. Reed, director of Dartmouth Health Service, discusses
the state of student mental health. b y I R E N E M . W I E L A W S K I

wasn’t just the isolation. There is widespread political divisiveness; people are
struggling with systemic racism, the growing economic divide, and other issues in our
society. Many students lost loved ones to Covid. Loss and lack of connectedness played
a heavy role throughout the year.
What is the College doing to support students
even as the pandemic recedes?

Dartmouth has suffered a tragic loss of several
students to suicide in recent months. Isn’t that
unusual?

Yes, it has been a difficult year. We usually
experience a student suicide once every
two to three years. A national mental health
crisis on college campuses has unfortunately been present during the last seven
to nine years.

HOLI STI C AP P R OAC H
Reed, a psychiatrist who has
overseen health services
since 2015, says suicide
prevention must involve the
entire campus community.

How do you know this?

The Center for Collegiate Mental Health
at Penn State, a consortium of more than
600 colleges (including Dartmouth), found
a 30- to 40-percent increase in counseling
utilization during the five years preceding
the pandemic, and three-quarters of college
counseling centers reported an increase in
the severity of mental health needs, primarily around anxiety and depression. The data
we collect at Dartmouth is similar. During
the same timespan we had a 45-percent
increase in the number of students in crisis. We’re seeing about 25 to 28 percent of
the student population each year, a fairly
sizeable number.

What about helping students learn what they
can do? They may feel a greater obligation to
safeguard a friend’s confidence than to call
for help.

Fortunately, we’ve seen a significant lessening of the stigma around mental health
during the last 10 to 15 years. There’s less
hesitancy to ask for help, and more students
are open about their mental health experiences. That said, there are people who
feel ashamed or embarrassed and there are
persistent stereotypes that deter people
from seeking help. Students will take turns
watching over someone they’re worried
about, which is not their responsibility.
We’ve been doing a lot of training with
undergraduate advisors and are working
with the Mental Health Student Union,
a student-run advocacy group. We hope
to accelerate these efforts, but we need
to improve on some issues of trust and
communication.

At the height of the pandemic students were
confined to their dorm rooms, classes were
remote, and congregating for meals was forbidden. How did these precautionary measures
affect students’ mental health?

The desire for connectedness is something we all have in common, and when
we come to a new community, we search
for it intensely. The pandemic required us
to restrict students from many of the activities and interactions that connect us to
one another. This was especially difficult
for first-year students who didn’t already
have connections here.

What evidence of the toll of isolation did you
see among the students who came to Dick’s
House for help?

National surveys show that about 30 percent
of students seen at college counseling centers have had significant suicidal ideation,
and Dartmouth is close to that number. It
22 D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E

We have greatly expanded our counseling
capacity—this has been a priority of the
College since before the pandemic. We
used to have 10 clinical staff, and now we
have 15. We have protocols for responding to student deaths from whatever cause
and reaching out to students who we think
may be vulnerable because they were close
to the students who died or have experienced other losses. The counseling office
has liaisons throughout the campus—to
athletics, to each of the house communities,
and so on. We meet regularly with them,
even when things are going well, and we
spend hundreds of hours each term doing outreach and education about suicide
prevention and other mental health issues. We help faculty and administrators
develop skills for detecting when students
are struggling and talking to them about
difficult topics and getting them connected
with resources.

What do you mean?

Things get out on social media that people
take as fact. Unfortunately, this has fosp h otog rap h by R OB ST RO N G ’ 0 4

tered myths about counseling services that
could be an impediment to students coming
in. One myth is that it takes weeks to get an
appointment. That was true 10 years ago
when we were understaffed, but it’s not
true now. Students in crisis get same-day

“Loss and lack of
connectedness
played a heavy role.”
appointments, and others are seen usually within two to three days. Other myths
are that the counseling staff is not diverse
enough, that counseling doesn’t help, that
all we do is refer people out to community
therapists or send them home. None of this
is accurate. The vast majority of students
we see feel they’ve been helped with their
symptoms and academic performance and
would recommend us to a friend.
Are you saying that social media has exacerbated the mental health crisis on campus?

It’s a mixed bag, good and bad. One of the
benefits is that when people are really
struggling or considering suicide, they may
put something out on social media along
the lines of, “I may not see you again,” or in
some other way convey that they’re saying
goodbye, such as giving their things away.
Many people seeing that will contact us or
send us a link so we can reach out directly
to the student. On the bad side, social media
can circulate misinformation and reinforce
stereotypes that make people feel apart.
For example, there is a strong stereotype at
Dartmouth that everybody loves it here. If
you don’t feel that way, seeing people talk
on social media about all the ways they love
Dartmouth can make you feel worse.
Is suicide entirely preventable?

Suicide is very complicated. We usually
never know why the person made that
decision. College students are in an age
group where people go through a number
of normal—and, often, emotional—developmental milestones, such as learning to
manage failure. But it’s also a time when
some people develop significant mental
illness. Between ages 18 and 23, suicide
is the second-leading cause of death after
accidents. The suicide rate for people who

are not in college is higher, though. There
is a lot of support on campuses—counselors and staff looking out for you. It’s also
a congregate setting, so people might notice when you don’t show up to class or you
seem troubled. The good news is that we
have been able to intervene successfully
with many students who have come to us
with significant thoughts of suicide. On
the other hand, we may not be seeing the
students most in need. Data shows that of
college students who commit suicide, 70
to 80 percent of them have not been seen
by college counseling centers.
What can be done to find these vulnerable
students?

We have received an anonymous gift to
extend our mental health outreach efforts
with three new positions—two counseling and one wellness coordinator. We have
partnered with the American Foundation
for Suicide Prevention, which runs an
anonymous interactive screening program that could help students who may
be reluctant to seek services, and we have
partnered with the Jed Foundation, which
has assembled a great deal of research on
how to structurally mitigate suicide risk
on school and college campuses. We will
be working with the Jed Foundation during
the next four years to collect and analyze
information in order to improve what we
do campus-wide to support student wellbeing. Suicide is not just a counseling issue,
it involves the entire campus community
and requires the commitment of senior
leadership, which we have.
Researchers are documenting the pandemic’s
lingering emotional impact on many people.
How is the College responding to these
developments?

We’re planning a campus-wide student survey focused on mental health. We think
this will give us useful feedback on student needs, areas where we can provide
additional support, and insight into how to
reach those who may not think of counseling as something for them. I hope we are
emerging from the pandemic. But the divisive societal issues are still quite present,
which is why we must continue to invest
every way that we can in the well-being of
our students and their sense of connectedness to the Dartmouth community.
IRENE M. WIELAWSKI is a health care journalist and frequent contributor to DAM.
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Q1R
Before Streaming
At Desilu, Solow developed and sold three
eventual classics to
three networks in one
week: Mission: Impossible to ABC, Mannix
to CBS, and Star Trek
to NBC. He did it again
later for MGM with
Medical Center (CBS),
The Courtship of Eddie’s Father (ABC), and
Then Came Bronson
(NBC).

THE PERFECT TIME IS
RIGHT NOW.
NEW JOB. MARRIAGE. YOUR CHILD STARTING COLLEGE. RETIREMENT.
Life is full of milestones. Each is a perfect time to create your Dartmouth legacy.
The Dartmouth Gift Planning team can help maximize your tax and estate benefits while
you help future generations. Contact our team today to learn how you can use your 401(k),
life insurance policy, will, or other plan to pay it forward. And Dartmouth recognizes
all planned gifts, including bequests, in The Call to Lead campaign.

For more information, contact Rolly Balbuena in the Gift Planning office.
603-646-3799 • rolly.d.balbuena@dartmouth.edu • dartgo.org/rightnow

Star Trekker
Did TV and film wunderkind Herb Solow ’53 boldly go
where no man has gone before? Indubitably!
by S U E S H O C K

“S

tar Trek, the television show, exists because of Herb Solow,” NBC
programming executive Grant Tinker ’47 said after he made a 1964
deal with his fellow alum. “It was only our respect for Herb that led us
to buy the show.” Solow, who died last year at 89, was a VP of production at
Desilu Studios when he refined Gene Roddenberry’s basic sci-fi “Wagon Train
to the Stars” idea and pitched it to his former colleagues at NBC. CBS had
turned it down—the network already had Lost in Space—and NBC jumped at
the opportunity to make Star Trek. The series aired from 1966 to 1969 and has
spawned a multibillion-dollar universe of spinoffs, sequels, fan conventions,
and merchandise.
During his long career as a studio executive, screenwriter, producer,
director, and talent agent, Solow worked at NBC, CBS, Desilu/Paramount,
and MGM, where he teamed with notable film directors such as Robert Altman, David Lean, and Blake Edwards. Solow later ran his own production
company and was a part-time lecturer at the University of Wales. “Never
retire!” he advised others. Or, as Mr. Spock would say, “Live long and prosper.”

i l l u s t ra t i o n b y C HA RL I E P OWEL L

Q2R
Saving Spock
Solow convinced Roddenberry to keep the
original Spock’s pointed
ears but lose the long
tail and red face. “The
Mr. Spock character
was the devil!” Solow
said. “A lot of Gene’s
thinking was very obvious.” Solow also had
the idea to present Star
Trek as if it had already
happened. “I made a
key change whereby we
treated every episode,
the whole series, as a
flashback and invented
stardate,” he said. “The
captain’s log set up
each show.”
Q3 R
Future Fortune
Lousy ratings doomed
the starship Enterprise:
NBC canceled the
show after three years.
Today some
critics rank it among
the top shows of all
time and call it “the
most influential
science fiction TV
series ever produced.”
It’s been in syndication since the 1970s,
and the value of the
franchise is light years
beyond what anyone
could have imagined.

Q4R
He Could Play Ball
Solow played semipro baseball after high
school and was offered
a contract with the New
York Giants. He didn’t
accept it—his father, an
art dealer, expected him
to go to college instead.
(Solow’s mother died
when he was a child.)
Solow played baseball
at Dartmouth, where
he majored in English,
drama, and art history.
He was a member of the
Dartmouth Players and
Gamma Delta Chi.
Q5 R
The Old Mailroom
Cliché is True
After graduation Solow
worked in the mailroom
at a talent agency to
learn about the entertainment industry. “I
ended up with my Ivy
League degree going into
the mailroom at the William Morris Agency and
becoming a mail boy,” he
said. “It’s the best postgraduate school anyone
could ever attend.”
Q6 R
Green Connections
In 1969, as VP in charge
of theatrical and television production at
MGM, Solow wrote to
Warner Bentley, director
of the College’s theater
programs from 1928 to
1960 and director of the
Hop from 1960 to 1969:
“As I sit overseeing the
production of upwards
of $50 million and the
running of a 275-acre
film studio, I sometimes
think back to the beginning of it all, which was,
in effect, Robinson Hall.”
Robinson housed the
drama department when
Solow was a student.
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Greetings
From Hanover!
Vintage postcards set the scene.

B

efore Instagram, we had postcards. Does anyone actually send them anymore? In 2020, the U.S. Postal
Service reports, more than 485 million postcards
were mailed in this country. That’s a far cry from the nearly
3.5 billion mailed in 1950. But deltiology, a.k.a. postcard
collecting, is alive and well. People collect only coins and
stamps in greater numbers. Through the years alums and
their widows have sent DAM bundles of postcards that
depict campus settings and the town of Hanover—some
of which we present here. Many are from the linen card
era of the 1930s, when printers used a paper stock that
produced vivid colors. To see more, check out Rauner
Library’s collection of more than 1,400 postcards, which
includes scenes of fraternity houses, Winter Carnival,
and dozens of other College events, buildings, and icons.
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Stall
Tactics

if they weren’t called upon. It’s high speed,
high intensity, and high stress.
The repetition of the phrases and the
snaps set a rhythm as we moved across the
room to confront each seated student at
three levels. The instructor level (standing
upright), the peer level (eye-to-eye) and the
submissive level (kneeling). Each level had
a purpose: to instruct, to listen, to coax. We
were expected to weave in all three.
So why is the phrase, “As-tu tous tes
trucs…euh…toutes tes affaires?” so infamous?

An undergrad snaps his
way through a wacky
practice routine with
hopes of landing a
teaching assistant job.
by J O E G L E A S O N ’ 7 7

The idea was to
keep everyone
thinking—even if
they weren’t called
upon. It’s high speed,
high intensity, and
high stress.

“A

s-tu tous tes trucs…euh…toutes tes
affaires?”
For more than 50 years Dartmouth students taking entry-level French
have wrestled with this tongue-twisting
alliterative phrase, which translates to, “Do
you have all your stuff…uh…all your things?”
It is also infamous among the teaching assistant (TA) drill instructors. I know this
because having spent a term abroad in the
winter of 1975, I wanted to become a TA.
As a history major, I was a longshot. Seventy-five students were vying for 14 spots.
Twenty-one had been a TA before—and
most were language majors.
The drill is a unique language instruction method developed by the insanely
charismatic Dartmouth professor John
Rassias, who was Rosetta Stone before
there was Rosetta Stone. To train potential
instructors, Rassias held a four-day crash
course in Dartmouth Hall before each term
that culminated in a trial-by-fire where
applicants taught a mock class in front of
the Romance languages faculty. As contestants, we would be graded on our mastery
of the Rassias method, our pronunciation
skills, and our ability to correct student
mistakes.
The method is an in-your-face teaching
style that uses repetition to teach scenarios
by reverse-engineering the sentences from
the last clause back to the first. To call on
students, we’d snap our fingers and point,
usually with some misdirection or head
fake to keep them on their toes. Mistakes
were not to be tolerated. If a student gave
the wrong answer: Snap! We’d call on someone else to give the correct answer. The
idea was to keep everyone thinking—even
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“Whatever you do, don’t use that sentence for your trial,” a senior TA warned
the practicing contestants. “It contains
four words using two different ‘u’ sounds,
and one follows a French ‘r.’ It’s difficult to
pronounce correctly and hard to hear when
a student gets it wrong. For the trial, it’s a
minefield. Avoid it at all costs.”
That’s why I chose to use it.
By day three of the workshop I counted
only one distinct advantage over my peers:
My finger snap could wake the dead. Other
than that, I was just like everyone else, trying to make it look as though I knew what
I was doing. I needed something to stand
out among the 75.
I practiced the sentence each night in
my dormitory bathroom. Classes hadn’t yet
started, so I had the place to myself. The six
toilet stalls were spaced about the same
distance apart as seats in Dartmouth Hall,
so I bobbed and weaved, calling on each seat
at random. If I did it successfully, whoosh! I
rewarded myself with a celebratory flush.
The day of the trial I nervously watched
as each contestant stood to compete. Despite the tension, time started to drag as we
watched the same scenarios being taught
again and again. My name was called, and
I stood to face the students—all French
illu st rat ion by L AR S L EETA RU

majors, including the senior TA who had
advised us.
I spoke with a loud, clear voice: “As-tu
tous tes trucs…euh…toutes tes affaires?”
Everyone in the room looked up.
“As-tu tous tes marbles?” called out the
senior TA.
With a smile, I started to reverse engineer the sentence. “Toutes tes affaires?” has
an easy ‘u’ sound, so I was on safe ground
to start. I worked my way across the room.
No one made a mistake.
Instead of turning next to the first part
of the sentence, I focused on the “…euh” between the two clauses. I got confused looks.
Mimicking the French, who have a way
of making even pauses sound interesting,
I pulled out my bottom lip to exaggerate.
“Eeeuuuhh.” Everyone laughed as I overdid it. It also gave me a chance to correct
student mistakes if they didn’t camp it up
with me. Everyone played along.
Finally, the hard part: “As-tu tous tes
trucs.” Having practiced it for three days
I cleanly pronounced all three “u” sounds
and snapped my way across the room.
One student mispronounced a “u.” It
was something I hadn’t anticipated. I assumed everyone spoke better French than
me. I had a choice: correct the French major in front of me, killing his chances for a
position—and making an enemy for life—
or pretend I didn’t hear it. But I knew the
judges would have heard the mistake, so I
had to correct it.
I snapped to the senior TA. He gave the
proper pronunciation, and I snapped back
to the student for his correction, only to see
my death cooling in his eyes.
When I finished, everyone applauded
and I took a bow. The next morning the
names of the 14 winning TAs were posted.
Mine wasn’t one of them. The professors
had chosen their favorites. My only consolation was that Rassias soon changed the
system to allow for new blood, stipulating
that TAs could be hired only twice in four
terms.
I tried again two terms later and made
the list—and taught a total of four times.
I learned most of the scenarios by heart.
And every time I taught that first sentence,
I couldn’t help but picture those six empty toilet stalls from my dorm’s bathroom.
Whoosh! 			
JOE GLEASON’S previous stories for DAM
can be found in our online archive.
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SHE’S
GOT
GAME
BY JIM COLLINS ’84
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Bianca Smith ’12 steps up
as professional baseball’s first
Black female coach.
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Barely 5 feet tall, Bianca Smith didn’t know how to
throw properly when she started playing softball at her
suburban Dallas high school. (“My parents had me in soccer programs when I was younger,” she says.) But her
work ethic and positive attitude jumped off the charts.
Years later her coach, Lance Stephens, described Smith’s
dedication to learning the fundamentals of the game as
“unparalleled.” As a senior, Smith was named co-captain
of the team. She broke her thumb at the start of the season
and couldn’t play. But she was nimble and fast, she could
pinch-run for slower teammates, and she inspired and
encouraged her team in the dugout. The Panthers made
it to the state’s Class 5A regional quarterfinals.
Even so, Smith figured she wasn’t Division I college
softball material. It wasn’t until her junior year that she
approached Dartmouth’s varsity softball coach, Rachel
Hanson, and asked if she could try to walk on.
“We had a strong team that year,” Hanson says. “But
there was something different about Bianca. Her talent
was raw. Seeing the kind of clarity and conviction she had
about what she wanted to do—that was rare. She wanted to
be a part of what we were doing and said she’d do anything
to help. She had a team-first mindset. She was in soak-up
mode from Day 1.”
“My approach about my role was very honest,” Smith
recalls. “I was told I’d be used mostly as a pinch-runner. I
said to myself, ‘Okay. I’ll be the best baserunner I can be.
I’ll be the runner that the coach will want to use in every
game.’ I studied it. I practiced reading the ball off the bat,
sliding, whatever I could do to get better.” Smith appeared
in 17 games that season and scored eight runs.
When she wasn’t running, she sat on the bench and
deciphered the opposing teams’ signs, gleaning rhythms,
noting patterns, anticipating strategy. “Sure enough,” says
Hanson, “around the third or fourth inning, here would
come Bianca with her little notebook. She’d say, ‘Look
out for this or pay attention to that….’ She could pick signs
better than anyone.”
Smith volunteered to catch in the bullpen. The pitchers grew to trust her. In their off-field workouts, they sent
Smith text messages and asked her to catch them, even
ahead of the regular catchers.
In the lingua franca of sports teams everywhere, she
gained a nickname: “Bianca” became “’ianca,” which became “Yonkers.” Her teammates loved her enthusiasm.
As a senior, when a hip injury kept her off the field,
Smith worked with the younger players, helped chart the
games, shot video—anything to help.
But the game she’d loved since childhood was baseball,
not softball. As a toddler, she watched entire Yankees
games on television, sitting on the lap of her mother, Dawn
Patterson ’90. She saved her allowance money to buy a
Derek Jeter jersey—the Yankees’ star shortstop was her
mom’s favorite player. She loved it when her mom cheered.
She watched classic baseball movies—The Sandlot, Angels
in the Outfield, Rookie of the Year—over and over to the
point that her father, Victor Smith ’89, worried she might
wear out the DVDs. She learned the language of the game,
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its heroes, and strategies and nuances.
The opportunities for a girl to play baseball
growing up in Grapevine, Texas, were limited to
nonexistent. At Dartmouth, Smith became the
only woman on the club baseball team. She was
the type of thirsty, hyper-curious player whom
coaches call a “student of the game,” and though
she found a spot on the club team’s roster, she
discovered her place at the side of Dartmouth’s
veteran varsity baseball coach, Bob Whalen.
That’s where the student’s education took off.
She had shown up at his office as a freshman one day,
unannounced, introduced herself, and asked if they could
talk about baseball. Years later, Whalen still recalls the
moment. “It was clear that she just loved baseball,” he says.
“Whenever you’re around young people who are passionate
about the same thing you’re passionate about, you want
to encourage them.” She asked him about his coaching
philosophy, how he organized his practices, how indoor
drills differed from outdoor, how he approached putting
a team together.
“How can I help?” she asked.
As a manager, Smith charted statistics, shot and organized video of the players, tried her hand announcing
games. (“That didn’t work,” she says. “I got way too excited.”) She became a regular in the baseball office, talking

DOU BLE
PLAY
Smith played
club baseball
before making
the varsity
softball team
as a junior.
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SHE WAS THE KIND OF PLAYER COACHES DREAM ABOUT.

about the Red Sox-Yankees rivalry and the sport’s trend
toward more analytics and breaking down the game with
Whalen and the team’s assistant coaches. She gave campus tours to recruits and met with prospective players
and their families on the team’s “Junior Day,” when high
school students came to Hanover to learn more about
the program.
Away from the field, she majored in sociology and
cofounded a club to help students explore career options
in the sports industry and foster networking that could
lead to internships and job opportunities.
Smith set her sights on a front office job in Major
League Baseball. In terms of women—in particular Black
women—there weren’t many role models ahead of her, but
the professional game’s makeup was changing. Increasingly, in the tradition-rich, hidebound sport, professional

D IA MO N DS
ARE A
GIR L’ S BE ST
F R IE N D
Smith (73)
handles a range
of on-the-field
duties as a
minor league
coach for the
Boston Red
Sox in Fort
Myers, Florida.

teams looking for a competitive edge were turning to outsiders with unconventional ideas. More and more clubs
embraced statistical analysis and innovative technology
to leverage and maximize their most valuable assets: the
players.
In their 2019 book The MVP Machine, authors Ben
Lindbergh and Travis Sawchik surveyed the changing
landscape. “There were no outsiders in player development,” they wrote, “and nearly every coaching position
was occupied by an ex-player. The general managers are
exclusively male and white. [But] baseball had begun to
accept one kind of outsider into its front offices: Ivy League
grads with STEM degrees.” The authors’ research showed
that franchise owners were willing to go outside the fraternity if a fresh mindset could improve a club’s chances
of winning. From the 1970s to the 1990s, the percentage
of general managers coming out of the Ivy League never
passed 3 percent (Sandy Alderson ’69 was GM of the Oakland A’s from 1983 to 1997). Of the GMs hired in the 2010s,
nearly 40 percent were Ivy Leaguers, almost none of them
former players. Smith saw a path.
She applied to M.B.A./J.D. programs that offered dual
degrees in sports business and sports law. Case Western
Reserve University in Cleveland was the only school whose
baseball coach promised her that she could help out. Smith
worked four years as the program’s director of operations,
an unpaid position that coach Matt Englander created for
her. She arranged the team’s travel, raised money, communicated with players’ families, worked on social media
and marketing, and creatively stretched the team’s small
budget. She walked a mile each way between her home and
the ballfield, in all weather, and was never late.
In an interview with the online sports journal, The
Athletic, Englander was effusive about how involved
Smith became with his Division III program, even on
top of her studies and her part-time compliance job in
the school’s athletics office. “I didn’t really care what
she looked like,” Englander said. “She’s just a smart,
motivated, super-impressive person. She came to every
practice, every game. Every second we were there, she
was there. She started to get into the analytics and data
side of things, trying to find advantages and inefficiencies. She really progressed.”
Part of Smith’s drive had become personal. Her mother
died of cancer in 2013 at the age of 44. Smith recognized
how much of her own energy and ambition had come from
her mom, a former competitive athlete and marathoner
who, in 1985, cofounded Dartmouth’s dance group Ujima
(taking its name from the Kwanzaa principle meaning
“collective work and responsibility”) and became an attorney in her 30s. Smith couldn’t separate her love of the
game from the love she felt for her mother.
Her dual degrees and her work with Englander helped
Smith land internships with the Texas Rangers and Major
League Baseball in operations roles involving salaries,
arbitration, and scouting. In 2018, back home in Texas, she
worked as an assistant coach with the University of Dallas, patching together a half-dozen (continued on page 85)
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óBring Onó

The Heathens
HOW TWO FORMER FOOTBALL PLAYERS
CHUCKED THEIR JOBS IN FULL-TIME PURSUIT
OF THE ROCK AND ROLL DREAM
JAMES B. MEIGS ’80
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I ’ M W I T H T HE BA N D
Guitarist Gordy Quist ’02
helped form The Band of
Heathens in 2005. Keyboardist Trevor Nealon ’02
(next spread) joined the
group fulltime in 2011.

T
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KEY WEST’S UBIQUITOUS SEMI-WILD CHICKENS ARE

pecking and crowing outside Quist’s ground-floor hotel
room. The embroidered jumpsuit he’ll wear for the next
night’s performance is draped over a chair. The wine is on
the dresser. We start off talking about that first semester at
Dartmouth. Nealon remembers a night—before classes even
began—when he sat down at a piano in some dorm basement
and started to play. Quist walked by and nodded. “A few
minutes later he came back with his guitar and just started
picking,” Nealon says. That’s how it began. By the end of
the year the two freshmen, along with teammate Damien
Roomets ’02 (wide receiver, bass guitar), had joined a band.
Before long they’d joined a fraternity as well, the football-centric Gamma Delta Chi, naturally. There they appropriated a common room as their rehearsal space. (“It
was supposed to be the library,” Nealon laughs.) Their everevolving ensemble had various names—Funk Barnacle and
the Sea Biscuit Bunch was one—before settling on Lucky
Southern. They mostly played fraternity dances and the
Lone Pine Tavern at Collis. “It was just a party band,” Quist
says. “We played whatever kept people dancing: Stevie
Wonder, Joe Walsh…” “…Guns N’ Roses, Aerosmith, Phish,”
Nealon continues. “Gordy comes from Texas and had a
Fender Strat, so we did some Stevie Ray Vaughan.” The
band was just “a fun release,” both insist. But Quist’s freshman roommate, future U.S. Ski Team downhill star Bryon
Friedman ’02, says Lucky Southern—featuring those three
powerful football players—made a big impression on audiences. “These guys were jacked,” he says, “Gordy must have
weighed 225, pure muscle. But here they were on stage just
being so playful and fun. You hear the Heathens today and
you hear strong Southern-rock-meets-singer-songwriter
roots. But back then those guys were more of a jam band.”

HEATH E N IS M
In April the band
performed a longawaited concert
in Key West
(above). “We just
kind of vibed,”
says Nealon
(right) of meeting
fellow high school
quarterback Quist
on a football
recruiting trip to
Hanover.
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he Band of Heathens takes the stage at the Mile 0
Fest in Key West, Florida, as if they are coming up for air.
It’s the last day in April 2021, and the Austin, Texas-bred
roots-rock band hasn’t performed for a full-blown live
audience in 14 months. For this performance—the first
of two it will do at the festival—the band is playing on
a temporary beachfront stage under the afternoon sun.
The crowd isn’t huge, but it’s dedicated. Mile 0 is among
the first American music festivals to test the receding
waters of the Covid pandemic. For bands and fans alike it’s
a chance to reconnect. Rolling Stone calls the Heathens “a
smoking live band,” and the group has toured relentlessly
for 15 years, playing everywhere from small clubs to huge
festivals. Along the way it has built up a particularly intense
following. “These cats are why I’m here,” one fan tells me.
The five-piece band launches into a mix of familiar
favorites—goosebump-raising harmonies on “Hurricane,”
psychedelic twang on “LA County Blues”—and some tunes
from its latest album, Stranger, which was recorded in
the depths of the pandemic. (It’s the band’s sixth studio
album and 11th full-length record overall.) “It feels so
good to be together again,” lead singer and guitarist Gordy
Quist ’02 tells the crowd. “It seems like it’s been a whole
year of shows getting pushed back three months and then
another three months. So thank you all for doing this thing
with us!” A cheer goes up and a few dozen beer bottles are
raised aloft in salute.
After the set there’s time for autographs and selfies
with fans. One longtime follower hands Quist a case of
wine he’s brought as a gift. (“He does this a lot,” Quist tells
me later. “It’s always amazing.”) Then everyone piles into
a van for the trip back to their hotel. I find a seat in the
rear next to keyboard player Trevor Nealon ’02. The band
members briefly discuss the performance, but then talk
turns to another matter of importance: the vicissitudes
of soccer-practice carpooling. Quist and Nealon are both
fathers, each with two young daughters. Youth soccer is a
major preoccupation in their circle. Quist recounts how a
mutual friend recently offered to bring his daughter home
from practice—on the back of his Vespa motor scooter. “I
was like, she’s only 6 years old,” Quist says. “She still needs
a booster seat.”
It’s not exactly the kind of banter one expects from seasoned rock and rollers back out on the road for the first time
in more than a year. For Quist and Nealon, though, defying
stereotypes is a lifelong habit. The two met more than two
decades ago, not in a recording studio or Texas roadhouse,
but on a recruiting trip organized by the Dartmouth football
team. “We just kind of vibed,” Nealon recalls. Both had
played quarterback on their high school teams, Quist in a
Houston suburb, and Nealon in Tacoma, Washington. Both
were musicians: Guitarist Quist had fronted rock bands
since middle school, piano player Nealon leaned toward
jazz and the Grateful Dead. Both enrolled and suited up for
football in the fall. “I think the musicians on campus probably thought we were tool football players,” Quist says. “And
the football players thought we were weirdo musicians.”
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for Lehman Brothers. Nealon wound up in San Francisco working in sales for a financial services company.
“Within six months we both knew we had to get out,” he
says. Through it all Quist kept working on his songwriting,
playing coffeehouses in the evenings, jotting down lyrics
in his cubicle by day. “I used to keep a spreadsheet ready to
hide my notebook in case someone walked by,” he laughs.
Quist and Nealon would talk on the phone at night, planning their escape. “It was just a foregone conclusion: We
had to move to Austin,” Nealon says. The minute Quist’s
year-end bonus hit his bank account, he gave his notice. His
supervisors assumed he’d return in a year or two, begging
for his old job back. “When I quit the banking industry to
move to Austin, who would have predicted that Lehman
Brothers would go broke before I did?” he says.
At the time Austin was perhaps the most exciting city
in the country for up-and-coming artists, especially those
tapping into the roots of American music—folk, country,

THE MUSIC BUSINESS
IS STILL A BUSINESS,
AND THE BAND
TAKES THAT SIDE OF
IT SERIOUSLY.

LE A P O F
FA IT H
“When I quit
the banking
industry to
move to Austin,
who would
have predicted
that Lehman
Brothers would
go broke before
I did?” says
Quist.

blues, rockabilly—a wide open genre that was starting to
become known as “Americana.” Nealon and Quist often
played together in those years, but they also found their
own musical orbits. Local artists started calling Nealon
when they needed an ace keyboard player. Quist began to
bond with other singer-songwriters, in particular a tall,
powerful singer from Boston named Ed Jurdi. The two
began sharing the bill at an Austin nightspot with a third
singer. They soon realized they liked performing together,
and in 2005 the Band of Heathens was born.
The Heathens blew up fast during the next few years,
winning awards and playing the Austin City Limits TV
show. Nealon joined the group on stage and in the studio
when he was available. But then he decided to take a break
from Austin, moving to Park City, Utah, where he played
in a band with Roomets, his former teammate. That band,
Wisebird, was a local success—and Nealon experienced
“one record powder season”—but he knew the best opportunities were back in Austin. By the time he returned,
the Band of Heathens had built a national presence. And
it really needed a full-time keyboard player.
WATCHING THE BAND OF HEATHENS ON STAGE,

it’s hard to imagine any job could be as much fun as this. It’s
the last night of the Mile 0 festival, and the band is arrayed
across the enormous stage of Key West’s outdoor amphitheater. “Y’all ready for liftoff?” Quist shouts, and hundreds
of fans begin surging forward. You can see why their friend
Bryon Friedman calls the Heathens “a well-oiled, finely
tuned rock and roll machine.” Quist and Jurdi lean into

MARK ABERNATHY

Still, it was sports, not music, that ruled their lives. “Football was all consuming,” Quist says, even in the off-season. In
1998, when the two players were recruited, the Dartmouth
team was coming off two spectacular seasons. But during
their freshman year it all fell apart. Coach John Lyons had
passed his peak with the team and the next few seasons were
brutal. “We lost every way imaginable,” Nealon says. “It rips a
little of your soul out every time.” Nealon played cornerback
and Quist was a linebacker. They stuck it out through four
years of defeats and injuries, including a shattered finger for
Quist—a particularly scary fracture for a guitar player. Both
musicians say the experience taught them the importance
of grit, and both mention the lifelong friendships forged
by football. “Despite everything I look back on it with fond
memories,” Nealon says.
Nealon majored in government. Quist pursued economics, though he had more passion for religion, especially his
classes with that department’s iconic professor, Charles
Stinson. Both assumed they would wind up working in the
financial industry. “Ivy League athletics is a huge pipeline
into Wall Street,” Nealon says. “There was just an expectation that you would go into that field.”
Meanwhile, their musical lives were growing richer. “I
learned so much about music in those years,” Quist says.
“People around me were speaking in ones and fours and flat
sevenths,” he says. “I knew I had to learn that language if I
was going to keep up.” A class in jazz improvisation helped,
he says. But Lucky Southern’s members mostly learned
from each other. The discipline they brought to football also
applied to mastering songs and building their chops. “When
you go to school with a bunch of driven overachievers, the
term ‘self-taught’ can mean something pretty advanced,”
Quist says.
During senior year everything changed. The 9/11 attacks cast a pall over the campus. Then the ensuing economic downturn put prospects for post-graduation finance jobs
in doubt. For many football players, the end of the senior
fall season can also trigger a kind of identity crisis. “You
realize, okay, this stage of my life is over,” Quist says. “You
kind of have to figure out who you are outside of this thing
that you’ve been doing so intensely for many years.” Some
of his teammates struggled, he says. But Quist, Nealon,
and Roomets already had a different identity to embrace:
“Come winter and spring semesters, we were musicians.”
With football over, Lucky Southern slipped into a
higher gear. Members even found time to record an album,
driving down to a Boston recording studio on weekends.
Still, with graduation looming, they had to start planning
their post-college lives. “Nobody was hiring, which was
fine by me,” Nealon says. “So we thought, let’s just keep
the band going!” Lucky Southern drummer Fred Carleton
’04 was from Cape Cod, Massachusetts. He convinced his
parents to let the band move in for a few months. The group
spent the summer playing bars up and down the Cape.
“That was my first taste of being a professional musician,”
Nealon says. “After Labor Day we all said, ‘Now what?’ ”
Quist and Nealon figured it was time to grow up. At
least so they thought. They splurged on a last-hurrah trip to
Europe—“the whole Eurail Pass thing,” Nealon says—and
then Quist moved to Houston, taking a job as an analyst

dueling guitar solos in timeless Southern-rock style. Behind
his banks of keyboards, Nealon stirs up aural concoctions
like a mad scientist. All five Heathens chime in on delicate
harmonies that owe as much to bluegrass as to rock. When
the band drops into the a cappella chorus on “Hurricane”—
“I was born in the rain on the Pontchartrain…”—a thousand
voices sing along and a thousand beer cups levitate into
the evening sky.
As fun as it might be, the music business is still a business, and the band takes that side of it seriously. “I keep
my Excel skills from my banking days pretty sharp,” Quist
says. Despite several offers, the group long ago decided not
to sign with a record label. To fund their first studio album,
members solicited loans from friends and fans, an early
version of the kind of crowdfunding that platforms such
as Patreon would later digitize. “We had a whole business
plan,” Quist recalls. The plan worked and all their investors
got paid back—with interest. The Alternate Root, an online
music journal, wrote, “The Band of Heathens epitomize
indie, building their band business from the ground up and
keeping everything in-house.”
The group’s members never expected to be ultrawealthy, but they didn’t want to play for tips at coffeehouses
either. Quist sees the band as part of “a strong middle class
of artists who have figured out how to make it work as a
steady job.” Of course, at a time when CD sales are a fading
memory—and the revenues artists earn from streaming
services are scandalously low—the band’s main paycheck
is still earned on the road.
With the exception of a few aging arena rockers, touring
in a rock band is typically a young person’s game. Grinding
from city to city in a van is one thing when you’re in your
20s; it’s something very different when you have marriages,
kids, and mortgages to maintain. How do they keep it all
going? “We all married well,” Nealon says matter-of-factly.
“Our wives are a very important part of the whole thing.”
(Quist calls his wife, Amber, “the true rock star of the fam-

ily.”) In earlier years the Heathens performed more than
200 shows annually. “It was unsustainable,” Quist admits.
These days, he says, they try to keep it to about 100 shows
a year. “It’s all about finding the balance.”
Living in Austin helps. The thriving local music scene
means plenty of side gigs for both musicians. Nealon often
gets tapped to record or perform with Austin legends such
as Bruce Robison and Kelly Willis. “When I’m doing session
work, I can still be home for dinner,” he says. Quist co-owns
a local recording studio where he engineers and produces
recordings for other musicians, including Jordan Matthew
Young, a recent finalist on The Voice.
The pandemic threw a wrench into these finely tuned
lives. “We had all these gigs lined up and they just started
disappearing one by one,” Nealon recalls. So the band pivoted. If the Heathens couldn’t tour, it would reach out to its
audience digitally. The band set up a weekly livestream—no
small feat, considering that, aside from Nealon and Quist,
the musicians live in several states. They couldn’t really
play live as a whole, but they pieced together clever music
videos, showcased songs different members were working
on, and told stories. “It was more personal than what we
normally do, playing rock and roll on a stage,” Nealon says.
Meanwhile, hundreds of fans chipped in small donations
and chatted—with the band and among themselves. “We
were shocked by our core music family’s support for us,
their generosity,” Quist says.
“This pandemic has been devastating in so many ways,”
he adds, “but it also opened up doors for connection with our
fanbase that we never imagined.” Inspired by the reaction to
its weekly livestream, the band is launching the Good Time
Supper Club, a multitier subscription service via Patreon
that will offer behind-the-scenes glimpses into its creative
process. “The goal is that people should feel they’re getting
back way more than they’re putting in,” Quist says. “We give
people our music, that’s our job,” he adds. “And it’s really
cool what people give back out of appreciation”—Quist and
Nealon both glance over at the cardboard box on the dresser
and laugh—“especially when it’s good wine.”
It’s obvious both musicians are quietly thrilled to be
playing honest-to-God live shows again. It’s not just the
reliable paycheck—or the wine, for that matter. It’s also
the sense of communion with their audience and with
each other. “The pandemic is the longest I’ve ever gone
without plugging in an electric guitar and playing rock
and roll with other people in the same room,” Quist says.
“I remember when I was 13 years old and my buddy had
a drum kit. I went to his house with my little Peavey amp
and I plugged in to play with another person for the very
first time. I’ve never forgotten that surge of energy. Every
time I go on stage I’m chasing that adolescent feeling of
rock and roll.”
The Key West roosters are still crowing when I gather
my things to leave Quist’s hotel room. As I slip out I hear
the two of them discussing plans for the evening. “Have
you got a corkscrew?”
JAMES B. MEIGS is the former editor of Popular Mechanics

and other magazines. A harmonica player, he toured with
the Americana band Spuyten Duyvil for 10 years.
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MAD RI V ER
Paddlers Peter Franck and
George Grinnell navigate
the rough waters of the
Dubawnt River on August
31, 1955.
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OV E R BOARD
WAS IT RECKLESSNESS OR BAD LUCK
THAT COST ARTHUR MOFFATT ’41
HIS LIFE ON A 1955 CANOE EXPEDITION IN
CANADA’S NORTHWEST TERRITORIES?
THE SURVIVORS HAVE NEVER AGREED.
								 B Y C . J . H U G H E S ’ 9 2
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At first, the rapids seemed routine.
Rough water was nothing new for the paddlers, who
were more than two months and 550 miles into a longdistance haul through remote rivers near the Arctic Circle.
On this September day in 1955 a little froth wasn’t going
to force the six-person crew to pull out their canoes and
carry them instead.
But within hours expedition leader Arthur Moffatt
’41 was dead. Waves that looked small turned out to be
enormous, swamping Moffatt’s canoe and sweeping the
36-year-old backcountry veteran into the Dubawnt River.
He never had a chance once he hit the frigid water.
“In one moment, this grand adventure had become a
nightmare beyond all comprehension,” expedition member
Fred “Skip” Pessl ’55 later wrote. “It happened so quickly,
seemingly so easily; no violence, nothing dramatic; a brief
struggle and then an empty finality.”
The tragedy has not simply faded into the sunset.
Finding closure has been elusive. Murky memories and
differing accounts have created a volatile mix of pain,
finger-pointing, and Rashomon-like revisionism that continues to divide members of the crew. Some speculate
that something darker was afoot than just an accidental
drowning.
How did the seasoned Moffatt, whose prior experience included seven trips on the 610-mile Albany River in
Ontario, some of them solo, make such a fatal miscalculation on the Dubawnt? Was is true that the crew engaged
in mutinous talk? Did Moffatt’s apparent recklessness
indicate he didn’t want to come home? “Years later I asked
Skip, ‘Did my dad kind of commit suicide?’ ” says Creigh
Moffatt, one of Art’s daughters. (Her Scottish name is
pronounced “Cree.”) Her question echos claims made by
others. “And Skip said, ‘What are you talking about? Let
me sit you down and tell you a thing or two.’ ”

“IN ONE MOMENT, THIS
GRAND ADVENTURE HAD
BECOME A NIGHTMARE
BEYOND ALL
COMPREHENSION.”
British army as an ambulance driver in Africa, an experience that hardened his anti-colonial mindset and made
him even more comfortable in the bush.
After the war Moffatt headed west to write articles
about skiing before returning to the Upper Valley, where
in the 1950s he started an Outward Bound-type program
for young adventurers. At the time the wilderness-travel
industry did not really exist. By his early 30s, Moffatt was
already a legend. One day Pessl, then in high school and
considering Dartmouth, was skiing in Michigan when he
met a man who knew Moffatt. The man strongly urged the
teen to look up Moffatt if Pessl went to Dartmouth. Within
days of arriving in Hanover, he did just that and was soon a

RI VE R O F
NO R E T U R N
Moffatt and his
team planned to
travel 955 miles
north, but the
voyage came to
an abrupt end
at Marjorie Lake.
From there, the
survivors walked
and paddled
100 more miles
during 10 days
to find help.

PICTURES FROM
A N E X P E DI T I O N
The crew (below,
standing from left:
LeFavour, Franck,
Moffatt; sitting from
left: Grinnell, Pessl,
and Lanouette) faced
extreme conditions
in the vast wilderness. Moffatt (above)
lugged his 86-pound
camera to document
the journey.

★
MOFFATT’S
GRAVE

★ ACCIDENT SITE
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s a young boy, Moffatt had a thirst for extremes.
He was raised on a Gatsby-esque estate on Long
Island where his father, a Scottish immigrant,
groomed horses for its wealthy owner. His mother died
when he was 8. Moffatt attended Dartmouth only through
the generosity of his dad’s boss. Before setting foot in Hanover, where he majored in geology, Moffatt took a train
to the Albany River and set off with limited supplies in a
canoe by himself, which spawned a lifelong passion for
Native culture. Today his watercolor portraits of Cree tribe
members who helped Moffatt along the trip peer from the
walls of his former home, a Norwich, Vermont, farmhouse
adorned with mementoes including a papoose-style cradle,
a fur-lined jacket, and a polar bear skin.
“My dad would wear moccasins while walking down
the street in the snow,” says Creigh, 70, who lives in the
house and has kept it just as it was when Art shared it with
his wife, Carol, Creigh, and another daughter, Deborah.
“I think he was pretty different for his day,” Creigh says.
After graduation World War II recruiters tried to enlist
Art, a skier, for the Army’s high-alpine 10th Mountain Division. He declined, citing his objections to armed conflict,
according to Creigh. Instead, Moffatt signed up with the
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TIME HAS ONLY DEEPENED SOME
WOUNDS. “I AM STILL NOT READY
TO FORGIVE,” PESSL SAYS.
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and the moralizing lectures that went with it, began to
grate.” And Franck groused about Grinnell: “George lazed
along all day, letting his paddle just float through the water
most of the time and reading a book.” Moffatt took guff
from all sides. Even Pessl, his right-hand man, lamented
in his journal about Moffatt’s “rather annoying tendency
to pass off personal preferences as group decisions.” According to Grinnell’s account, the frustration at Moffatt’s
leadership almost boiled over into a revolt—which others
strongly dispute.
Moffatt was not immune to annoyance. One day early
in the trip he reprimanded his team for being too gung-ho
about hunting because they need to conserve bullets, according to parts of his journal excerpted by Sports Illustrated in 1959. “The sharp talk at supper made everyone
edgy,” Moffatt wrote. “Heretofore, we have all been equals.
Now, I have assumed the sergeant’s position. But someone
has to stop the foolishness before it has gone too far.”
By September 14 tensions ran high. An early-season
blizzard had slammed their campsite a few days earlier,
shredding a tent. Rations were dwindling. To save time
they stopped scouting rapids from shore before plunging
in. Had they done the extra legwork that day, they might
have chosen a different route, a fact that almost nobody
seems to contest.
As they plummeted into the churn that afternoon after
lunch, two canoes flipped, throwing four men into the icy
water. As Grinnell and Franck tried to save the men and
their ration-filled backpacks, Grinnell fell in. He couldn’t
pull himself back into the boat, so Franck dragged him
ashore, according to Lanouette’s journal, which offers the
most detailed account of the accident.
Franck and Grinnell then paddled back to pluck LeFavour and Pessl from the current and drop them on dry
ground. Lanouette and Moffatt were next. The leader
struggled to remain conscious as hypothermia set in. He
held on to his canoe with one arm and clutched his heavy
camera box with the other. After hauling him onto land,
Franck built a fire, but all they had to keep Moffatt warm
were soaking wet sleeping bags. He shook uncontrollably.
When the shaking stopped, Moffatt was gone.
In the grim hours that followed, the survivors realized
they had lost more than Moffatt. Most of their food and all
of their guns had washed away. They had no radios to call
for help. Convinced they would make it out only if they
raced against the clock, the five survivors packed essential
items into two canoes and charted a new course. They
would hike 8 miles over hills to Aberdeen Lake, which
would cut out 25 miles of paddling. Moffatt’s body, his
cameras, and his film remained behind, tucked under the
third canoe, which had been damaged by rocks.
Ten days and 100 miles later, the crew staggered into
Baker Lake, where they met a Canadian Mounted Police
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regular customer. He accompanied Moffatt on two paddles
down the Albany during school breaks. “Art took things
to another level,” says Pessl, 88. “He was an inspiration.”
Peter Franck, a Harvard student, was another early client.
For the fateful 1955 journey, which cost $600 to join,
Moffatt cast a wider-than-usual recruiting net. Critics
allege that he was asking for trouble by signing up inexperienced paddlers who had little familiarity with each
other. He lectured about his travels on campus with an
evocative slide show that helped convince Ed Lanouette
’57 and Bruce LeFavour ’57, who had been freshmen roommates, to join. Moffatt’s neighbor, a painter named Lewis
Teague, recommended relative George Grinnell, who was
despondent and aimless and holed up in a family house
nearby. Harvard had expelled Grinnell for poor grades
in 1953, and on the same day his father killed himself. “I
never knew if my father knew that I had been expelled or
if it was just a coincidence,” says Grinnell, 87.
Lanouette, LeFavour, and Grinnell had never extensively canoed whitewater. The Dubawnt trip, a 955-mile
wind from Black Lake, Saskatchewan, to Baker Lake, Nunavut, across the Barren Grounds region, included mileslong portages through unpopulated land in often harsh
conditions. The route was not a regular destination, as the
scarcity of maps and literature attested. Only two previous
trips had been documented—the last by Canadian geologist
J.B. Tyrell in 1893. Even Native people avoided the area
because of its lack of firewood. After corresponding with
Tyrell, then 96, Moffatt decided to retrace much of the
previous journey along the choppy, zigzagging waterway
strewn with boulders and a lack of wind-blocking trees.
In the hours leading up to July 2, when the group
shoved off, the crew struggled to stow all the tents, sleeping bags, two rifles, macaroni, Spam, and biscuits. “It was
hard to figure out how to put so much stuff in the canoes
without sinking them,” Lanouette, 86, recalls. Another
wrinkle was that Moffatt, with Pessl’s help, planned to film
the trip and packed an 86-pound camera box. An accomplished photographer and early editor of Ski magazine in
the late 1940s and early 1950s, Moffatt envisioned a new
career as a wilderness filmmaker.
As the paddlers got under way, spruce-thick banks gave
way to a sort of mossy moonscape interrupted by only the
occasional empty cabin. The paddlers were impressed.
“There is something fantastically beautiful in looking at
that expanse of desolate, barren country,” according to an
entry in Franck’s journal, one of several kept on the trip.
Grinnell still speaks of a spiritual awakening on the tundra:
“It changed my life.” Some days the voyagers took breaks
to fish for grayling, hunt caribou, or forage for mushrooms.
When rain or snow fell, they curled up in tents.
They also bickered—constantly—on shore and in the
water. Grinnell groused about Pessl: “Skip’s good example,

officer, Clare Dent, who soon set out by plane to retrieve
Moffatt’s body, now dusted with snow. With the blessing
of his wife, Moffatt was buried in Baker Lake’s cemetery,
where a simple white cross still marks his grave.
he survivors returned to their lives and classes—for
better or worse.
“Before the trip I was filled with anxiety and
sadness, and afterward, awe, gratitude, and love,” says
Grinnell, who grew up in a New York City family of bankers.
“Sometimes you just need a little bit of space.”
He graduated from Columbia in 1962, earned a Ph.D.
from UC Berkeley, and became a professor at McMaster
University in Canada. He also toiled away at a manuscript
about the trip. His 14-draft, 40-year grind culminated with
Death on the Barrens, a 1996 travelogue-autobiography.
Extreme travel also became a way of life. Grinnell
completed dozens of other long-distance adventures with
the barest of gear on foot, by bike, and by boat in the Alps,
England, and the Arctic. In 1981, when one of his sons,
Georgie, was struggling with drug addiction, Grinnell took
him for an 800-mile row down the Saint Lawrence River
in a 12-foot boat.“Georgie’s problems were very curable
by a pilgrimage,” Grinnell says. But in 1984 Georgie, his
girlfriend, a brother, and a cousin encountered a fierce
storm during a weeks-long canoe trip down the Albany.
All of them drowned after being capsized.
That such a disaster happened on a trip modeled on
the one Grinnell had envisioned taking with Moffatt, in
terrain that Grinnell viewed as a place of enlightenment,
was a particularly cruel blow. “I did not know where I
wanted to escape to,” Grinnell wrote in his book. “I just
wanted to escape.”
Grinnell says he regarded Moffatt as his “surrogate
father,” a kindred spirit with a similarly troubled soul. Depressed and possibly suffering from posttraumatic stress
disorder from the war, Moffatt also appeared to be having
trouble making ends meet, leading to behavior that could
appear suicidal, Grinnell says. “Art’s resolve is getting
weaker,” he wrote of the Dubawnt trip.“I had the sense he
knew he would never make it home.”
At the very least Moffatt could be aloof, says Lanouette,
his tent mate. “We didn’t have discussions long into the night.
He was just the guy in the next sleeping bag,” says Lanouette,
who did a stint in the Navy before working as a photo editor
for National Geographic. He never got in a canoe again.
For Lanouette, who nearly died of hypothermia on
September 14, Moffatt’s passing almost didn’t register. “I
felt no emotion whatever—the body of a man, the body of
a caribou, just another body—still, lifeless, not knowing or
caring what went on about it,” Lanouette writes in his own
journal, “just another victim in the never-ending process
of life and death.”
Had Moffatt met his match with the Dubawnt? “I have
never made such tough portages, had such sore feet, sore
back, tired neck. Can’t recapture the confident, carefree
air of the first Albany trip in 1937,” he wrote in his journal
July 6, just a few days into the trip.
A few weeks later he realized he may have had a hernia

DEAD END
Canadian
Mounties
retrieved
Moffatt’s body
from the
snow-covered
accident site. A
white cross still
marks his grave
in Baker Lake
cemetery.

and considered turning around, according to his journal.
Moffatt’s defenders often point to this same journal for
proof of Moffatt’s will to live. In 2016 Allan Jacobs, a Canadian canoeing enthusiast and writer, began an aggressive,
two-year effort to clear Moffatt’s name, including typing
up Lanouette’s journal to provide fresh perspectives on the
trip. “I conclude that a dead man was falsely accused [for his
recklessness] for 55 years, in many instances knowingly,”
wrote Jacobs, who declined to be interviewed for this story.
In several places in Moffatt’s journal, he does seem
to embrace a future beyond the Dubawnt, including in an
entry from just a few weeks before his death: “I smoke,
drink tea, think of home, Carol, Creigh, and Debbo, of my
study, and the children there with me when I get back,
and the stories I’ll tell about my adventures in the north.”
And although it may not have been advisable to clutch
an 86-pound camera box while trying to stay afloat, Moffatt
did not just let his investment sink like a stone, defenders
such as Jacobs add, suggesting a plan to return home. So
furious was Pessl by the suggestion (continued on page 86)
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IT TOOK SOME BACK-AND-FORTH BEFORE
MacDonald became the 37th chief justice of the
N.H. Supreme Court. He was originally nominated
in 2019, but Democrats in control rejected him. Subsequent Republican gains in the statehouse led to
his confirmation in March.
He had been the state’s attorney general since
2017. That followed years in private practice as a
litigator. MacDonald has never served on the bench.
“Appellate courts benefit from a variety of professional experiences and perspectives,” he says of
being a rookie judge. His conservative pedigree includes his founding of the Granite State’s chapter
of the Federalist Society eight years ago.
MacDonald, who lives with his wife, lawyer Jennifer A. Eber ’88, and daughter in a rural community
30 minutes from Concord, grew up on Occom Ridge.
He attended public school in Hanover when his father joined the College faculty in 1972 as a professor
of environmental studies. A government major who
wrote his honors thesis on the 1980s peace movement in the Netherlands, the chief justice credits
professors Gene Lyons and Nelson Kasfir for guiding his studies.
MacDonald views access to justice as the state’s
most pressing legal problem. “More than 90 percent
of litigants in some of our trial courts may be selfrepresented on matters involving issues of great importance—their safety and security, housing, healthcare, and access to governmental benefits,” he says.
“Closing the access-to-justice gap is enormously
important, and I am committed to addressing it.”
—Dirk Olin ’81

JOIN US FOR
Dartmouth Night and bonfire
Come cheer the ’24s and ’25s on
their run around the bonfire.
Dartmouth vs. Yale home
football game
Class mini reunions
Tailgates and young alumni
gatherings
Wearers of the Green induction
And there’s more! View the full
schedule and make your plans at
dartgo.org/homecoming.
ROB STRONG ’04

Dartmouth Homecoming Weekend 2021 is part of A Year of Homecoming.

“Judicial power is
limited,” says the
former attorney
general. >>>>
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voices in the wilderness
Cosmopolitan named
the entrepreneur’s Moon
Dust as one of its 15
best perfumes for spring
2021. >>>>

INDIA WOOD ’88

A New Trail

Coloradan walks a 732-mile transect.

Rookie producer hits paydirt at 98.

JAFFE’S FIRST MOTION PICTURE, THE GIRL WHO
Believes in Miracles, hit theaters earlier this year. He certainly stands out as the only movie producer at his Gainesville, Florida, retirement home. Most of his friends spend
their time looking back on their lives. “I’m the only one
who’s looking forward,” he says. “I am so taken with the
idea that you’re never too old to try something new and
to succeed.”
An economics major whose time at Dartmouth was
interrupted by a stint in the Marines during the last days
of World War II, Jaffe is long retired from a career in marketing. His transformation to movie producer was its own
miracle. A friend was ready to give up getting his original
screenplay produced. Jaffe offered to help. Twists and
turns led them to an established Hollywood screenwriter,
and they decided to try to produce his script instead.
Veteran director Rich Correll was skeptical when approached about the project. “He is 96,” Correll thought
to himself. “How can this guy possibly be functioning as
a producer?” Once he connected with Jaffe, Correll was
impressed. “He knew what he wanted to do, and I thought,
‘Okay, I’ll give it a shot.’ ”
The faith-based film tells the story of a young girl who
discovers she has divine healing powers. It features Oscar
winner Mira Sorvino, Peter Coyote, and Austyn Johnson,
who plays the lead. “Being involved became a full-time job,”
says Jaffe, who arranged financing, cut deals with talent
and crew, and exercised script and casting approval. He
talked to the director daily. He even had a cameo in the
film alongside his son and grandson.
Jaffe plans to use the profits to help disadvantaged
communities. And he wants to make more movies. “I would
be happy to work with him again,” Correll says.
—Rick Beyer ’78
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Scent of Success

To stay on her
diagonal track, Wood
sought permission
from farmers and
ranchers. >>>>

Fragrance maker launches new line.

illu st rat ion by R O B E RT N E U BECK ER

TINA BOYADJIEVA/TINA B FOTO

Never Too Old

HUGH CAREY/THE COLORADO SUN

LARRY JAFFE ’46

WOOD FELL IN LOVE WITH MAPS WHEN A WORKstudy job during her junior year introduced her to the
Evans Map Room, home to nearly 200,000 maps. Today
her bathroom walls at home in Boulder are covered with
maps of Colorado. “The one right next to the toilet is a
three-dimensional relief map,” she says. “Every time I’d
use the bathroom, I’d ponder this map. I had a magnifying
glass on a string hanging next to it. One day I ran the string
diagonally across the state. I thought, ‘Wow, wouldn’t that
be cool to walk?’ ”
No trail runs diagonally across Colorado. When Wood
plotted her 732-mile, southeast-to-northwest course, she
created a thru-hiking challenge no one had tried before.
For 65 nonconsecutive days, from May to August of
2020, she hiked mostly on roads but also on trails across
public land and private ranches. “I wanted to see the state
as it actually is,” says Wood, noting that 98 percent of Colorado is rural. “I didn’t want to pick the pretty places or the
popular places. It was a transect line, like in biology.”
Paleontologists also use transect lines. Wood got a head
start in that field at age 12 when she discovered a complete
dinosaur fossil on a Colorado ranch. It’s now on display at
the Denver Museum of Nature and Science. Paleontology
was the first of several careers for the English major. By
the time she started planning her diagonal hike, at 53, she
also had earned an M.B.A. from MIT and written a memoir
she hadn’t been able to sell. Wood says she felt “stuck.”
Now she’s invigorated. Wood plans to hike across Colorado again in 2022 along the opposite diagonal and has
written a book about her journey. She has also started a
guiding business to share her love of hiking.
—Svati Kirsten Narula ’13

TOASTED ALMONDS, HONEYSUCKLE, GINGER—FOR
Burke-Williams, cofounder of Aspen Apothecary, memorable aromas spark stories. “My daydreams or my thoughts always include
some sort of smell,” she says.
When she and her sister, Kaja, found refuge during the pandemic at their parents’ home in Dayton, Ohio, they picked up a
familiar conversation: the power of scent to evoke memories and
emotions. Their Jamaican-born mother inspired their shared
interest when they were young with a favorite tale of a walk in
Tunisia redolent with the fragrance of night-blooming jasmine.
Burke-Williams, who majored in Portuguese modified with
religion, never imagined they would start a business that makes
fragrances with clean ingredients—free of phthalates and other
additives that might make you sneeze or give you a headache—and
infused with calming CBD. “Maybe it’s because of our half-immigrant heritage, we’re told to work hard and fit in, not to innovate,”
she says. But at Harvard Business School an entrepreneurship

professor’s emphasis on the varied backstories of people who
build businesses changed her outlook.
In summer 2020 she and her sister participated in the Clean
Beauty Summer School, which Amy Liu, CEO and founder of Tower
28 Beauty, launched to help women of color grow small businesses
developing clean beauty products. The sisters impressed Liu. “One
true differentiator was their emotional intelligence,” Liu says.
Each of Aspen Apothecary’s perfumes starts with a story: A
woman wearing a leather jacket and smelling faintly of bourbon
walks out of a small, smoky Kentucky bar and catches the scent
of cherry blossoms. With that reverie in mind, the sisters worked
with a chemist, playing with scents such as bourbon, cherry blossom, and honey to create Bloom.
The products are sold online and in stores in Boston and Seattle. Burke-Williams, who earned her M.B.A. in May, moved
to New York City in August to raise capital and expand Aspen
Apothecary into retail locations there.
—Lisa Kocian ’94
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2021
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STEVE HERMAN
A Classic New Orleans Double

alumni books

EDITOR’S PICKS

▲

E M I LY K AT Z A N H A LT ’ 8 0

Embattled: How Ancient Greek
Myths Empower Us to Resist
Tyranny
Redwood Press/Stanford University
Press

Unarmed Conflict
MERELY TYPING THE WORD “HUAWEI” IN A
search engine may be enough to trigger attention from
Chinese spies. That’s according to the eye-opening
Wireless Wars, a behind-the-scenes, pull-no-punches
account of how the Chinese telecom company used
surveillance and other questionable tactics to go from
wireless no-name to $120 billion juggernaut in a few
years’ time.
Indeed, as Pelson was wrapping up his book—
whose 100-plus interviews include former Huawei
executives—he received a mysterious message offering
Wireless Wars: China’s
Dangerous Domination him a high-paying job at a state-owned Chinese busiof 5G and How We’re
ness, even though China was not even mentioned in his
Fighting Back
online resume. “It didn’t make sense,” he writes, though
BENBELLA BOOKS
he recognizes the offer as a classic Huawei move: Si288 PP. $27.95
lencing critics by buying them off.
Huawei has engaged in ruthless, and possibly illegal, tactics in the pursuit
of growth, Pelson charges, such as hiding microphones in the walls of the
headquarters of the African Union to eavesdrop on ambassadors and installing
cell phone equipment near military bases in parts of rural America for similar
purposes. Pelson, a former tech executive who worked for companies such
as Lucent, leaves no doubt where he stands. “Yes. This is war,” he writes. He
also breaks narrative custom and uses bullet points to argue a case for ways
to limit Huawei’s dominance over fifth-generation wireless networks—the
fast, expansive standard known as 5G.
Quotes that kick off each chapter, from figures such as Mao Zedong, Mike
Pompeo, and Napoleon Bonaparte (“Never interrupt your enemy when he is
making a mistake”), drive home the battle-royal framing.
Still, a reader might wish to hear more from Huawei executives in their
defense. Pelson says he went with the company’s prior official responses
because “that’s all they would have given me” and that some Huawei sources
asked not to be quoted for fear of reprisals.
Perhaps Wireless’ greatest contribution is the details showing just how
much things have changed in a country that was, until recent times, mostly
agricultural. Into the 1980s, writes Pelson, who traveled to China on sales
trips, most citizens aspired to own only sanshengyixiang, or “three rounds
and a sound”—a watch, a bicycle, a sewing machine, and a radio. All may not
be lost yet. The Communist land of five-year plans is “vulnerable to the agility
of free countries and marketplaces,” Pelson writes, in a try at an optimistic
conclusion, “and China may find it has been caught in its own trap.”
—C.J. Hughes ’92
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Race Against Time: The Politics
of a Darkening America
Bold Type Books

As a new multiracial majority
emerges in the United States, along
with a surge in white resentment,
the author shows how Americans’
failure to address some of the
grievous realities of racism could
leave us completely unprepared
for the future. Boykin, a CNN commentator, infuses his review of five
presidential administrations with
his personal experiences as a Black
man and a hope that history need
not be destiny.

SHOTS ACROSS THE BOW:
Bill and Connie Hamm are a typical
American couple, who live in suburbia, and
seem posed for a comfortable retirement.
But when the economic realities of the
21st Century collide with an unwelcome
visit from their daughter’s new
boyfriend, the bonds of family
and friendship are tested in
new ways.
Through this
inter-generational
drama,
Herman allows us to explore
some of the ambient social,
cultural and economic
preoccupations of the day.

KATHERINE A. SHERBROOKE ’89

Leaving Coy’s Hill
Pegasus Books

Based on the life of pioneering suffragist and abolitionist Lucy Stone,
the first Massachusetts woman to
earn a college degree, this moving
novel portrays a former farm girl’s
courageous crusade for equality
amid daunting societal constraints.
It also delves into her complex
family life and search for personal
fulfillment.
MEREDITH W. RUSSO MATHIAS ’08

The Shimmering State
Atria/Simon & Schuster

Writing as Meredith Westgate, the
author follows two vivid characters—a photographer and a ballerina—who mysteriously land as
patients in a treatment center for
abuse of an experimental memory
drug with no recollection of how
they wound up there. At times
dreamlike, at times disturbing,
this riveting tale explores how
memories can be tricky traps or
help people redefine themselves.

Additional titles and excerpts can be found
on the DAM website.

KOTRYNA ZUKAUSKAITE

J O N AT H A N P E L S O N ’ 8 6

The author, a professor of classics
at Sarah Lawrence College, turns
to the ancient works of Homer,
Aeschylus, and Sophocles as a
lens through which to consider
contemporary concerns about extremist ideologies, abuse of power,
prejudice, and injustice. Anhalt explores insights we can glean from
Greek myths about leadership,
reality, and deception—and their
consequences.

BROKEN LIGHTHOUSE:
Most of the time, the lighthouse keeper
dithers alone in anonymity, confined
largely to the trappings of his own mind.
One day, a mysterious package arrives,
shaking him from his cloistered existence,
reopening wounds from his past. Both
hunted and haunted, he takes
the reader on a lyrical journey
through layers of language
and examination – sometimes
magical, always musical, and
pregnant with meaning and
metaphor.

Two new books by Steve Herman
Dartmouth alumnus. Winner of the Eleanor Frost Playwriting
Competition in 1991, with The Phoenix Sleeps Tonight.

G

H

Gravier House Press

gravierhouse.com

Celebrating over 50 years of Service, Knowledge & Results

Green Acres • Andover, VT

Cooper Hill • East Dover, VT

Hamilton Farm • Hartland, VT

Hidden Ridge Farm • Pomfret, VT

Huntington Road • Henniker, NH

COOPER HILL: 40.16± Acres • $4,600,000

HAMILTON FARM: 157.14± Acres • $2,000,000

Dia Jenks | 802-238-1549 | djenks@landvest.com

Dia Jenks | 802-238-1549 | djenks@landvest.com

GREEN ACRES: 251.7± Acres • $1,300,000

WILD FARM: 116.5± Acres • $1,300,000

Story Jenks | 802-238-1332 | sjenks@landvest.com

Dia Jenks | 802-238-1549 | djenks@landvest.com

HIDDEN RIDGE FARM : 75.8± Acres • $2,750,000

HUNTINGTON RD : 96.5± Acres • $2,875,000

Story Jenks | 802-238-1332 | sjenks@landvest.com

Kristin Hayes Claire | 603-494-9448 | kclaire@landvest.com

6735

Wild Farm • Manchester, VT

Select Offices:

Four The Green, Woodstock, VT 05091
802-457-4977
One Capitol Street, Suite 300, Concord, NH 03301
603-228-2020
Ten Post Office Square, Boston, MA 02109
617-723-1800

www.landvest.com
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FROM THE ARCHIVES

The Journey Begins
Members of the class of 1961—now
celebrating their 60th reunion—gear
up for freshman trips in 1957. The
tradition resumed in September as
the class of 2025 headed into the
woods.
Photograph by Ohlen Alexander ’61
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There were refreshing photos of 2021
Commencement looking normal and
joyful after these long 15 months.
I asked Stu Finch to send a piece on his thoughts
about Dartmouth—see below. Next column I will
ask Jon Mendes to do the same. I plan to canvas other
members and widows of the class for future columns. For example, what is your favorite memory of
Dartmouth Hall? What contributed to your choice
of Dartmouth and did it meet your expectations?
“Little generally is known about Dartmouth’s
enormous contributions to certain fields of medical science. For example, at least 12 faculty members or graduates of Dartmouth were the primary
investigators and reporters of the early adverse
medical effects of radiation exposure in the atomic
bomb survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Subsequently, a long-term, follow-up study program for
about 120,000 Japanese survivors was designed
and implemented by Gilbert Beebe ’33. Shortly
after the Chernobyl disaster in Ukraine, he and
I designed and worked on a similar program for
the radiation-exposed cleanup workers of that accident. The results of these studies have provided
the world with its most reliable knowledge of the
long-term medical effects of human ionizing radiation exposure. I have been very privileged to have
worked closely with Dr. Beebe on both of these projects for more than 40 years. Some other members
of our class have made important contributions to
medical science. Mel Figley was the head of radiology
at the University of Washington Medical School.
Joe Wilder authored several books on surgery while
on the faculty of Mount Sinai Medical School (he
also was an acclaimed portrait artist of many professional sports figures). Hank Woodworth did basic
medical research at both Yale and the Centers for
Disease Control in Atlanta. Dick Lawton, while in
the department of physiology at Cornell Medical
School and at GE, was a major contributor to the
development of equipment for several types of advanced medical diagnostic procedures. Although
not a member of our class, I should mention that my
good friend, Owen Chamberlain ’41, won a Nobel
Prize for his discovery of a subatomic particle, the
antiproton. My recollections above represent only
a snapshot in time of Dartmouth’s many contributions to medical science.”
—Joanna Caproni, 370 East 76 St., Apt. A 406, New
York, NY 10021; caproni@aol.com
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It is 1945—the new scenario is “What
if….”
What if there was no mushroom
cloud over the city of Hiroshima on August 6 or
the seaport of Nagasaki on August 9 or Tokyo was
mum, with zero announcements over its NHK radio
network on August 15?
And what if President Harry S. Truman had
replied “No” to the continuance of the Manhattan
Project directed by Maj. Gen. Leslie Groves? President F.D.R. never told his vice president about the
Manhattan Project; incoming President Truman
had not been in the loop! Upon review it appears
60
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most high-ranking officers were for using the atom
bombs. It seems Gen. MacArthur voted no to the
nuclear use. Gen MacArthur felt Japan was on its
last legs—without air power or navy and on the
home front little food and no steel or oil—and fighting a losing battle on all fronts. What if a miffed
President Truman said no to Maj. Gen. Groves—and
the top-secret Manhattan Project came to a sudden
and inglorious halt?!
None of the thousands of U.S. troops had any
knowledge of the Manhattan Project. We just went
on as usual, staging for the invasion of Japan slated
for October 1, 1945. All in the war zones felt the
extra pressure and anxiety. We understood surviving overseas was a question mark—anything could
happen, and would, in the long run!
Experts were saying that an invasion of Japan
would extend the war another 12 months. The cost
in lives would be a million soldiers—and millions of
Japanese civilians would die, fighting to save their
way of life and their homeland. We were constantly
reminded to be prepared, be alert, trust no one,
avoid fraternizing with the enemy—as it would
cost you your life! Rumors were rife that 75- and
80-year-old men and women were waiting for us
with wooden spears and hand grenades, 5- and
6-year-olds would throw hand grenades to disable
tank tracks, weapon carriers, and trucks. And we
worried how our M-4 Sherman tanks would manage to travel on narrow dirt trails and whether they
would lose their maneuverability in the water-filled
rice paddies.
Luzon was practically secure in June and the
battle in Okinawa ended in July. On March 9, 1945,
more than 300 B-29 Super Fortresses dropped 200
tons of incendiary bombs that destroyed 16 square
miles of Tokyo and more than 100,000 lives. My
family home in Shibuya Ward was lost in this attack—more on this later.
Our class sends heartfelt condolences to the
family of the Rev. Benedict Reid, who died on March
13 in Palm Desert, California.
—George Shimizu, 2140 Sepulvida Ave., Milpitas, CA
94595; (408) 930-2488; marymariko@comcast.net
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I hope you all had a joyful summer
reconnecting with family and friends.
Summer term in Hanover is in full
swing as I write this note. The campus is buzzing
once again as you see students out and about enjoying sports of all kinds, the Ledyard Canoe Club,
the swim dock, and all types of gatherings on the
Green. My classmate, Louise Erdrich ’76, recently
was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for her novel The
Night Watchman. It is a story of her grandfather,
who worked as a night watchman and carried the
fight against Native dispossession from rural North
Dakota all the way to Washington, D.C. I highly
recommend it for your fall reading. The class of
1945 lost our beloved past president and classmate
Harry Hampton on April 20. His first wife, Ginny, predeceased Harry, but he was blessed to find another
great love when he married Margaret Hotchkiss in
1988. Together they became Elderhostel junkies.
He claimed his best roles were “Old Fud and Gadfly
in the Saga of Frolicsome Fearless Fightin’ D’45.”
He also served as mail-call editor, treasurer, and
reunion chair. He was instrumental in establishing
in 1959 on the Hanover Inn’s corner the Class of

1945 Memorial Weather Post, which is still there
today. Harry enlisted in the Army in 1942, served
in the infantry, and returned to finish his studies
in the fall of 1946. He told numerous friends that
failure to restart as a freshman upon his return to
Dartmouth was the dumbest thing he ever did. He
claimed, however, that he “enjoyed comfort, contentment, love, and happiness—far beyond my due
and enough to get me arrested. I tried to give most of
it back, and I hope that I succeeded.” With respect
to the class of 1945, he did that and more. We could
never thank him enough. As class president Matt
Marshall said, “Harry was not just the glue for our
class, he was the epoxy.” Our heartfelt condolences
go to Peg and the rest of his family. Send me your
news please and take care.
—Martha J. Beattie, 6 North Balch St., Hanover, NH
03755; (603) 667-7611; mbeattie76@gmail.com
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What a refreshing feeling to not have to
wear a mask and respond to the question when asked, “Have you had your
shots.” My reply is affirmative. On one occasion I
was told that I had to carry proof, in my case in the
form of the card given by the Veterans Administration in Manchester, New Hampshire. My first local
bridge game, in more than a year, will have to wait,
as I filed it away. We’ll see next week if reading the
bridge hands in the paper carries over to face-toface competition.
In the May/June issue I mentioned that my
roommate, Gordon Grant, was the only V-12 member
I knew who was called back for the Korean War.
Within a week I received a call from Bob Ferguson
’47 in Tucson, Arizona. He told me of his time in
the Navy V-12 for two semesters at the University
of Miami, Ohio. The V-12 was then stopped there
and he was shipped to the V-12 at Dartmouth. The
V-12 was eventually stopped in Hanover and he
graduated with the class of ’47. But, as he says,
only after he and a few others had to petition the
College for diplomas! At the start of the Korean
War he was called back—into the Marine Corps!
He spent 20 years in the service and retired as a
major never having set foot on Parris Island. Will
wonders never cease.
The same issue of DAM comments on the
five sports that were eliminated from Dartmouth
during Covid, only to be reinstated, resulting in
the resignation of athletic director Harry Sheehy.
I would have loved to have been a fly on that wall
during that fiasco. Dartmouth certainly didn’t pin
any medals on itself.
I received a note that Frank Weber died on May
11. During his time after graduation, he served the
class well. His last role was as class agent, and his
reports were always complete, though voluminous.
They always brought a chuckle.
—Joe Hayes, P.O. 57, Rye Beach, NH 03871; (603)
964-6503; jhayes697@yahoo.com
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Joyce and I had a very nice visit with
Caroline Hall ’24, the granddaughter
of one of our condo neighbors. She entered Dartmouth in the fall of 2020 and completed
her freshman year this spring. I was told, and she
confirmed, that she loves Dartmouth and considers
it “a happy place,” despite all the pandemic restrictions that were in place. Contacts were kept to an

absolute minimum and when she arrived at Fayerweather, her assigned dormitory, she was told she
had 15 minutes to be upstairs in her room with all
her belongings. She was allowed only one visitor at a
time. New arrivals were quarantined for two weeks.
All classes were virtual through the spring quarter,
and she met only a couple of professors when they
were outside on the grass. She felt the classes were
still interesting and there was a good verbal interaction between the professors and the class. The former were available by computer during their office
hours. Freshmen attended Dartmouth in person in
the fall and spring quarters, and at the end of each
term had to move everything out of their rooms so
the College could juggle incoming students from
other classes. Space is still a problem and, as of
this writing, the College is looking to encourage
200 students with a $5,000 offer to live off campus
this fall term. Only half of the students have been
on campus during the last several quarters, but the
College is hopeful to have campus fully reopened
this fall. When asked what she liked about the college, Carolyn mentioned the rural location and the
excellent integration between Dartmouth and the
town of Hanover. Interestingly, as the shops and
restaurants opened there were some restrictions on
students shopping and dining in town. She enjoyed
kayaking on the river and taking a number of short
DOC hikes. She liked the classes and the people.
No news from you guys or widows, whom I
always like to hear from, but I look for some contacts
for my next notes.
—Dave Kurr, 603 Mountain Ave., Apt 331, New
Providence, NJ 07974; (781) 801-6716; djkurr@
verizon.net
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Plaudits to piano-player par excellence
Skip Unger, who recently retired after
many years as the Forty-Niner newsletter editor. Skip told me his health was good but
it was “just time for a change.” Maybe he ran out of
limericks. In Skip’s honor, here’s my favorite from
all-time limerick champ Ogden Nash.
“There was a young man from Japan
Whose limericks never would scan
When asked why this was
He replied with a buzz
Because I always try to jam everything into
the last line that I possibly can.”
Skip’s successor is the San Francisco foghorn—
initials Q.K.—who likes to write as well as vocalize.
Make his life easier by sending in your Green Cards.
Charlie Russell called in from his townhouse
opposite NASA headquarters in Houston, where he
continues to live independently. Almost 96, Charlie still drives and has no major ailments. Charlie
earned his master’s and Ph.D. from Columbia and
spent his career teaching and administrating in
smaller colleges and universities in New York, New
England, and Texas.
Paul Woodberry sent me an article from the
Brunswick (Georgia) News about his great adventure during multiple missions on a B-26 bomber
during the Korean War. That aspect of Paul’s life
was the springboard for an illustrious business
career.
Joel Berson has relocated to Sarasota, Florida,
from his 65-year residence in New York City. Battling Alzheimer’s disease, he is in the same assisted-

living facility as Tom Towler, who is dealing with
Parkinson’s.
George Willard Piper died on April 10 in Chattanooga, Tennessee, where he was raised and where
he returned after graduating from Dartmouth.
George spent his career as a sales executive with
Mueller Co., a Chattanooga-based manufacturer
and distributor of fire hydrants, valves, and other
water-related products. He is survived by four
daughters and a son.
—John Adler, 75 Silo Circle, Riverside, CT 06878;
(203) 622-9069; (203) 637-3227 (fax)
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The bad news first: Our vaunted 70th
has passed us by two times (thanks to
the damn Covid) and so the College
is offering a 75th. Our prez is strongly suggesting
we make it to Hanover for a well-attended mini
October 8-10; make your reservations now (no
masks required)!
Joel Leavitt has been very active in the email
area with some great pictures and a recent treatise
on his view of this mixed-up world we live in (well
worth reading and digesting).
John Caldwell writes a fascinating note about
the U.S. women’s cross-country ski team. It dates
back to 1966, when he and Bob Tucker were at the
Nordic World Championships in Oslo. It is quite
long, and I stand ready to send it along to those with
interest. John “Swede” Swenson writes, citing his
knowledge of the original Chicago (B4 1700) and
that he has been able to figure out why every other
historian has been wrong and can show where the
original “Windy City” was. If it was easy, somebody
would have done it long ago, but the job was left to a
Dartmouth ’50! He reports his “garlic crop is looking pretty good.” His motto: “Don’t take yes for an
answer.” Jilly Harned is busy with a redo and updating of Stone Ridge and planning for Jack’s memorial
service. Tom Warner (who needs a magnifying glass
for our notes!) has a very colorful writeup in Joe
Medlicott’s yearbook (a must read). Tom, a good man
indeed! I treasure to this day a wonderful CD from
the wife of Ray King put together by his two sons
called Big Ray Sings. Now a personal note: I did the
“ticker-clicker” (pacemaker installation) routine
three months ago. If they can only do such a miracle
with my Dumbo ears, I’ll be ready for 10 more!
Gone but not forgotten are G. William “Bill”
Streng, John David Vogel, and Alan “Al” Parsons.
—Tom “Smiley” Ruggles, 8-5 Concord Greene, Concord, MA 01742; (978) 369-5879; smileytmr@aol.
com
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Our final College-sponsored reunion
(our 70th!) is on for the weekend of
September 10-12! Henry Nachman and
Mike Choukas, reunion co-chairs, have planned a
relaxed gathering, centered at the Hanover Inn,
where the College will provide complimentary
rooms and meals for all ’51s and their families.
Handy buses will offer convenient transportation
to all events not held at the inn as well as a guided
tour of Dartmouth’s expanded and greatly enriched
campus. Two of our classmates will be honored
with “Spirit of ’51” awards. The campus and surrounding New England countryside are at their
magical best in early fall.
Most important, there will be lots of oppor-

tunities to reconnect with old friends and make
new ones. My recommendation for guaranteeing
a delightful weekend: Contact a ’51 friend whom
you’ve missed seeing and invite him to join you
for the reunion.
Speaking of welcome reconnections, I enjoyed recent phone visits with three ’51s and was
again reminded of what remarkably interesting
and contributive lives our classmates have lived.
Rusty Thamarus, for example, was part of the twoyear Dartmouth Medical School program and completed his M.D. at the University of Michigan. His
medical career included both pediatrics and emergency medicine. An avid outdoorsman, he now
lives at Trout Creek, Montana, where he has been
a hunting and fishing guide, mountain climber,
skier, and state champion triathlon competitor.
Emerson Pugh transferred from Dartmouth
to Carnegie-Mellon University, earning a B.S. and
Ph.D. in physics. He spent 36 years at IBM in senior
technical management positions and authored
several scientific and technical books. In retirement he lives in Cold Springs, New York.
And George Bikle received his Ph.D. from UC
Berkeley in Far Eastern studies, going on to teach
and write in California and Japan. He is the author
of three books. His wife and two of their children
have also had academic careers.
Five more members of the ’51 family have died.
We send heartfelt condolences to the families of
Tom Barnett, Wes Blake, Phelps Dewey, Spencer Grey,
John Marshall, and Connie Skewes (wife of Jack).
—Pete Henderson, 450 Davis St., Evanston, IL 60201;

(847) 905-0635; pandjhenderson@gmail.com
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In the July/August edition of this publication, on page 19, the College displayed a full-page announcement honoring John Rosenwald Jr. ’52, Tu’53, chair emeritus
of the Dartmouth Board of Trustees and counsel
to generations of Dartmouth leaders. Unfortunately, there was no text with the announcement,
so we’re pleased to provide more detail. Rosie’s
friends and classmates have led a quiet campaign
to raise $12 million to endow a program in tribute
to his 70 years of leadership and service to Dartmouth. The initiative is formally known as the E.
John Rosenwald Jr. ’52, Tu’53, Fellows Program
in U.S. Foreign Policy and International Security.
“John Rosenwald is one of this country’s wise men,
one who has dedicated his life to service in both
the private and public sectors,” says Richard N.
Haass, president of the Council on Foreign Relations. “Our nation, our economy, our society, and
countless institutions, including my own, where
he has been an active member for more than 20
years, are stronger thanks to John’s guidance and
support.” The recognition continues with comments from President Phil Hanlon: “I have the
privilege of being the seventh Dartmouth president
to benefit from John Rosenwald’s wisdom, not to
mention his boundless energy. Since the earliest
days of my administration I’ve turned to Rosie for
counsel, and he has always made time to share his
insights and observations. On behalf of all of us in
the Dartmouth community, I’m delighted to name
our prestigious foreign policy and international security fellows program in honor of this exceptional
son of Dartmouth.” The announcement, a total of
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almost 2,000 words, goes on to recognize, with
numerous tributes by noted Dartmouth alumni, the
intellectual and personal contributions Rosie has
made to Dartmouth. We are proud to devote this
column to recognize this tribute. Elsewhere, our
class continues to return to life’s more normal patterns in retirement with visits to and from family,
including trips to Hanover. This is a reminder that
our 70th reunion will be coming up in September
2022, and we hope a record number of the ’52 family will join us.
—William Montgomery, 11 Berrill Farms Lane, Hanover, NH 03755; (603) 643-0261; wmontgod52@
aol.com
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He was a farmer. The woods and trees
were his milieu. He was a native Vermonter who loved nothing more than
to hike the trails and climb mountains, activities
in which he participated eagerly until his untimely
death. He donated hundreds of acres of woodland
to the conservancy to ensure that they be preserved for future generations. It was, therefore,
predictable that he would fall in love with Mount
Moosilauke, its trails as well as the Ravine Lodge,
early in his Dartmouth career. When the Ravine
Lodge was being rebuilt recently, he supplied handpicked wood from his own farms to be used for the
building and offered his expertise to the planning
and building of the project. He is Putnam Blodgett,
past president of our class as well as a Classmate
of the Year. It is in Put’s memory that we, the class
of 1953, are honored to present to Dartmouth College the gift of Put’s Path, which will, when it is
completed, be a beautifully landscaped roadway
for skiers. It will run directly from the Ravine
Lodge to the end of the College property and will
provide an opportunity for skiers to ski right up
to and from the Ravine Lodge itself. It will serve
as a lasting legacy of Put’s love for the College and
its wonderful surroundings. Put’s Path should be
completed shortly, as construction is proceeding
ahead of schedule. The real estate community in
New York City must be in a high excitatory state.
Bill Friedman is finally starting to wind down and
move toward retirement. The dean of the commercial real estate brokers, he still goes into work
three days a week. We hope he and Lynn get to do
some good stuff with all their extra free time. And
now, sadly, I wish to offer the class’ condolences
to the families of Edwin J. Glickman, and Walter O.
VomLehn. They will be missed.
—Mark H. Smoller, 401 Lake Shore Road, Putnam
Valley, NY 10579; (845) 603-5066
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From president Shelly Woolf: “Our September 24-25 mini is going to happen.”
We regret the passing of Johan
Marijn Oudheusden, William Stern, and Clinton Gaylord.
—Wayne Weil, 246 Ridge Road, Rutherford, NJ 07070;
(201) 933-4102; wayne@dartmouthgraphics.com
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Events at the College are tending
toward normal this month of June.
Graduation was an in-person live event
with guests on a limited basis. At this point, plans
are being made for a full opening of the campus
and “business as usual,” so to speak. All of which
bodes well for our mini-reunion September 22-26,
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which will be about to take place in Hanover by the
time you get this issue of the magazine. It is hard
to reconcile that we write this at the beginning
of summer with those months and potentials in
mind, and it will be read in late August at the beginning of fall with that season in mind.
Don Charbonnier, Stonington, Connecticut,
in a recent engaging phone call, described one of
his prime retirement activities of clamming there
on the coast. First of all is the clam rake, which
he described in detail (not your ordinary garden
variety), then it is the clams, in this case quahogs,
that end up in his homemade chowder—about
a dozen work nicely. A guided tutorial is available on request; waders optional depending on
the time of year.
Norm Fine’s Blind Bombing continues to draw
accolades. A review in Flightline, a quarterly magazine of the American Aviation Historical Society,
stated, “A marvelous job of weaving the technological development of the microwave radar with
its operational deployment and effectiveness in
Europe during WW II.” Another review appeared
in the summer edition of the Journal of Air Traffic
Control, a slick nine-page-spread with numerous
photos and color. All this and a podcast, too. Norm
was interviewed by History Hit for its D-Day from
the Air to commemorate the anniversary of D-Day,
June 6, 1944.
Tom McGreevey, Aaron Simon, and this writer
gathered for lunch to celebrate the reopening
of dining spots here and shared good-old-days
recollections. Aaron now lives in Raleigh, North
Carolina, closer to a daughter and in a local golf
community. Tempus fugit! Grab a close-by classmate and get together for a super time!
Sadly, we report the passing of Gus Aberle,
Dick Blodgett, M. Jerome Picard, and John Wetzel.
—Ken Lundstrom, 1101 Exchange Place, #1106, Durham, NC 27713; (919) 206-4639; kenlundstrom@
yahoo.com
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Ladies and gentlemen of 1956, as the
dust is settling from our 65th reunion,
I want to speak of a rising from other
dust—the resurrection of the beloved “Animal
House,” Alpha Delta Phi, on East Wheelock across
from the gym. Linc Spaulding, Glen French, Jack
Tamagni, Tony Newey, Dave Perry, Dick McClintock,
Dave Whiteford, and I are the surviving beneficia-

ries of a 175-year-old tradition, knocked down but
re-emerged! The special efforts of John Pepper
’91, Bob Downey ’58, and numerous others have
created a positive environment of startup entrepreneurship, community service, and hospitality.
Imagine a string quartet memorial gathering for
Monk Bancroft ’57, yoga classes, and AA meetings where once Mike Zissu, pianist, and Nelson
Kilbourne, one-armed piccolo player, mesmerized
their audiences! And legend has it that the staircase to the second floor was used for giant slalom
practice by said Monk. As the Indian will never
die, likewise AD! So “Light a Fire in the Fireplace
for Dick,” inscribed on the AD living room mantel
in memory of Dick Hall, class of 1915, killed at
Alsace in WW I the day after Christmas. And Tag
Chapman’s photos on the walls remind us of how
we were, and, as Pete Carroll paraphrased one of
the more famous lines from the movie Animal

House recently regarding the Russell Wilson kerfuffle, “There is nothing to see here—all is well.”
And a recollection of our fifth reunion architect
Dave Stackpole reprising his New England saga
of the cork socker and the sock tucker at work
in the Johnson, Vermont, brewery and woolen
mill. Awesome! This was done at a mini-reunion
in Tucson, Arizona, after which Beth and I and
Dave stopped at the Red Rock Tavern to visit with
Bobby the bull rider and bartender, all broken up
from his last event! “Stack” shared stories with
assorted cowboys, sheepherders, miners, and bikers—fascinating. Then to the Ritz Carlton at Dove
Mountain for pupus around the firepit with the
desert golf elite. “Walk with kings—nor lose the
common touch!” You go to Dartmouth for life. See
you in “The Woods.”
—J.W. Crowley, 15612 SE 42nd Place, Bellevue, WA
98006; (425) 746-1824; jackcrowley@hotmail.com
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It will be nearly September when you
read this, but I’m writing in May with
Tom Macy’s newsletter in hand, reporting the loss of 12 classmates during the past six
months. We’re down to 350, less than half the 744
we started with in 1953. We’re dwindled down to a
precious few and I’m thinking “September Song.”
Listen to whatever artist you want for this WeillAnderson classic, but I’m hearing Willie Nelson.
“Oh, it’s a long, long while from May to December,” he whispers, and I’m absolutely certain
we must stay connected as a class. Pete Powers,
Jack Hall, and Steve Katz have just joined our listserv, class-57@listserv.dartmouth.edu, and class
webmaster Allan Vendeland is encouraging us to
connect to the class website as well, www.1957.
dartmouth.org. You’ll find classmates discussing
great issues of the day, Art Koff’s tips on aging, Herb
Roskind’s Monday quarterback report, Gary Gilson’s
Sunday columns for the Minneapolis Star Tribune,
Rod Hinkle’s musings about life in general, and a
stroll with Jay Greene through a beautiful vineyard
in St. Helena, California.
“But the days grow short when you reach September.” Bruce Bernstein keeps us connected to the
Dickey Center with “round the girdled earth” programs sponsored by our class, as well as keeping
us close to the next “Great Issues” series from the
College. He’s also connected us to Steve Swayne of
the music department, who unearthed a 1956 film
with appearances by Howie Howland, Dan Searby,
and John LaMonte.
“One hasn’t got time for the waiting game.”
Bruce recently shared an exciting Jack King memoir of 10 years in Russia and the founding of his
bottled water company, an adventure shared with
Cinda and Tom Ely. Allan posted it on our website
as well. I’m also reminded of Bob Copeland’s frequent query: “What ever happened to old what’shis-name?” Let’s find out. And a number of you
have suggested a column on class treasures. That
will be the next column!
“The days dwindle down to a precious few.”
Tom’s newsletter mentions possible mini-reunions, Homecoming, and a 65th reunion next year.
“Precious days, I’ll spend with you.”
—John W. Cusick, 105 Island Plantation Terrace,
Vero Beach, FL 32963; (772) 231-1248; johnwcusick
@aol.com
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Circumstances propel us into surprise
roles, and we are sometimes asked to
step in and fill a void we hope will be
temporary. Steve Quickel experienced a cardio event
in May, a heartrending experience that many of us
can relate to, whether through heartache, heart
failure, arrythmia, or other heart diseases. As of late
June he was rehabbing at his life care community
in Media, Pennsylvania. From notes his son, Steve
’82, shared with me, I will pass along tidbits and
observations. Send more tidbits, please!
The heartache comes through continuing
news of classmate deaths that since Steve’s last
column include those of Jim Meeker, Butch Pendergast, Robert Rudolph, David Wark, John Mehl, Arden
Bucholz, and Richard Ballinger.

Of a more sweetheart nature, Linda and I had
a Florida visit in April with Michele McIsaac, Bob
Eleveld’s longtime squeeze, who continues in Grand
Rapids, Michigan, but is contemplating a return to
her roots in Rock Hill, South Carolina. Prior to our
visit Michele had seen Carolyn and John Otis, who
are settling back in up in Tampa, Florida. We miss
John in an occasional luncheon group that includes
fellow soccer player Ward Burian, who splits his time
between Williamsburg, Virginia, and Chatham,
Massachusetts.
Jim Spence chortled in a recent note: “As a
passionate golfer I was excited to shoot my age
(84) during the Two Rivers Country Club (Williamsburg, Virginia) Stroke Play Championship
this week. Full disclosure: We 80-and-older folks
were allowed to play a somewhat shorter course.”
Let’s start a wall of fame of others who have done
the same!
Steve Dawkins sent a heavier note: “I’m dealing
with a health problem that makes it difficult for me
to travel. So I stay on my delightful tropical island,
Key West [Florida], and enjoy the quiet island life.
But I wish I could see the Big Green again and all of
you. All the best.” How we wish the same!
Through a chance encounter we heard Harold Knapp continues his retirement in Glen Rock,
New Jersey, after a distinguished career in local
education.
—John Trimble, 99 Mooncussers Lane, Chatham,
MA 02633; jtrim99@comcast.net
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There is no question about it. We are all
feeling better and more upbeat than we
did a year ago. While Covid constraints
are still present, they are much less restrictive than
in the fall of 2020. To be sure, when someone extends a hand in greeting, some of us do not know
whether to grab the hand or our masks. While the
term “normal” is being heavily overused, we do see
campus life and our own lives recovering from the
very abnormal state that we found ourselves in just
a year ago. But that memory lingers on as we plan
for our fall mini-reunion. It will be in November,
and it will again be a Zoom event; that decision being driven by a stack-up of considerations, including classmates’ ability or desire to travel and the
ability to get student, faculty, and administration
participation in our mini from disparate locations
all at a minimum of schedule or cost impact. So
preliminary details have been provided, stand by
for the agenda and the chat room details. In the
comments received about our first Zoom mini,

the importance and desirability of chat rooms was
heavily emphasized.
Some of the southern California classmates
were able to venture out of their Covid lockup and
enjoy a luncheon together. Bob Filderman, George
LeFevre, Charlie MacVean, and Randy Malin celebrated
their newly found vaccinated freedom with an outing to Jimmy’s Famous American Tavern adjacent to the harbor in San Diego. It was a day of fine
weather and lots of catch up.
While I am always on the hunt for news of
classmates, I am now expanding that request to
include pictures. Almost all of us have cellphones
with cameras. Use them and send me pictures and
I will get them posted on the class website. It might
just be easier to take a picture and add a caption
than to write me of your activities.
Be well and stay well!
—Charlie MacVean, 3528 Liggett Drive, San Diego, CA
92106-2153; (619) 508-4401; crmacvean@msn.com
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Classmates joined ’62s in a June Zoom
session dealing with dementia and Alzheimer’s as explained by Dr. Daniel
Stadler, director of geriatrics at DHMC. Although
the prognosis is poor and unrelenting, the consensus was to “keep exercising.” It was uplifting to see
onscreen faces and home environments of Bruce
Ducker, Jay Booker, Mal Churchill, Peter Crumbine,
Dick Chase, Bill Gundy, Al Shaver, Wayne Givens,
Haley Fromholz, Bill Davidson, Russ Ingersoll, Gary
Kanady, Walt Freedman, Jon Tuerk, David Sammons,
and Ken Johansen. Our class online forum discus-

sions, “Climate Change” and “Defending Taiwan,”
drew eight participants and included some testy
comments from Bob Irvine, Dick Ossen, John Omaha, Steve Gell, and Joe McHugh. Enthusiasm then
waned, and we shall see if additional topics will
be posted at www.dartmouth60.org. After retirement Bob Messner became a historian, focusing on
the 1755 Battle of the Monongahela (“Braddock’s
Defeat”) in the French and Indian War. Believing
too little attention had been paid to this battle, Bob
decided to see if an appropriate historical site could
be created at the battle site. He collected historical artifacts and paintings of the battle and raised
money to create Braddock’s Battlefield History
Center, which opened to the public in 2012 (www.
braddocksbattlefield.com). Bob’s advancing years
and declining health became personal limitations
and in 2019 he donated the history center to Fort
Ligonier, which now operates it. Our Class of 1960
Curatorial Fellowship recently awarded to Mikaila
Ng ’22 was established in 2014 to enable a student
to curate exhibitions in the student-run art gallery
in the Black Family Visual Arts Center. This year
Mikaila will curate, coordinate, and oversee four to
six exhibitions of Dartmouth students in the gallery.
This involves soliciting artwork, curating work,
installing and deinstalling exhibitions, preparing
labels, writing publicity materials, and organizing receptions. With Rick Roesch as our liaison,
we hope to meet Mikaila at Homecoming. Give a
rouse or send a note to graduated ’60 scholar James
Yeagley ’21 (james.n.yeagley.21@dartmouth.edu),
who expressed sincere gratitude for our funding
his education and departed Hanover to search for
work in the social-impact sector, preferably at a
nonprofit or advocacy group near N.Y.C.

—Sid Goldman, 78575 Avenida Ultimo, La Quinta,
CA 92253; (305) 849-0475; sidgoldman@gmail.com
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The class of ’61 recently completed its
60th reunion, held from June 14 to 17.
The amount of effort and preparation put
into this four-day event was monumental and involved many classmates, with Pete Bleyler (reunion
chair), Maynard Wheeler, and Harris McKee leading
the way. There were 24 distinct sessions, of which
14 were formal programs lasting an hour or more:
five classmate panel discussions; two panel discussion segments each involving multiple students
who had received financial grants from the class; a
formal memorial service for deceased classmates;
a “passages” classmate discussion session, which
the class has had at every major reunion since our
15th; an extensive business meeting segment led by
Don O’Neill, outgoing class president; a panel discussion exclusively for classmate spouses and widows;
several art segments with original artwork from
classmates, spouses, and widows; three evening
entertainment segments, two of which consisted
of classmates; multiple classmate breakout groups
and several open-mike conversation group sessions;
and election of new class officers, with Maynard
Wheeler as incoming class president. This entire
reunion, online via Zoom, was the most extensive
virtual reunion or mini-reunion conducted by any
Dartmouth class or by the College to date.
Overall the entire reunion went smoothly.
Everything was well thought out, planned, and
rehearsed and preceded by three virtual Zoom
mini-reunions from October 2020 through April
2021 used in part as learning and training sessions.
The approximately 45 classmates, spouses, and
widows directly involved in the reunion program
were all well prepared. A total of 232 people registered, including more than 40 spouses and widows
of classmates. There were strong turnouts for each
segment. The reunion was educational, informative, and entertaining.
In conjunction with our 60th reunion, all
classmates and widows received a revised class
directory (Harris McKee, editor), a 60th reunion
booklet (Nyla Arslanian, editor), and, currently at
the printer, an archive book of Dartmouth-related
awards and formal awards, recognitions, and appointments bestowed upon the class as a whole
and upon individual ’61 classmates during the six
decades since graduation (Vic Rich, editor).
Finally, during reunion the ’61 special recognition awards committee (Dave Prewitt, chair)
bestowed four additional awards for outstanding
classmate service to the class of 1961, Dartmouth
College, and the wider community, in that order:
No. 10 Gerry Kaminsky, No. 11 Ron Boss, No. 12 Don
O’Neill, No. 13 Pete Bleyler. All these awards were
well earned.
—Victor S. Rich, 94 Dove Hill Drive, Manhasset, NY
11030; (516) 446-3977; richwind13@gmail.com
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Retired: Kent Hutchinson serves on the
boards of directors of Fisher House,
Charleston, South Carolina, providing
free lodging for families of military veterans receiving treatment at the nearby VA Medical Center,
and the USS Yorktown Foundation, supporting Patriots Point Naval and Maritime Museum across
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the Cooper River from Charleston. Quintessential
“well-rounded individual” and former World Bank
economist Peter Knight, Ph.D., remains active in
retirement in Oregon, interacting with thought
leaders internationally in the areas of innovation,
sufficiency, and sustainability and campaigning for
universal basic income. He practices competitive
stand-up paddle racing and “lots of photography”
(petertknight.com). After recovering from Covid-19, Tyko Kihlstedt is back playing tennis doubles
in New York’s Central Park and photographing
the city. He engages in liberal political activism
on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram (tykokdt), and in
the blogsphere (tykokihlstedt.com). Retired foreign service officer and ambassador Henry Clarke
founded a public charity dedicated to assisting
disadvantaged children from Kyrgyzstan. He has
written a book about establishing the first U.S.
embassy in Uzbekistan in 1962 to 1965 and serves
as an election worker in Fairfax County, Virginia.
Still at it: Bill Carpenter retired in Maine in 2019
after 50 years of teaching at the university level,
but missed his students, so he took on three Zoom
classes (T.S. Eliot, Yeats, and Freud) and looks
forward to teaching a semester of Robert Frost
next year. Professor Jerry Cohen, 53 years on, still
teaching German and etymology in Rolla, Missouri,
enjoys the interaction with students and the challenges of research, much of it in working-paper
form waiting to be published. After relocating to
Michigan Neil Drobny, Ph.D., returned part-time
to teaching an honors course on sustainable business practices at the business school of Western
Michigan University.
Mark your calendars: October 8-10 for the
annual mini-reunion during Homecoming (Yale)
and June 13-16, 2022, for our 60th(!) reunion in
Hanover.
I regret to report the deaths of William E. “Bill”
Mahaney, Ph.D., of Salem, Massachusetts, on May 3;
Sidney D. “Sid” Trapp Jr. of Canoga Park, California,
on May 26; and Alan P. Weeks of Frederick, Maryland, on June 3.
—David L. Smith, RR4 Box 225B4, Galveston, TX
77554; (775) 870-2354; david@davidlsmith.com
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Keeping Kennedy’s Promise: The Peace
Corps: Unmet Hope of the New Frontier by Kevin Lowther and Payne Lucas
(1978) was reissued in 2020 following Kevin’s The
African American Odyssey of John Kizell: The Life
and Times of a South Carolina Slave Who Returned
to Fight the Slave Trade in His African Homeland
(2011), both inspired by Kevin’s Peace Corps and
Africare service. Kevin also writes for Kelleher’s
Stamp Collector’s Quarterly; Maynard Wheeler ’61
is included among his many readers.
Retired emergency room physician Steve
Chase released his first novel, Forever Sunrise: A
River to Immortality (Amazon), a science fiction
tale of life, death, and the quest for immortality.
Paul Binder is working on an audiobook version of
Never Quote the Weather to a Sea Lion and Other
Uncommon Tales from the Founder of the Big Apple
Circus (2013) with a live forward by actress Glenn
Close and narration by Max Samuels ’15, graduate
of the London Academy of Music and Dramatic
Arts. Paul resides in Sarasota, Florida, where he’s
in contact with Fred Jarrett, general and vascular
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surgeon who lives in the area.
With the pandemic winding down, Fred and
Barbara Schmucker prepared to travel from their
home near the bay in Coupeville, Washington, to
visit sons Fred Jr. and Eric, daughters-in-law, and
grandchildren in New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
Fred Sr. played hockey as a freshman and sophomore for coach Eddie Jeremiah, then joined the
Navy and earned his degree at Southern Illinois
University Edwardsville. Beginning with Ashland,
he launched a sales career in heavy industrial
chemicals before retiring with Barbara, a registered nurse.
Happy 80th birthday everyone. Dave Schaefer planted a fresh crop of tomatoes; John Merrow
biked his age plus three. Celebrate yours at the ’63
Homecoming mini-reunion October 8-10. Afterthe-game cocktail party and dinner will be held
at the Dowds’ Country Inn in Lyme, New Hampshire. Rooms there and at the Hilton Garden
Inn in Lebanon, New Hampshire, may still be
available. Check the class of ’63 website.
I regret to report the passing of Barry Elson and
Guy Vicinelli. Classmate obituaries by Tige Harris
appear in the magazine online edition.
—Harry Zlokower, 190 Amity St., Brooklyn, NY 11201;
(917) 541-8162; harry@zlokower.com
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In our last class column we asked classmates in the legal profession what excited them and what they were proudest of in their careers.
Tom Clark wrote back that in addition to serving
as a trial lawyer, he had used his legal experience in
politics and in a variety of community volunteer
activities. His memoirs will include among other
activities his time as a state legislator, council to
the speaker, and chairman of a board focused on
advocacy for the handicapped. Tom also found time
to coach two championship boys soccer teams and
serve as president of the Dartmouth Club of Hartford, Connecticut. He loved his work on the courtroom stage, believing it to be like “putting on a play.”
Tom writes that, “Like any good play, the object is
to find the truth, to ask the jury to accept our understanding of that truth.” He was “writer, director,
actor, and critic of the play all at the same time.”
Tom won a standing ovation and sizable award for
his client when he creatively introduced a violinist
to play in court a concerto that his injured client
could no longer perform.
Randolph Stayin currently is vice chairman of
the International Trade Commission (ITC). He
writes that when arguing many cases before the
ITC he was particularly happy to “save companies
and their workers from the devastation of unfairly
traded imports from China and other countries.”
Jim Latham was general counsel for the Sheraton Corp. during its global expansion. He traveled
throughout the world negotiating its contractual
relationships. Among other adventures, he tells of
opening the first foreign-run hotel in China, being
held at gunpoint in Lagos, and having a witness to
an arbitration proceeding kidnapped by terrorists
in Beirut. To not let his guard down in retirement,
he helps mediate issues between released prisoners
and their families.
Next time…UFOs! I’m a curious skeptic. This is
a call to all of our physics majors and career scien-

tists to send in their views. Now that we have been
told that the saucers, Tic Tacs, and flying triangles
are real, I can divulge my otherworldly experience
one night during junior year while hiking to Harris
Cabin. Stay tuned!
—Jay Evans, 512 Winterberry Lane, Duxbury, MA
02332; gjevans222@gmail.com
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We have some good news from minireunion chair Mike Gonnerman. Our first
in-Hanover class reunion since 2019
will be on Homecoming Weekend, October 7-10.
Plan on joining your classmates for a fun fall weekend at Mount Moosilauke and in Hanover! We are
hoping for peak foliage and nice weather.
We begin on Thursday, October 7, with cocktails and dinner in the Class of 1965 Meeting Room
at the Moosilauke Ravine Lodge. If you wish, you
can spend the night at the Class of 1965 Cabin adjacent to the lodge. On Friday morning you may
hike to the summit of Mount Moosilauke or take a
shorter hike near the lodge. Friday evening we will
have a reception at a local home, close enough to
the Green to also attend the Homecoming parade,
speeches, bonfire, and receptions (all depending,
of course, on current Covid protocols).
Saturday morning there will be College lectures and events (schedule to come in September),
followed by our usual cookout at Sphinx before the
1:30 football game against Yale. That evening there
will be a cocktail party and dinner at Pierce’s Inn,
followed by a performance by Dartmouth Decibelles. The class of 1964 will join us for the cookout
and dinner. We will wrap up on Sunday with a class
meeting at Pierce’s.
It’s worth a trip just to see the new, post-pandemic Hanover. The Hanover Inn and the Casque
& Gauntlet House still anchor the north end of
Main Street, but many of the old names are gone.
There’s no more Dartmouth Bookstore, Campion’s
departed some years ago (currently occupied by
Starbucks), and neither the Dartmouth Savings
nor Dartmouth National (where I worked) banks
have survived. The Dartmouth Co-op is still around
(albeit diminished in size), and Lou’s Restaurant
continues to operate (on the fourth owner since Lou
himself retired). Tanzi’s is long gone, but beer is still
available at Stinson’s Village Store (Moe’s to us).
I regret to report the loss of classmate Bob Justis. Check the class website for obituaries and other
updates: www.biggreen65.com.
—Bob Murphy, 7 Willow Spring Lane, Hanover, NH
03755; (603) 643-5589; murph65nh@comcast.net
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In a sign of things to come, 12 traditional
66th Night mini-reunions, masterfully
coordinated by David Johnston, were
held (on March 7, of course) both in-person (four)
and via Zoom (eight).
The live sessions included a couples-only
Florida event with Judy and John Barbieri, Joan
and Bill Gruver, Betsy and Larry Haas, and Carol and
Rik Offenbach and an all-guys get-together during
the annual class mini-ski reunion at “The Shire”,
host Tim Urban’s home in Fraser, Colorado, with
Gary Broughton, Jon Colby, Steve Coles, Joff Keane,
and Peter Tuxen. In total, 100 classmates and 27
class spouses participated in 66th Night activities.
After 25 years as a computer consultant to

firms such as MCI, Pac Bell, and Wells Fargo, Ken
Meyercord retired a decade ago and has been “doing
the things I like to do,” foremost of which seems to
be writing. He has published a memoir, Draft Dodging Odyssey (available on Amazon), about his years
after Dartmouth under the pseudonym Ken Kiask
and maintains an entertaining and eclectic blog at
kiaskblog.wordpress.com. He and Samira live in
Reston, Virginia, when Ken is not abroad traveling,
which he figures to resume soon.
From his home in Norwich, Vermont, Gene
Nattie still teaches “a bit” as an emeritus at Geisel
Medical School and wife Candace has had to deal
daily with Covid as a nurse at Hanover High School.
They have five grandkids, ages 2 to 12, in Cleveland
and nearby Lyme, New Hampshire. Gene recently
took a close look at the new fieldhouse east of the
hockey rink. “It’s enormous!” he reports. “Leverone
could fit inside.”
Dr. David Harris can’t wait to get back to the
U.S.A. After a long career in anatomic pathology in
Jasper, Alabama, David moved seven years ago to
Penang, Malaysia, where he helps cancer patients
find the chemotherapy they need. Because of Covid,
it has been two years since David and wife Bee Har
have visited the states to see their two grandkids,
Eleanor Harris, 4, and Isaac Ong, 2.
Our deepest sympathies to the families and
friends of Larry Robbins, a financial executive, musician, and sailor who passed away from Lewy body
dementia in May, and Dr. Frank Opaskar, a pediatrician in Cleveland who died in a tragic boating
accident on Lake Erie in June.
Stay safe.
—Larry Geiger, 93 Greenridge Ave., White Plains, NY
10605; (914) 860-4945; lgeiger@aol.com
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For this issue, we explored how or in
what ways the past incredibly tumultuous 16 months in this country and
globally may have introduced positive changes
in your life you hope to carry forward. We asked,
“What habits or behaviors, activities, ideas, or ways
of thinking that you adopted during the past 16
months do you hope you can maintain or build on
in the months and years ahead?” Howard Sharfstein
wrote, “The last 16 months have given me the gift
of time—time to reflect and consider. Previously,
my life was so occupied by work and the day-today tasks of life. Time away from much of that has
allowed me to think about what is truly important
to me and how I want to spend my remaining years.
Time has given me clarity and a new purpose—far
less work, more time with family, reading what
I want to read, and learning more about my faith
and its impact on my life.” Others expressed concerns about the information they are receiving in
this era. Pat Horgan said, “The blizzard of misinformation and disinformation and the perversion
and politicization of what we used to call science
during the last year have significantly increased
the amount of time I now spend independently researching or evaluating issues. Ironically the whole
truth has actually become much harder to find in
the Information Age.” Dick Clapp reported that he
has “developed a much deeper understanding of
airborne transmission of disease and the need to
protect the people in my immediate family or community by using masks. I think I’ll always have a

box of medical masks around the house and will
be much more motivated to use them during flu
season or, God forbid, at the beginning of another
potentially global pandemic.” John Isaacs wrote, “I
had previously thought that working at home would
be difficult because of too many distractions. In fact,
I found working at home quite satisfactory. I can
accomplish much by sitting in front of a computer
at home, and the time saved not commuting—about
45 minutes each way—makes it worthwhile. When
my office reopens, my proposed compromise is that
I come into the office one or two days a week and
work from home at least two days. We will spend
far more time in the country.” Bill Sjogren has gone
cyber: “Since undergraduate days, right up to Covid
shutdown in March 2020, the smell, touch, sound,
sight of The New York Times, especially Sunday,
had been a must every week. But now I’m totally
digital and newsprint free save for the unstoppable
supermarket circulars.”
There may still be time to contact Larry Bowen
(lbowen172@gmail.com) and come to the 22nd
annual Rich Paolino Dartmouth ’67 golf open and
party on October 2 in Barrington, Rhode Island.
And be sure to mark your calendars in ink for our
55th reunion in Hanover September 23-24, 2022.
Intense planning is underway for a great weekend,
so stay tuned for more details.
—Larry Langford, P.O. Box 71, Buckland, MA 01339;
1967damnotes@gmail.com
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As we eagerly anticipate our first inperson meeting in almost two years in
October, there have been several virtual
gatherings in the meantime. Recent webinar topics
have ranged from baseball history, conducted by
Gerry Bell, to poetical musicology, conducted by
Peter Wonson, to the very high-concept, fictional
adventures of George Washington, based on Bill
Zarchy’s new book. Attendees have included Clark

Wadlow, Norm Silverman, David Peck, Steve Schwager,
Peter Fahey, Mark Waterhouse, John Engelman, Bill
Rich, Peter Zack, Wick Walker, Richard Parker, Rich du
Moulin, Jim Lawrie, John Isaacson, Ron Weiss, Charles
Karchmer, Dan Bort, Jamie Newton, and myself. The

Zarchy book, Finding George Washington, is also
a baseball saga as well as a time-travel thriller. Bill
reports strong initial sales. Follow the class website
for news of forthcoming seminars.
Dave Dibelius reports that what he calls the seasonal communal activity (a.k.a. ski week reunion)
is a go for January 24-28, 2022. Rich Du Moulin,
Dave Gang, Peter Emmel, Tom Enright, Allen Ott, and
Gerry Bell are already signed up. Contact dave@
davedibelius.me to join. As they say on late-night
TV, “You need send no money now.”
Gerry Hills, Dan Tom, and Peter Diamond have
fleshed out details on the Hawaii trip set to start on
March 12. The three-night, Honolulu portion will
be based at the Lotus Hotel, just outside Waikiki,
followed by four nights on the big island of Hawaii,
split between two venues. See specifics about this
colorful journey in the forthcoming Transmission
and at the website.
Next, it’s our delayed 75th birthday party at
the Greenbrier September 18-21. Ed Heald, in addition to keeping us always very informed with
first-person reports on Dartmouth and Hanover
matters, will provide more details during the sum-

mer. Stay tuned.
Rabbi Arnold E. Resnicoff had the honor of delivering the prayer at the Memorial Day service at the
Vietnam Veterans Memorial. The service was the
first non-virtual ceremony at the memorial since
Covid. Rabbi Resnicoff addressed a full complement of in-person attendees and a radio audience.
Speaking of radio, Larry Barnet was my other
half on the general manager-assistant general manager team at WDCR in 1967-68. He became my employer when he hired me after my military service
to help start WQBK-FM in Albany, New York. Larry
wrote from Florida to send me an interview with
one of our former staffers who recalled our radio
work in the 1970s.
Cedric Kam offers photos of his classic MG on
his Facebook page. He and the roadster attended
MG2021 in Atlantic City, New Jersey, recently.
Woody Lee and John Pfeiffer reported on a generous donation to our Class of 1968 Historical Black
Alumni Exhibit. Natalie Boll, a distant cousin of
Remus Grant Robinson, class of 1897, is an actress,
writer, and film producer living in Germany who has
graciously pledged $10,000 to our project.
In conclusion, let us offer our condolences to
Virginia Lannen, whose husband, classmate Richard
M. Lannen, passed away on May 1.
—Jack Hopke, 157 Joy St., River Ridge, LA 70123;
(504) 388-2645; jackhopke@yahoo.com
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The top of the post-pandemic news
features our renovation of the DOC
House, scheduled for completion by
Homecoming—back on campus at last—in October.
The key players, under the leadership of Paul Tuhus,
Tom Hunt, Andy McLane, and John Mathias, emphasize
class unity in every discussion. “This is about all of
us, not just a select handful,” Paul said in a recent
call, “and this is the crowning achievement of one
of the great classes in Dartmouth College history.”
Special mention also goes out to Julie Anderson Mathias, internationally acclaimed artist and
interior architect, who has contributed elegant
and inspired design solutions that we will enjoy
at the Homecoming dedication and ribbon cutting. “Without Julie,” one observer notes, “a bunch
of old guys might have filled the place using the
same acquisition skills we relied upon to furnish
our dorm rooms and frat houses.” Tom, Andy, and
head agent John Myers emphasize that no gift is too
small and the window remains open for classmates
to chip in. The project has drawn many classmates
back to Dartmouth. “The DOC project transcends
politics, status, individual histories, and opinions,”
one donor said, “and I’m grateful that so many of us
are joining together despite the many years. One
voice feels fantastic!”
In other news, the tireless Arthur Fergenson
continues his creative use of Zoom as a vehicle
for mini-reunion activities, including online play
readings, Saturday night at the movies, “Casual
Conversations,” and impressive special events
involving Dartmouth faculty. (See The ’69 Times
for details!) Nanalee Raphael speaks for many of
the more than 100 participants: “These Zooms
have been wonderful, as I’m getting to know guys
I never interacted with on campus. Next reunion
I’ll actually have something to talk with them about
rather than trying to make acquaintances in a limS E P T E M B E R / O C T O B E R 2 0 2 1 65
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ited amount of time.”
Dona Heller and Norm Jacobs are cooking up
great events for Homecoming, including forums
and follies. We will be inviting 2019s to report on
“being safe at least in the wide, wide world.” Make
your plans now to come home to Hanover. And don’t
forget that every month Jim Staros hosts a freestyle
social hour on Zoom, and that brings us together in
a delightful hour of agenda-free fellowship.
Allen Denison has built The ’69 Times into a
heavyweight package of class news and information, a key resource for many classmates who aren’t
on the email list. Don’t miss it when it arrives with
your land mail. All the news that fits, he prints!
We’ve lost three fine classmates this year. Michael Lewis Groden, Edward “Ned” Symes, and Geoffrey “Rip” G. Maclay Jr. passed away this spring.
Tributes to their remarkable lives are included in
Allen’s current newsletter and on the class website.
As Peter Schaeffer always reminds us: “Savor
every precious moment!”
—John “Tex” Talmadge, 3519 Brookline Lane,
Farmers Branch, TX 75234; (214) 673-9250;
johntalmadgemd@gmail.com
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If you haven’t already done so, save the
dates for our 50ish reunion June 13-15,
2022. Details at 1970.dartmouth.org
Thanks to Gary Miller for doing a great job as
class secretary during the past five-plus years.
I never aspired to this role. But after co-chairing the recruitment committee for our canceled
50th reunion (and getting to know classmates I
never knew while in Hanover), I realized it was a
natural segue.
Here are four classmates from my freshman
dorm.
Stan Phaneuf (photo editor of our ’70 Aegis)
says, “Retirement is much the same as life was as a
freelance photographer. I would be away from one
to 10 days; then come home to process, organize, and
sell the photos. I never allowed work to intrude with
bicycling, hiking, climbing and gardening. Work
could always, and often did, happen at night. Retirement is riding bicycle, cross-country skiing,
some hiking, carving, turning wood, and gardening.
Nights are now for sleeping.”
John Sadd (The Aires) reported that “after
an unpredictably successful career in computer
software, my wife, Maggie, and I relocated from
New Hampshire to Santa Fe, New Mexico. A rigorous docent training course led to me leading
tours at the Museum of Indian Arts and Culture.
I determined to combine aspects of my technical
background with a long-suppressed artistic side.
I became a video producer for the museum and
other nonprofits. This forced me to come out of my
shell and become a one-man band—interviewer,
videographer, and editor. I championed the role of
video in museum exhibits, culminating in a series
of interviews with Native artists, tribal representatives, and archeologists “
Carl Strathmeyer (WDCR’s chief engineer)
writes, “I’m not sure I will recognize retirement if
I ever encounter it. I left Dilbert’s world when Intel
laid me off in 2005 (I suspect age discrimination),
then followed an unsuccessful attempt to start
my own consulting business; a couple of years as a
stay-at-home dad for three foster kids; a few years
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substitute teaching in middle and high school (as a
gym teacher, if you can believe it!); and finally buying my own retail music store. So, retirement? I’ve
no regrets, though—each of these phases has been
rewarding and a stretch outside my comfort zone.”
Scott Holland (Glee Club) tells us: “I saved hard
and after 22 years working in the ‘Magic Kingdom’
(Saudi Arabia), I retired to New Hampshire in 2000.
I’ve devoted my time to travel, the care and feeding of my portfolio, and cooking. I spend two to
four hours per day in my fully remodeled kitchen.
I did Europe in my working years, so have spent
retirement discovering Asia: Thailand, Philippines,
Vietnam, and Cambodia. Planning these threemonth trips takes up my time from September to
December. I hope to continue these travels if health
permits.”
—Stu Zuckerman, P.O. Box 85, Bridgehampton, New
York 11932; (917) 559-0063; stuartz@gmail.com
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Wayne Hobin reports, “On March 6 an

in-person mini-reunion was held at La
Bottega in Vail, Colorado. Dave Merritt,
Randy Wise, Sam and Jane Webster, Greg Fell, and I
attended. The following night the group celebrated
Sam’s 72nd birthday. CarniVail is on for February
25-27, 2022, at Vail. Contact me (dreunion71@
gmail.com) for more information.” Dan Clouse had
a micro-reunion in March with Tom Hancock at
South Head, Lakebay, Wisconsin. John Eaton celebrated Rod and Pam Morgan’s 50th anniversary at
Ramsgate Vineyard in Sonoma, California. Roger
Prince and Malcolm Jones had a micro-reunion on
May 25, after which Malcolm joined Albert and
Janet Lamarre for dinner at their Danville, California, home. Joseph Cosco had a micro-reunion with
Frank Anton in Nantucket, Massachusetts, on May
29. Although we couldn’t celebrate our 50th reunion
on campus during Commencement weekend this
year, our class leadership decided to commemorate
this special event with a virtual 50th reunion. The
first event on June 11 was a service of remembrance
in honor of our 116 fallen classmates. Nels Armstrong opened the service with a retrospective of our
Dartmouth experience and a prayer for our fallen
classmates. Martha Shanahan spoke dearly of her
husband, John, and encouraged other surviving
spouses to stay connected with us, as they are part
of our class family. Dan Clouse eloquently provided
reflections at the service’s end. Michael Maynard,
Roger Prince, and Dick Wenzel also participated in
the service with the reading of the fallen classmates’
names. Two highlights of our virtual 50th reunion
were panels featuring several classmates and two
“guests.” Friday’s panel, hosted by Mickey Stuart,
offered a broad survey of President Kemeny’s broad
Dartmouth legacies, from his arrival at Dartmouth
through his chairing the Three Mile Island Report.
President Hanlon jumpstarted the session with a
thoughtful reminiscence, followed by Ron Harris,
Nels Armstrong, Steve Brockway and Michael Hanitchak ’73, Alice Malone and Amy Sabrin ’72, David
Aylward, and Andrew Hodgdon. Kemeny’s brilliance,
outsider’s perspective, and active, respectful listening were throughlines for the panelists. On Saturday
Randy Pherson, Tom Burton, Willie Bogan, Kathy Rines,
and Gene Thibodeaux, representing the “Stuff of
the Institution,” shared their remarkable stories
and thoughts about what lies ahead for us. Host

Sam Cuddeback joined the “audience” in profound
respect for their presentations, commenting that
with all of us ’71s, Dartmouth should be pleased,
proud, and grateful. Dick Wenzel produced a film
tribute from 21 classmates to praise our outgoing
class president Peter Pratt. It was shown to Peter’s
surprise during the virtual reunion social hour on
Saturday evening, June 12. Thanks to Kathy Rines,
Tom Oxman, and Ted and Betsy Eismeier for carrying our class banner at Commencement. Our new
class officers are Jim Rager, president; Willis Newton
and Sam Cuddeback, vice presidents; Jerry O’Brien,
treasurer; and Alice Malone, secretary. I’ve been
honored to serve as class secretary these past five
years. See you at Homecoming in October and at
our 50th reunion in Hanover next June 13-15, 2022.
—Bob Lider, 9225 Veneto Place, Naples, FL 34113;
liderbob@yahoo.com
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Dear ’72s, I am writing to you from
Montpelier, Vermont, our summer
home. I have agreed to fill the last year
of David Hetzel’s term as class secretary. I hope you
join me in thanking David for a great job as our class
secretary. I would also like to thank John Burke,
one of our earlier secretaries, fellow Vermonter,
and four-year roommate for his sage counsel and
encouragement.
Jack Manning writes in that he retired; had to
cancel international travel plans; bought a Mercedes Sprinter; traveled 10,000 miles in the West
and Southwest last fall; parked the rig in front of
Chuck Leer’s townhouse for a few days on the beach
in Marina del Rey, California; had the rig in an RV
park in Mesa, Arizona, this winter; and went back
and forth from Mesa to Big Sky, Montana, for skiing.
Jack visited Joel Hyatt a few times in the Bay Area.
Joel is working hard on another startup, Globality. Jack has seen Brendan O’Neill several times at
Vikings football games and at Flathead Lake, Montana. Brendan’s son is the starting right tackle for
the Vikes. When Jack is near Hanover, he stays at
Wayne Young’s house near campus. Jack had many
occasions to visit Hanover as his daughter, a niece,
a nephew, and a total of 9 relatives, including inlaws, have gone to Dartmouth. In fact, Jack and
relatives have stayed at Wayne’s house so many
times that Wayne named the guest bedroom the
“Manning Room.”
Jack further reports that a big football reunion
is coming up on October 9 in Hanover—the Yale
game—for the combined ’70 and ’71 teams, encompassing any who played for the Big Green from the
classes of ’71 to ’74, including those who donned
just freshman jerseys, down to the “E” team. I made
the E team, but I was pretty far down the list. It’s
no surprise to anyone that Murry Bowden ’71 is
leading the charge. I can still remember, like it was
yesterday, the hit Murry Bowden put on University
of Massachusetts All-American end Milt Morin
that put Morin out of the game and almost out
of football forever that beautiful day in Hanover
as Morin got his hands on a button hook that he
promptly dropped.
Jack also sees Lawrie Lieberman, who lives in
Bozeman, Montana, now and Jim Masker, who Jack
believes lives in Butte, Montana.
Jack concluded his terrific note by reminding
all rugby players that there will be a rugby reunion

the weekend after the football reunion, so October
16. Joe Davis has been active in the alumni rugby
club and, of course, Wayne Young was instrumental
in the building and placement of the Corey Ford
Rugby Clubhouse. I will also mention that Wade
Judge’s son played rugby for a Big Green team that
won the nationals and was named an All-American.
I have had dinner several times in Naples,
Florida, with Gary Shanley and wife Ginny. Gary
splits time between Naples and Skaneateles, New
York, with Naples winning out in the “residency”
department. Gary looks good, although every time
I see him he just says he’s glad to be vertical.
—Sheldon Prentice, 2311 Tradition Way, #102, Naples, FL 34105; shelprentice72@gmail.com
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College reopens!

Mike Magill reported, “I retired
from the University of Utah School of
Medicine after 26 years on the faculty, 21 as chairman of the department of family and preventive
medicine. I served as executive medical director of
our multispecialty community practice group and
founded and directed the Utah Area Health Education Centers Program. After completing medical
school, residency, and a teaching fellowship at Duke,
I had the privilege of leading education programs
in family medicine at the University of Arizona
and directing a community hospital-based family
medicine residency in Tallahassee, Florida, before
Utah. I also had the chance to visit DMS and DHMC
several times as a visiting professor and a senior
fellow. I’ll stay active in health services research as
an emeritus professor and contribute to the growth
of my specialty as chairman of the American Board
of Family Medicine. None of this would have been
possible without the transformative experience
that was Dartmouth for this kid from the ’burbs in
the San Francisco Bay Area!”
In March Kelvin Chin published a new book for
which Tom Helfrich wrote a review. “Just wanted to
share this Amazon review of Kel’s new book published earlier this month. We’d been corresponding
since fall 2020, just catching up with how we’ve
fielded what life has thrown our ways. He offered me
the opportunity to review the book pre-publication,
which I accepted enthusiastically.” Review excerpt:
“With the publication of this collection of thoughtful, succinct essays—Marcus Aurelius Updated: 21st
Century Meditations on Living Life—Kelvin Chin
once again provides an invaluable contribution to
the ‘ars vitae’ literature. Chin encourages readers to
trust their own life choices when informed by both
rational, well-informed decision-making processes
and regular, effortless meditative sessions.”
Proud dad Doug Jaeger’s note: “When the alumni magazine arrives I always go quickly to the class
notes to see what other ’73s are up to. I typically
don’t have much to share about myself but today
is a minor exception. As summer weather is finally
arriving in Minnesota, there may be an interest in
my 13-year-old daughter’s first music video titled
Summertime. Go to her website and view www.
montanamonet.com.”
Howard Reiss reports: “I have just published my
ninth novel—The ’60s Diary. At nine, I think I am
one of the most prolific unknown writers around.
This one is about Rose, born at the stroke of midnight on January 1, 1950. On her 10th birthday her

mother gave her a diary that she used to chronicle
those pivotal years as she aged from 10 to 20. She
finds the diary 50 years later while cleaning out her
mother’s attic. In reading it for the first time since
1969, Rose gets the rare opportunity to journey
through time with her younger self from her first
love to Woodstock, from self-discovery and happiness to tragedy and rebirth.”
Zydeco accordionist, cichlid devotee, biology
professor extraordinaire Wayne Leibel died of a
heart attack in May. An obituary can be found at
dartmouthalumnimagazine.com/obits.
—Val Armento, 227 Sylvan Ave., San Mateo, CA
94403; valerie.j.armento.73@dartmouth.edu
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Dear classmates, hoping you are all doing well and looking forward to more
normalcy as fall approaches. As I write
this, we are enduring the record-breaking temperatures of the late June heat wave. I hope you safely
endured it.
From class president Matt Putnam: “This summer marks the official launch to fund our 50 reunion
class scholarship projects (a four-year scholar and a
program of recurring scholars from the undergraduate body, as planned at this time). The members
of the Dartmouth mortality working group have
taken time at each meeting to reflect on their good
fortune to be both present and available to work on
this project and the most recent class newsletter
focused on this work. The class officers have been
actively involved with this effort.
“A small point of clarification is offered based
on questions raised after delivery of our most recent
newsletter: The class officers intend to deliver on
the full scholarship (planned before the 45th) and
the health scholars program (planned after the 45th
in recognition of the health disparities observed
in our class).
“Watch for more details on our two-part class
of 1974 50th reunion project, to begin arriving toward the end of this summer. We are hoping for
strong support!”
Our newsletter editor, Rick Ranger, and his wife,
Catherine, have finally departed for the capital of
Uganda, only 14 months late. They have arrived
safely in Mukono with their dog Trooper and are
planning a three-year stay working at the law
school. Follow Rick’s blog at www.facebook.com/
richard.l.ranger.
By now I hope you have also received notice
from Ken Hall that our class website has been significantly upgraded. In addition to Rick’s newsletter,
which has always been posted there, we are now
posting an early version of this column and creating a significant database of information about our
class projects and scholarships for the 50th reunion.
We will also be posting informational videos regarding these and posting recordings of important
meetings if you want to see what your class officers
have been doing.
There is also an online Green Card to get information to Rick and me quicker, especially now that
his snail mail is in Africa. Please send us updates
using this at 1974.dartmouth.org (click on “News,”
then “Send Us News”).
Sadly, we’ve had a sudden flurry of deaths in the
last two months. Please see Rick Sample’s class obituaries at www.dartmouthalumnimagazine.com.

Jerry Bowe and Peter DeNatale, our reunion
chairmen, continue their efforts on planning our
50th reunion. In conjunction with the graduating
class of 2024, we will be marching across the College Green on Sunday, June 8, 2024. There will be
many fascinating lectures, great entertainment,
food, and, of course, the chance to see all the new
changes on the Dartmouth campus. All of us on
the executive committee encourage you to mark
the dates and plan to attend. We hope for a record
turnout.
Please send us personal news and questions
about the class projects.
Blessings!
—Philip Stebbins, 17 Hardy Road, Londonderry, NH
03053; p.stebs@comcast.net
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Although you are reading this in September/October, I am writing it in June
on the heels of the local Juneteenth celebration. As a New Englander from birth, I was not
as aware of Juneteenth as I should have been. Now
I live at ground zero—Galveston, Texas. The elation
at this day becoming a national holiday was deep
here, and a new artwork mural was dedicated in
the center of town attended by the co-sponsors of
the bill making this a national day of recognition. If
you want to be proud of this nation for continuously
seeking to correct its mistakes, join me in celebrating Juneteenth every year, all year.
When the Black troops entered Galveston in
1865 and General Granger delivered his proclamation in this Gulf Coast community, it represented
the full circle of delivery on the Constitution’s original promise of equality for all. How fitting that news
should arrive on my desk of Gil Hahn’s most recent
literary product—Campaign for the Confederate
Coast: Blockading, Blockade Running and Related
Endeavors During the American Civil War.
Gil is an attorney and historian who grew up in
Washington, D.C., near Battery Kemble, one of the
ring of forts defending the federal capital and also
within easy touring range of many Civil War battlefields in Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania. Gil
is an enthusiastic and learned student of the Civil
War, including the combined operations that took
place at or near the major Confederate ports, but he
was unable to find any book that pulled together all
the various aspects of the war along coastal waters,
including blockade running, the Confederate efforts
to assist and then control blockade running, and
the influence of international capital and foreign
governments on the conduct of the Civil War.
We continue to gain steam in our Facebook
page. New members include Peter Douxmont, Michael Varley, Wanda Irving, and Bob Jamieson. Please
welcome them to our group. If you are not already
on board, please sign up and join us. It is especially
important as we start to gather momentum toward
our 50th reunion. I know it seems like a long way off,
but the planning has begun. In fact, as homework (I
am giving you plenty of time to contemplate this),
why don’t you shoot me a note with your fondest
memory from undergraduate years and why it is
still relevant today—or you can just send me a note
and let me know you are alive.
Vox clamantis in Tejas.
—Stephen D. Gray, 3627 Avenue M, Galveston, TX
77550; (650) 302-8739; fratergray@gmail.com
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Foiled again! As fast and furiously
as Jim Burns, Joe Jasinski, and I work
to broaden coverage of our 900-plus
cool classmates in the newsletter and on the
class Facebook page and website, Louise Erdrich
wins another award—this time the Pulitzer! Congratulations, Louise! The Night Watchman was
named America’s top work of literature this year,
described as “a majestic, polyphonic novel.” (You
know you’re not in the same league when you
have to look up even the word used to describe a
classmate’s Pulitzer!) I love that Louise publicly
thanked professors Richard Corum, A.B. Paulson,
and Brenda Silver. I also love that her Pulitzer for
literature added to David Shribman’s for journalism may make us the first double-Pulitzer class
in Dartmouth history. Go, ’76! A shoutout as well
to Carol Vaughan Bemis, longtime board member of Graywolf Publishing, whose poet Natalie
Diaz won this year’s Pulitzer for poetry. News
comes from several we haven’t heard from in a
while. Bill Kobokovich practices law in his native
Maryland, leading the group that manages badfaith litigation at Travelers Insurance. His wife,
Carla, also a lawyer, works for Erickson Living,
which develops and manages continuing care
communities. Their daughter, Amanda, works
for the Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security
helping countries prepare for and respond to
pandemics. Their son, Zack, is a second-year law
student at George Mason University. Rob Erickson is a pastor at Heritage Presbyterian Church
in Alexandria, Virginia, his fifth church in 35
years of ministry. He sent a beautiful photo of his
family, including his wife, Joan, and three sons
from their son’s “micro-wedding,” featured and
feted on Martha Stewart’s blog for its creativity
during the time of Covid. My Cape Cod buddy
Ben Ayres has retired from a teaching career that
took him to Vermont, Fiji, Manhattan, Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts, in that order. In addition to a daily discipline of writing, reading, and
walking his chocolate lab, Tobias, Ben has been
called back into action by his wife, Amanda, a
school administrator, to assist with field trips
and a library redesign. Rick Zimmerman and Steve
Melikian, our intrepid and effervescent reunion
chairs, are plotting a warm and welcoming 45th.
Save the dates: June 16-19! No diets, depilation,
tucks, or toupees allowed. We love you just the
way you are! As I write, we have had a rugged
stretch, losing four stellar classmates: Peter Jeton, our North Star of character, compassion,
and gratitude and the husband and soulmate of
our own Nancy Kepes Jeton; Tom Souza, our wise,
witty wordsmith and class historian; Dabney Hofammann, larger than life, affable outdoorsman
and accomplished surgeon in his native Alabama;
and Mark Stebbins, philanthropist, successful
business owner, record-breaking All-American
swimmer, two-year team captain, and beloved
son of New Hampshire. You may read more
about our shining stars on our class website or
the Dartmouth Alumni Magazine website. If you
would like to write their wonderful families, just
let me know.
—Sara Hoagland Hunter, c/o DAM, 7 Lebanon St.,
Suite 107, Hanover, NH 03755; sarahunter76@
gmail.com
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In May Andy Moerlein presented a solo
exhibition at Boston Sculptors Gallery. The work in the show, Wood Stone
Poem, addressed Andy’s fascination with Chinese
scholars’ rocks and explored the art of bonsai and
poetry as new directions for his inspiration. In conjunction with the show, Andy held four discussions
that brought art curators, bonsai experts, poets,
and artists into conversations with the sculpture.
These various practitioners discussed their fascination with the collection and display of stones, the
cultivation of exceptional trees, the art of poetry,
and the use of ancient traditions by contemporary
artists to create work that addresses today’s world.
See andymoerlein.com to hear the recorded talks.
Anne Quirk’s third book for middle school readers, that’s grades five to eight, came out in July. In
Larger Than Life: President Johnson and the Right
to Vote, Anne considers the monumental career of
Lyndon Baines Johnson. She invites young readers
to investigate the events and vital issues that led to
the passage of the 1964 Voting Rights Act. She also
introduces the key players of the period who helped
reshape much of America and redefine its character.
Edward “Ted” Boucher died in May in his hometown of Rochester, New York. While at Dartmouth
Ted developed his love for hiking, winter camping,
and outdoor adventures as an avid member of the
Dartmouth Outing Club. After graduating with a
degree in geology, Ted continued his education at
Columbia University, where he earned a master’s
in marine geophysics. Ted returned to Hanover to
earn an M.B.A. from Tuck School. He spent most
of his professional life at Caldwell Manufacturing
Co.; he became CEO and ultimately chairman of the
board. He is survived by his wife and children, who
say he was never too old to join a water gun fight.
Mark your calendars for June 16-18, 2022! The
green light is shining at the end of the tunnel, and
we will be together again! That’s right, gang, our
45th reunion is coming in less than a year, and we
want you to join us in Hanover! Your reunion committee is hard at work planning lunches, dinners,
music, tents, consciousness-expanding activities,
and entertainment, not to mention late-night pizza!
We have all been missing friends for so long—gather
your besties and let’s enjoy some good times together. Stay tuned for more info. If you want to help make
the reunion something you would enjoy, contact
Leslie Embs Bradford at leslie.e.bradford@gmail.com.
—Robin Gosnell, 31 Elm Lane, Princeton, NJ 08540;
robins.nest@icloud.com; Eric Edmondson, DC Advisory, 425 California St., Suite 19, San Francisco, CA
94104; eweedmondson@gmail.com; Drew Kintzinger,
2400 M St. NW, Apt. 914, Washington, DC 20037;
akintzinger@hunton.com
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I feel a keen sense of loss at the recent
news that the College is selling the license of WFRD-FM. The station went
on the air February 19, 1976. In the inaugural broadcast, Richard Mark ’77 described WFRD as “a radio
station fought for, built, and manned completely
by Dartmouth students.” We were present at the
creation, but the station will be a memory by our
next reunion.
Jordan Roderick worked around-the-clock for
weeks to make sure the FM studios on the third
floor of Robinson were completed in time. “I feel

amazingly lucky to have been at the station during
our time together,” he writes, adding: “I have a hard
time getting worked up over the sale of WFRD or
the state of Dartmouth Broadcasting. Radio, as we
practiced it, hasn’t existed in quite a while. On the
other hand, the democratization of media means
everybody gets to be their own general manager! I’ll
bet that the 18-year-olds on campus today are burning the midnight oil on a whole array of fun things.”
“Radio was fabulous in rural New Hampshire
at a time of media scarcity,” recalls Peter Hirshberg.
“Everything was opportunity.” But times have
changed. “When we were there we had practically
a captive market. Today students are plugged into
whatever their iPhones are playing. Likewise, as
content creators we had only one other option: The
Daily D. Today Dartmouth creatives are prolific on
YouTube, TikTok, and podcasts.”
Peter and Jordan (just one letter away from a
legendary ’60s musical group!) are absolutely right.
If age teaches you anything, it is that nothing is
permanent. Time moves on, but those of us who
were there to witness WFRD’s birth will continue
to cherish the memories.
I caught up with Jim Newman on a recent edition of “D78 Conversations.” (Check out the video in
the “Classmate News” section of our class website.)
He lives in Monterey, California, and teaches at the
Naval Postgraduate School, “where we teach midcareer military officers about space.” Who better to
teach them than a former astronaut who rode the
rocket on four shuttle missions and spent 43 days in
space? Jim is also conducting research in the field of
cube-sats, which are cube-shaped nanosatellites, 4
inches to a side. “We put very interesting payloads
in them; for example, Planet Labs, where they stack
three of these together with a telescope in one end
and put a bunch of them in orbit around the earth.
They’re actually trying to image the earth every
day.” There are now hundreds of these tiny satellites in space, and the number is growing. Good luck
trying to keep track of them, Jim!
Sad to report that John Kreider passed away
on May 19 at the Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical
Center. He was 65 and had suffered longstanding
heart issues. On behalf of the class, I want to express
condolences to his family. Look for a remembrance
of John on the class website: http://1978.dartmouth.
org/in-memoriam.
Send news!
—Rick Beyer, 1305 S. Michigan Ave., #1104, Chicago,
IL 60605; rickbeyer78@gmail.com
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Social distancing imposed by Covidrelated restrictions made many classmates feel that we were impaired from
serving others. Such was not the case for Cindy
Marder Calder, who decided in September 2020 to
reconnect in a meaningful way with Greece, the
country she left in 1975 to come to Dartmouth.
“I wanted to give back to refugees there who are
in great need of emotional and educational support. As a teacher of the classics, I am well versed
in trying to make the acquisition of grammar and
vocabulary fun and meaningful, so I reached out
to a friend working with refugee women in Greece
to see if I could organize language classes for the
most vulnerable women. Fleeing from Iran, Iraq,
Afghanistan, Cameroon, Somalia, and other war-

torn countries, these women now live in refugee
camps and nongovernmental organization [NGO]
housing throughout Greece with extremely limited
resources.
“I began by teaching English and modern
Greek to a few women by Zoom. Realizing the
need and demand for education among them was
vast, I reached out to my ’79 girlfriends for help. I
was easily able to call upon my fellow classmates
via multiple Zoom meetings we had throughout
the pandemic. I named my project ‘’79 women for
79 women.’
“Among our classmates, the many writers,
diplomats, teachers, and philanthropists joined
this project in different ways. Ellen Welty and Jennifer Hughes have made an enormous impact on the
individual women with whom they work, as well
as on their English classes as a collective. Starting
by assisting students with homework, they soon
volunteered to teach their own English classes.
Despite living among chaos in Kabul, Margo Squire
has served as a steadfast teacher and conversation facilitator for many vulnerable women that
we teach.
“If classmates were not available to teach or
help with homework, they spread the word to family and Dartmouth alums, to girlfriends of their
children (thanks, Laura Swigett!), and friends with
Dartmouth connections. My niece, Becky Marder
’15, has been a huge source of energy and love in her
English writing class. With these volunteers, I have
been able to organize multiple pods teaching basic
English, writing, advanced reading comprehension,
conversational English, and modern Greek. Several
female classmates, one superstar male (Rob Worley)
and some Dartmouth alumnae from other classes
donated money, which was sent to my friend in
Thessaloniki who procured computers to give to
the women for online access to our classes. I also
collected funds to buy internet minutes, cover rent,
and help those who have lost NGO funding. Along
the way Beth Blatt provided me much-needed emotional support out of the empathy and knowledge
she gathered through writing a play about refugees
in America.
“We have all deepened our Dartmouth ties
through this experience and together made a huge
difference in so many individual lives. We Dartmouth ’79 women have now come close to touching the lives of 79 women! Initial mission accomplished, but there’s much more work to be done.”
If you want to contribute, contact Cindy
(calderclassics@gmail.com).
—Janie Simms Hamner, 7327 Centenary Ave., Dallas,
TX 75225; jshandkids@aol.com
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Jeff Citrin and his wife, Rona, moved
from their longtime home in Greenwich, Connecticut, to a new house
they built in Aspen, Colorado, a couple of years
ago. With all three children living in New York,
they still spend time back East. Jeff and Rona’s
daughter, Alex, and her husband, Chris, gave them
their first grandchild last July. They celebrated the
family-only wedding of son Andrew ’11 a month
later. Son Charlie ’16 is midway through business
school in N.Y.C. Jeff concluded his four-year term
as the Hood Museum’s board chair in June of 2020
and urges all of us to pay a visit to the renovated
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museum. Jeff completed late last year the sale of the
N.Y.C.-based real estate investment firm he founded
in 2006, then launched another private real estate
investment platform.
Fred Meyerson ran the virtual Boston Marathon
in September of 2020 as a trail run on the NorthSouth Trail in Rhode Island. Fred’s first Boston was
back in 1984. He was time-qualified and registered
for the New York and Chicago marathons in 2020.
Those were canceled, and he has deferred the two
races. Fred has fingers crossed for this year’s Boston, scheduled for October 11. Fred was able to run
the Canadian Ski Marathon again, albeit virtually,
in a window of February snow in northwest Rhode
Island, camping out in freezing rain between the
two days to earn his Gold Coureur de Bois. Fred’s
two sons are undergraduates at Brown and NYU.
Writing this last paragraph has your undersigned
secretary feeling both exhausted and cash strapped.
Carl Baum ’81 scanned a bunch of slides from
the 1979 “Rox Stretch.” Email Carl at carl.baum@
yale.edu if you would like some photos.
Kids in Need of Defense recognized Carol Burns
as part of a pro bono team of the month for May.
Carol helped represent a child who sought asylum
and special immigrant juvenile status. Because of
the team’s dedication and preparation of written
briefs and their client’s testimony for the asylum
interview, the asylum office approved their client’s
application. Their client is now an asylee living
safely in the United States.
Emily Katz Anhalt has a new book, Embattled:
How Ancient Greek Myths Empower Us to Resist
Tyranny, combining narrated tales, drawn from
the ancient Greek texts, with analyses accessible
to non-specialists. Democracy as a concept did not
exist until the Greeks coined the term and tried
the experiment. Tales told in ancient Greek epics
and tragedies provide an antidote to the tyrannical
passions of today. Emily is a professor of classics at
Sarah Lawrence College.
I am running for U.S. Congress as a Democrat
in Georgia’s First Congressional District. The incumbent, a fellow church member, sued the State of
Georgia to overturn the election results here, even
though he won his race. On the night of January 6,
he stood on the floor of the U.S. House of Representatives to oppose the election. Maybe I will give
him a copy of Emily’s book. This last paragraph is
not a joke.
—Wade Herring, P.O. Box 9848, Savannah, GA 31412,
(912) 944-1639; wherring@huntermaclean.com;
Meg Coughlin LePage, 8 Brookside Drive, Cumberland, ME 04021; (207) 791-1382; mlepage@
pierceatwood.com; Rob Dinsmoor, 14 Rust St., South
Hamilton, MA 01982; (978) 269-4069; dinsmo@
earthlink.net
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As the saying goes, “Friends don’t tell
friends that 1981 was 40 years ago,” or
at least a version of that. I gotta say, what
is in a number anyway? Seems to me that there
is a revolution of energy and commitment in this
group of the great class of 1981. Our course through
the pandemic displaced our plans for an in-person
reunion, but no matter, we created a new network
project called the “8-One” network, reinvigorated
our connections through nearly monthly programs
via Zoom, gave a rouse often on the class Facebook
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page, and answered emailed big questions with
poignant responses. Rusty we are not. Just getting
going would be more like it. Going “On(ward),” as
Dumbledore would conjecture.
Laurel Ritchie has officially moved on from her
role as chair of the board of the College after the
usual eight-year term plus one year for good measure. She describes the post as “being first amongst
equals” and “one of the best experiences of my life.”
We give her a standing ovation collectively for her
wise and steady leadership through a series of challenges, all the while advancing the objectives of
enhancing the College experience of all students.
Our reunion committee and the 8-One network (Vaughn Halyard and Danielle Dyer) created a
virtual 40th reunion program that included a now
and then virtual tour of the campus set to the singing of the Aires, a crafty and humorous reunion
poem (Rick Silverman and Lynne Hamel Gaudet), a
multiple-choice 1981-themed trivia program (led
by Kim Young), and a presentation from our senior
year beloved professor Don Pease. Pease emphasized the virtuous circle created by the student
and teacher, each awakening the teacher in each
other, thereby creating confidence in the student
and renewed insight in the teacher. He credits our
class with refining this relationship concept with
him. Look for the video recording on the class page—
quite invigorating. Jill Martin had a fantastic run at
the trivia game and tied with Chris Goff and Robert
Goldbloom for most correct responses.
Having said all that, get calendar and Sharpie
in hand because there will be an in-person collection of ’79s, ’80s, and ’81s on October 9-11 on the
Dartmouth campus, complete with tailgate before
the Homecoming football game against Yale. Also,
Elliott Davis will be hosting an in-person ’81 gettogether at Mine Hill distillery in Roxbury, Connecticut, on October 16. There are plans for a group
signing of the 81st barrel of whiskey, already started
by Jake Winebaum.
Happy and joyous 40th to you all and cheers
to continuing our shared special experience in
Dartmouth.
—Emil Miskovsky, P.O. Box 2162, North Conway, NH,
03860; emilmiskovsky@gmail.com; Ann Jacobus
Kordahl, P.O. Box 470443, San Francisco, CA, 94147;
ajkordahl@gmail.com
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Please plan to join our class at Homecoming October 8-9 for a belated 60th
birthday bash with fellow ’82s! Among
the many reasons to visit Hanover again are our
classmates who call the Upper Valley home. Robin
Riley Ahrens and her husband, Chris, moved to Thetford, Vermont, in early 2021: “It’s a homecoming as
well as a new chapter. I’m lucky to spend time with
my sister and college friends (Gray Reisfield Horan
and Rich Horan ’76 moved to Hanover this summer)
as I explore the area. I’m reaping the benefits of
community supported agriculture shares and farm
markets, enjoying close encounters with nature
(no bears yet), and have learned that the spirit of
Dartmouth is the spirit of the Upper Valley.” Sandy
Kelsey is on the board of the Children’s Literacy
Foundation serving at-risk children in New Hampshire and Vermont; Kevin Peterson and Marty Jacobs
have similarly dedicated their professional lives to
social impact work in the region. Sherri Carroll Oberg

and husband Curt Oberg ’78: “We had a lifelong
dream that one day we would return to the Upper
Valley. We decided to stop dreaming and start doing. We love the beautiful surroundings filled with
people who are active and love the outdoors. The
College has an open-door policy for the community
so it’s easy to participate in the intellectual life. I
love mentoring students and there’s a fresh bunch
every year. The arts community has been surprisingly rich, with great theater and music at the Hop,
White River Junction [Vermont], and Lebanon
[New Hampshire]—short drives, free parking, and
up-close exposure to top performers! I was worried
that my life would be overly focused on Dartmouth,
but I was wrong. I picked up rowing through the
Upper Valley Rowing Foundation, where I have met
many people who are not affiliated with Dartmouth
and who have welcomed me into their community
of rowers. Life is good!” Jay Mead and Edie Farwell
’83 have been living in the Hartland-Norwich, Vermont, area since 2001. “This has been a great place
to raise kids, make art, teach, and help low-income
people with their shelter and access needs.” Doug
Tengdin is founder and managing director of World
Market Advisors, based in Hanover, where he provides wealth management services when not out
hiking in the White Mountains. Barry Schweitzer
shares, “Returning to Dartmouth two years ago to
join the office of entrepreneurship and technology
transfer has been a dream come true. We love the
weather, the outdoorsy lifestyle, and the people
in the Upper Valley. While we have been fortunate to have ridden out the pandemic in a lovely
place such as Quechee [Vermont], I am looking
forward to rejoining campus life when the College
fully opens this fall.” Peter Moran wins the Most
Intriguing LinkedIn Profile Award: “Volunteer,
herder, woodworker: [I] provide community service work, support doctor and partner, shepherd
teenage daughter, and design and build furniture of
wood. [I] also manage investments and help manage household of three people, one dog, one cat, one
bird, and one horse.”
—Jenny Chandler Hauge, 3506 Idaho Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20016; jchandlerhauge@gmail.com; David Eichman, 9004 Wonderland Ave., Los Angeles, CA
90046; dme4law@sbcglobal.net
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As Dartmouth Hall continues to undergo renovations, we thought it might be a
good time to collect favorite memories
of this landmark from classmates. Jeanne Balcom
writes, “My biggest memory is arriving for my 8
a.m. Russian class on a freezing cold day wearing
multiple layers, only to have to strip off most of the
layers because of the old, noisy radiators that gave
off a lot of heat. Meanwhile, I thought my Russian
teacher was saying ‘horror show’ about my Russian skills when he was actually saying xorosho,
which means ‘good’ in Russian.” Now in the D.C.
area, Jeanne is the new president of the board of
Edu-Futuro, a nonprofit that helps immigrant youth
build leadership and STEM skills, navigate college
admissions, and obtain scholarships. Eric Valley
writes, “I remember in that big lecture hall in the
basement professor Donald Pease giving a lecture
to his American literature class after a drive across
the country. The lecture was thrilling, his excitement was contagious, and he was spitting into the

first three rows. I took three courses from him. One
time we talked on the steps outside about Herman
Melville’s theory of the self. After 20 minutes I said,
‘I don’t get it,’ and he said, ‘Good!’ ”
Amidst her virtual media book tour for The
Plot, on multiple top summer book lists, classmate
and author Jean Korelitz discussed her book The
Devil and Webster, her writing process, the publishing world, and witnessing screenplay adaptations
of her books during the first class of ’83 virtual book
event hosted by Maren Christensen.
“The book is a walk down memory lane with
many direct references to Dartmouth,” says Becky
Ankeny. “It also resonated with me because I am
working as director of alumni relations at Dunwoody College of Technology in Minneapolis, and
I interact with the admissions department and office of the president.” Joanne Sardella zoomed in
from Vero Beach, Florida, where she is a financial
planner for Raymond James and the president of
the Dartmouth Club. “An exciting evening with
Jean. My small book group of Dartmouth women
loved Jean’s book, and we just devoured The Plot.”
The Dartmouth Club of D.C. bestowed Daniel
Webster awards for Distinguished Public Service to
two classmates: Leighton Chan, M.D., M.P.H., chief
of the rehabilitation medicine department at the
National Institutes of Health (NIH); and Peter H.
Kilmarx, M.D., fellow of the American College of
Physicians and the Infectious Diseases Society
of America, and deputy director of the NIH John
E. Fogarty International Center. After 25 years in
business consulting, Miriam Ricketts made a career
transition. “I went to nursing school, and I’m working in Cleveland as a surgical nurse. The work is
satisfying and eye-opening. Becoming a frontline
worker during the pandemic had its challenges.
One positive outcome was having our son home
from McGill for 18 months.” Alexander Mandych
and his wife, Karen (mathematics Ph.D. from Dartmouth), live in western New York. He’s an associate
professor of otolaryngology-head and neck surgery
(a.k.a., ENT surgery) at the University of Rochester
Medical Center. “I continue to see patients and
perform surgery.”
—Shanta Sullivan, 1541 North Sierra Bonita Ave., Los
Angeles, CA 90046; shantaesullivan@gmail.com;
Elliot Stultz, 421 West Melrose St., #8A, Chicago, IL
60657; elliotstultz@yahoo.com
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Hello, ’84s! This column is being written
way past the deadline so bear with me.
I’ve moved to Sag Harbor, New York, for
the summer and I flaked. Eek. Mea culpa. So, in true
’84 DAM column fashion, there will be truths and
half-truths. See if you can figure out which is which.
Eric Grubman wanted to write the column but
he’s over in Tokyo getting ready for the Olympics
with his sailboat. He’s the oldest contender the
United States has ever had but folks say that he’s
a dark horse. Maybe he’ll run away with the gold.
Who knows? By the time you read this column,
the Olympics will be long over. I’m betting on Eric.
Kate Hotchkiss’ debut book, On Harbor’s Edge
(which takes place in Maine), is now being turned
into an audiobook. The voice-over artist is none
other than our own classmate, Laura Nyhagen Dehler.
This collaboration between Kate and Laura has a
long history. Kate reports, “Laura and I were Ver-

mont high school cross-country, track-and-field
(fierce) competitors, became good friends in college, lost track of each other for a while, and then
both landed in Maine and reconnected! Our work
together in promoting our new ‘senior careers’
(voiceover artist and author) is kind of a fun full
circle since Dartmouth days and a happy story and
friendship in these tough times. The type of work
we are focusing on now is, in part, due to needing to innovate into something we could do while
Covid-isolating.
Derek Chow reports that he and Jan Chow are
spending the summer in Maine, the home state of
his youth. “Since we have been commuting between
Boulder [Colorado] and Portland [Maine] since
January (I know, Maine in January!) we’re calling it
‘bicoastal’ living. While living here I have connected
for happy hour with classmates David Shedd and
Lionel Derriey, who both reside in greater Portland.
Most recently, I spent a languorous long weekend
with Marc Devorsetz and Al Chaker at Marc’s Lake
Skaneateles waterfront home—heaven!
Linda Cronin reports, “I live only a few miles
north of the Golden Gate Bridge, so I rode out the
pandemic in a pretty nice spot with things to do
outdoors. Now I look forward to attending the firstplace San Francisco Giants games in person. Beat
L.A.! My son just finished his plebe (freshman)
year at West Point, and we plan to enjoy a couple
of weeks with him before he returns for training
on repelling out of helicopters. We look forward
to attending a college football game at West Point
in the fall.”
Homecoming is October 8 and the ’84s are
already hard at work at planning various events. Bill
Hamlen will be hosting a party for all of us. He lives
in Hanover. He’s promised to cook up some Thai
delights as well as organize a pong tournament. He’s
also offered to let everyone stay at his house and he
will pick you up at the airport. More details to follow.
—Juliet Aires Giglio, 47 Chestnut St., Sag Harbor, NY
11963; julietgiglio@gmail.com; Eric Grubman, 2 Fox
Den Way, Woodbridge, CT 06525; (203) 710-7933;
grubman@sbcglobal.net
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Give a rouse to our 35th reunion committee organizers who mastered the
art of the pivot when hopes for an
on-campus gathering went virtual. The tireless
efforts of reunion committee members made this
virtual reunion gathering quite exceptional given
the circumstances. Chair extraordinaire Beth Parish capably steered the committee through the ups
and downs of planning. Additional praise goes to all
committee members, including Jeff Weitzman, our
digital communications wizard as well as weekend tech expert who kept everyone connected. Jeff
also shared a grainy but mighty fine video from
our fifth reunion brimming with nostalgia, hairdo
and wardrobe throwbacks, and spotlighting Barry
Bass and his air-guitar bandmates performing “The
Look of Love”; Shelley Levitt Nadel, our treasurer,
who oversaw the least expensive reunion ever;
Claudia Broeker Egger, our swag coordinator, even
though being virtual meant there was none; Beth
Gilman Hobbs, our out-of-the-box creative genius
brainstorming on event ideas who also assembled
a rocking reunion soundtrack that you can access
on our class website; Bill Tyree, who served as the

virtual conductor and a performer with several
classmates on a tear-inducing, a cappella rendition of ‘Dartmouth Undying’ and the alma mater
(was Bill really singing?); and Ron DenBroder, who
as programming chair developed our DartMoth
Radio Hour featuring Patty (Waldman) Thompson,
James Evans, Chris Hermann, and Carolina (Kuczynski) Reid sharing their personal journeys. Ron also
recruited Emily Saltzman and Dr. Joyce Sackey for a
fascinating panel conversation on the “Future of
Higher Ed” moderated by Beth Parish. This was
Ron’s first-ever participation at one of our reunions
and, likely, not his last.
Kudos to Joe McGee, Joe Neihaus, Andy Ford
(Dartmouth College Fund heads), and all our class
agents for rallying classmates to exceed a 35-percent-participation giving level. This unlocked an
anonymous class donor’s gift marking our 35th
reunion with the establishment, in perpetuity, of
the Class of 1985 Scholarship. Wow!
A million thanks to all outgoing class officers,
notably president Joe Riley, and a warm welcome to
incoming officers (especially those who are staying
aboard), led by co-presidents Beth Gilman Hobbs and
Valerie Hartman. There are several ways for anyone
to get involved with our class so please reach out to
either Beth or Valerie with your interest!
Additional classmates seen on the screen, in
no particular order, included Scorpio Rogers, Lauren
Sonstrom, Jim Sapienza, Chris Call, Tony Hilliard, Sue
Finegan, Jill Morgan, Aaron Hill, Veronica Jenkins, Amy
Harned, Cindy Davis, Juanne Harris, Todd Cranford,
Linda Blockus, Laura Abrahamsen, Margo Buckels Miyashiro, Kim Booker-Schmid, Suzanne Ferguson Burkhardt, David and Margaret Marder, Jon Grussing, Kate
Lauer, John Glenn, Heidi Clark, Phil Ankeny, Ed Burns,
Rick Joyce, Michelle Duster, Noel Danforth, Jennifer
Barron, John Palmer, Donna Fraser Gourdeau, Lynn
Fabrizio, and Diane Bonina.

For anyone unable to have been in the Zoom
where reunion 2021 happened, the countdown has
begun to Homecoming Weekend October 8-10.
Mark your calendar and try your best to get to Hanover where we will (finally) gather.
All the best to all of you!
—Leslie A. Davis Dahl, 83 Pecksland Road, Greenwich,
CT 06831; (203) 552-0070; dahlleslie@yahoo.com;
John MacManus, 188 Ringwood Road, Rosemont, PA
19010; (610) 525-4541; slampong@aol.com
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Our class of 1986 35th reunion on June
18 and 19 was a huge success. It is probably the only free reunion for our class.
We were joined by President Hanlon ’77 at our
reunion kickoff event on Friday night, where he
praised us for our participation through fundraising
and volunteering and thanked us for 35 years of loyalty; it was a true highlight of the evening. We then
busted a move to DJ Live Drex with the ’85s and ’87s
virtually. There was fierce competition during the
1980s trivia game. We continued our reunion on
Saturday morning with our affinity group breakout sessions with LGBTQIA+, coeds, athletes, arts,
and parents, to name a few. We hope you continue
connections and discussions that began during
that session. At 2 p.m. we celebrated 10 years of
Compassio; we heard from many special guests
who shared their personal journeys. Compassio
continues to touch many lives and other classes are
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creating their own care groups. We followed this
with a beautiful moving memorial service to honor
the lives of 25 classmates no longer with us. Our
thanks go to organizer Lynn Tracy Nerland; Liz Babb,
who handled the technology; David Kotz for photos
of Dartmouth; Greg Nerland for the slideshow; Maryly
Culley Culpepper, Andrew Walkling, and Marion Halliday for the beautiful music; Terry Galvin Andersen
for her words of comfort; Kelly Keller, Lisa Richardson, Christina Porche Kallon, Jayne Daigle Jones, John
Bodie, Jack Fuchs, Werner Tillinger, and Jonno Williams

for sharing so movingly about our recently deceased
classmates; and Andre Cramblit, who is Karuk, for
sharing his words and a song to send us forth. Thank
you. After the memorial service we had our usual
class meeting where we elected new officers for
the next five years. Join in welcoming Gary Greene
as our new class president, Laura Lindner Sankey as
vice president of class events, and Liz Babb as VP
of communications to keep us informed and more
cohesive as a class. Todd Gomez will continue as
treasurer and I, Mae Hueston, will continue as secretary. We also had a drawing for a Simon Pearce
bowl, which went to Dick Krissinger; congratulations!
Also revealed at the class meeting was the 5K video
that Mike Moody made of all the classmates who participated virtually. After our class meeting we heard
from Matthew Weatherley-White, Allison Barlow, and
Bill Rodgers on “Creating The Future We Want.” We
hope discussions will continue after our reunion.
After the panel we joined the ’87s in a game of wits
in the Big Green Trivia Machine. Finally, if you were
not there, we all sang our alma mater in perfect
three-part harmony. If you practice for the next
five years, you can join in another rendition at our
next in-person reunion. We have some recordings
from the reunion that will be available. The links
to most of these events will be posted on our class
website and Facebook site. In beauty, it is finished.
—Mae Drake Hueston, P.O. Box 264, Balboa Island,
CA 92662; (949) 500-2191; dart86news@gmail.com
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Thanks to our 35th reunion committee and the chair, Tim Parker, our virtual
reunion in June was full of creative experiences for the 145 classmates in attendance. We
continued our tradition of having the best reunion
“tent” (complete with tables, couches, and a bar)
and joined the ’86s for a dance party; Nathan Gilliatt
and Regina Speed-Bost dominated the music trivia
contest; and co-newsletter editor Julie (Park) Hubble,
Andrew McAllister, Patrick Quinton, and Scott Taylor
shared personal experiences about community and
the human condition.
In November the residents of San Rafael, California, elected Kate (Brew) Colin as their mayor. “My
mom is very proud that I am the first female mayor
of the city since it was incorporated in 1874,” Kate
said. Prior to becoming mayor, Kate served on San
Rafael’s city council for seven years and the city
planning commission for eight years before that.
Kate’s advice to other women who want to make
a difference in their communities is to “find out
what you’re passionate about and then how to do
it; when you’re passionate about something, you
have an endless well of energy to keep going at it.”
Pursuing their writing passions, two more of
our classmates published books in May. Bethany
Rogers, an associate professor of educational history
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at the College of Staten Island at the City University
of New York, is the coauthor of Schooling Teachers: Teach for America and the Future of Teacher
Education. According to the press release, Schooling Teachers “tackles the perennial and pressing
issue of how this nation will attract, prepare, and
retain high-quality teachers for all students, particularly those in our most challenging classrooms.”
Bethany’s book draws on the actual experiences of
the recent college graduates who participated in the
inaugural Teach for America cohort and examines
why traditional teacher education has struggled to
prepare teachers for the demands of the contemporary classroom.
Michael Keller reports that, “After a long corporate career ending with a CEO role at Pearson
Candy Co. in the Twin Cities, I am now a first-time
independent author!” His children’s picture book,
The Legend of Jet the Gerbil, is a “father-son-rodent
love story” based on the true story of 10-year-old
Michael’s pet gerbil’s “harrowing encounter with a
household appliance and the fast-paced adventure
to find and rescue him.” Michael is donating part of
his book sale proceeds to Young Authors Publishing, a nonprofit organization that publishes books
written by children from underserved and underrepresented communities.
On a final and bittersweet note, this column
is my last, as my term as secretary ended in June
with the reunion-year change in class leadership.
Welcome to the incoming secretary, Lisa Snyder!
But with the sad comes the good: I have accepted
Julie’s invitation to join her and Betsy (Wall) Rutherford’s newsletter team. Thanks to everyone who
graciously shared their news with me these past
four years, and I look forward to connecting with
many more of our classmates in the years to come.
—Laura Gasser, 746 17th Ave., San Francisco, CA
94121; marcklaurag@aol.com
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Greetings, ’88s!
It is a hot summer day here as I
write this column, and, while I try to
think cooling thoughts, my mind wanders back
to Sophomore Summer, with its shady walks and
canoeing on the river. What memories do you savor
from Sophomore Summer? Please feel free to share
those memories with me, and I will include your
responses in an upcoming column.
I now continue what I started in my last column, with updates from several classmates living
abroad.
First is Cristian Tahta, who reports in from Argentina. He tells me he and his family have fared
well during the pandemic, despite a very long quarantine. He was deemed an essential worker and
thus never stopped working, though he described
feeling at times he was on an apocalyptic movie set
with just a handful of cars on the road at rush hour.
Cristian stays in touch with rugby team members,
among others from Dartmouth, and has kept busy
renovating his house on the weekends.
From Bermuda, Stephen Davidson also shared
a report of life during the pandemic, which he said
allowed him more time with his teenaged children
and prompted him finally to learn to play the guitar
he had bought many years ago in Hanover. Stephen’s
sense of cabin fever while working from home for
more than a year felt perhaps more acute given that

he lives on an island that had little of the normal
buzz of business and tourist travel. But he has been
keeping in touch virtually with many classmates,
crediting Sam Braverman with organizing a number
of video calls and noting he also had caught up with
Mustafa Vahanvaty after many years.
Simon Cordery checked in from the United
Kingdom, where he experienced the “unscripted
madness” of the pandemic lockdown as well as the
great creativity it generated. Simon has been keeping busy professionally in the renewable energy
business, as he is helping build an international
network of solar-charging infrastructure. He also
serves as a trustee of the United Kingdom’s first
low-carbon community energy charity, Pure Leapfrog. The pandemic prompted Simon, like Stephen,
to gather by video conference with classmates, specifically his first year dormmates from North Hall,
including Tim Ambrose, Chris Bunker, Chris Lien, Bill
Pike, and John Rajala. He said they enjoyed a lot of
laughs as well as remembrances of friends who
were absent and lost too soon.
Finally, I want to be sure you all know that our
class elected Luzi (Johnson) Robinson as our next
Alumni Council representative. She will serve a
three-year term starting this summer. Luzi lives in
Maryland, where she works as a lawyer on compliance matters. As many of you know, she was involved at Dartmouth in many activities and groups,
including Delta Sigma Theta, Casque & Gauntlet,
and the women’s swim team. And a big thank you
to Mary (Flounders) Green, whom Luzi succeeds and
who has been a wonderful representative of our
class on the council.
—Tory Woodin Chavey, 128 Steele Road, West Hartford, CT 06119; dartmouth88classnotes@gmail.com
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Our weekly Zoom meetings are now the
first and third Saturday each month at
4 and 11 p.m. EST. Check our Facebook
page for more info.
—Ned Ward, 2104 Graham Ave., #B, Redondo Beach,
CA 90278; ned@nedorama.com
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This month I asked ’90s, “What’s your
favorite album that was recorded after
we graduated in 1990—or who’s your
favorite musical artist whom you discovered after
we graduated in 1990?” I think I received more
responses to this question than any other question I have posed, so it may take a few columns to
get through them all. Here is Part 1. Kelin (Pickard)
Colberg writes: “We, especially Stig Colberg, have
become big fans of Slightly Stoopid. Other family
favorites include G. Love & Special Sauce (they do
some good stuff with Jack Johnson), The Cat Empire, Macklemore, Dispatch, Lumineers, Beyonce,
Ali Farka Toure, Stick Figure, OAR, Doja Cat, and
Alabama Shakes. Also, here’s a quick family update:
Our eldest, a senior at the University of Vermont, is
hoping to attend medical school; our middlest will
be a freshman at Dartmouth; and I just took our
youngest on her college trip. The nest is clearing
out, and I’m not quite sure how I feel about that.”
Rennolds Ostrom writes: “The Dave Matthews Band.
This is literally the only music I listen to (much to
the chagrin of my wife, I might add).” Jennifer (Huska) Merriman writes: “An album by Cowboy Junkies,
200 More Miles: Live Performances 1985-1994. I

saw them live in graduate school and have loved
them and that album ever since. My top-five favorite artists since 1990 would be Black Eyed Peas,
Lady Gaga (who was on a Southwest flight with me
from Oakland to L.A. before she became famous),
Dave Matthews Band, Snow Patrol, and Imagine
Dragons.” Chris McCabe writes: “Definitely Beck,
perhaps because he works some Jagger chicken
dance elements into his live performances.” Ramzi
Nemo writes: “I can’t think of a band I like better
than the too-conveniently-named Ivy, which released six albums from 1995 to 2011. The band’s
founder, Adam Schlesinger, who was a year ahead
of us at Williams, also played in Fountains of Wayne.
With Ivy co-founder Andy Chase, he created the
iconic theme song for the movie That Thing You
Do. Very sadly, in April 2020 Covid-19 cut short
his remarkably prolific career in pop, theater, and
motion pictures.” Laura (Van Wie) McGrory writes:
“I credit my kids for ensuring that my musical
tastes didn’t stay stuck in the 1980s. Two of my
favorite newer groups—which I like well enough
to have seen them in concert multiple times—are
Milky Chance and Cage the Elephant.” Mark Sternman writes: “As a lover of most things Canadian, I
discovered The Tragically Hip long after graduation. Tight musically and interesting lyrically,
the Hip, among its many other accomplishments,
spotlighted the unimaginable horrors suffered by
Indigenous populations in Canada, a history that
sadly resonates for those of us who have lived our
entire lives south of the 49th parallel.” Julie Urda
writes: “Ben Folds.” Eric Hageman writes: “With
apologies to great albums by Lauryn Hill, Nirvana,
and Wilco, for my money, Frank Ocean’s Channel
Orange is the best album since 1990.” Kerstin (Stanley) Clark writes: “Hi from Calgary (we moved here
in 2017). I discovered Spearhead (Michael Franti)
post-Dartmouth and make my kids listen to it on
drives around the Canadian west.”
—Rob Crawford, 22 Black Oak Road, Weston, MA
02493; crawdaddy37@gmail.com
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Hello, classmates! Even though we did
not have our 30th reunion, the class officer changeover has occurred and it’s
time for me to “retire” from the position of class
secretary. Thank you to everyone from across the
girdled earth who reached out to me and contributed to this column during the past five years. It has
been a true pleasure and an honor to serve in this
role for the amazing class of 1991!
I was fortunate enough to have spent a few
nights in Hanover in June, and while so much has
changed (holy construction!) many things remain
the same. A walk around Occom Pond brought back
memories of ice skating, jogging through Pine Park,
and looking for the top of Baker Tower in the distance. A stroll down Main Street still included a stop
at the Co-Op for a new T-shirt and a visit to Lou’s for
a cup of coffee. And the faces of the students (now
unmasked) still radiate a certain sense of purpose
and possibility that many of us remember from our
time as undergraduates.
This month my one piece of news is from Linda
Ricci, who is making an exciting career move. Linda
has joined the law firm Greenberg Traurig, LLP,
in its Boston office as a shareholder in its whitecollar defense and special investigations practice.
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After Dartmouth Linda went to Yale Law School,
where she was the editor of the Yale Law Journal.
After getting her J.D. she clerked for the Hon. John
M. Walker Jr. in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit and then for the Hon. John S. Martin
Jr. in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York. She went on to work at the U.S.
attorney’s office for the District of Massachusetts,
where she was a member of the economic crimes
unit and later served as chief of the narcotics and
money laundering unit. Her experience includes
hands-on work conducting investigations, providing strategic direction to investigators, prosecuting
crimes, and handling in-court proceedings in areas
including financial fraud, money laundering, securities fraud, criminal tax violations, and crimes
related to Covid-19.
Thanks again for all of your support! Have a
wonderful autumn!
—Deb Karazin Owens, 166 Colonial Drive, Fairfield,
CT 06824; djowens@optonline.net
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Our 30th reunion committee doesn’t
want anyone to miss out on the big
plans! Visit alumni.dartmouth.edu/
update-your-information and make sure you’re
receiving all class of ’92 email (see “subscription
management” in your profile).
Dartmouth recently launched a directory of
small alumni-owned companies at dartgo.org/
smallbusiness. In the last column I mentioned Anna
Adachi-Mejia’s coaching business—she delivered
the keynote speech at the New Hampshire Public
Health Association’s annual meeting in April.
Also included in the directory: Pimsiree Bryant co-owns Westford China (westfordchina.com)
and Military Art China (milart.com) with Matthew
Bryant ’91. Their Contoocook, New Hampshirebased company offers custom screen printing of
ceramic and glassware (and a discount for Dartmouth alumni).
Based in Hyderabad, India, Darshan Bhatia’s
company DVB InvenTek designed an ICU ventilator in response to the Covid-19 crisis. His other firm,
DVB Design and Engineering, is India’s leading
tool-and-die manufacturer.
Congratulations go out to Yoshiko Herrera,
professor of political science at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, who was awarded the Chancellor’s Distinguished Teaching Award this spring.
Melaura Wittemyer was one of the winners of
our Engage ’92 drawing, which recognized classmates who replied to our survey about supporting others during the pandemic. She wrote: “It is
probably premature to reflect on this crazy past
year and half. But I do know we all learned a lot
and we will carry these lessons forward. I’d say No.
1 is humility. For primary care docs, the first few
months of the pandemic were chaotic, as we were
some of the few providers still seeing patients in
person—by that I mean in clinic, not emergency
department and in-hospital, providers. We had
no idea what we were doing, what PPE to wear
or not wear, how to advise our patients. We just
went on our best guess and clinical acumen and
tried to keep up with ever-changing guidelines and
the unknown. What was most effective was being
there, listening, letting people know we cared. I
most valued my experience in the Oregon Health
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& Science University respiratory clinic, where we
primarily saw uninsured, undocumented workers
with Covid who were terrified with their symptoms
but wanted to keep working so they could support
their families. My experiences pale in comparison
to what my colleagues went through in New York
City and other hard-hit cities. And, of course, many
of us have struggled with our kids in high school and
college, navigating the less-than-ideal landscape
of virtual education. Let’s just hope they gained
some grit from all this disappointment. My patients
have suffered so much this year from loneliness
and isolation. I know many of our virtual visits are
just times for them to talk to a human—we don’t
do much from a medical perspective! So there you
go—take care of others, your family, friends, and
community—but don’t forget yourself.”
There have only been three authors of this column since we left Hanover in 1992, and the one
who worked the hardest, keeping us connected
for those first five years with just snail mail and
a landline, was Jessie Levine. After a courageous
battle with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS),
Jessie passed away June 26. There isn’t enough
space here to include all the tributes by fellow
classmates—including a lovely elegy by our 19972012 class secretary, Mike Mahoney—so please visit
the “In Memoriam” section of our website (1992.
dartmouth.org/memoriam).
Jessie wrote in her first Class Notes (September 1992) that she’d volunteered to serve as class
secretary because she was anxious about losing
touch with classmates. Her gift for connecting with
people turned out to be an incredible superpower.
—Kelly Shriver Kolln, 3900 Cottage Grove Ave. SE,
Cedar Rapids, IA 52403; (920) 306-2192; dartmouth92news@gmail.com
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Hey, ’93s. With so many of us vaccinated,
the world has begun to reopen, very
quickly actually, as I write this in early
June. The return to “normalness” feels fantastic if
not a little precarious given how we’d all been living
for the past year plus, but our fingers are crossed
that this daylight sticks. So interesting how our
perspectives and appreciation have changed, the
silver lining to all this perhaps.
We are constantly amazed and impressed by
what our classmates have gone on to do since 1993
and feel lucky to be able to share their stories here, a
vicarious sort of pride in knowing the difference our
class is making in the world in big and small ways.
We were recently alerted to what John Sargent
(now Doctor John Sargent) has been up to. In 2003,
just a few years after graduating Harvard Medical School, John cofounded BroadReach with his
“cosmic twin” Dr. Ernest Darkoh. In their words,
BroadReach is “a social enterprise whose businesses harness health technology and innovation
that empowers human action to help organizations
deliver better health outcomes, improved efficiency
of scarce healthcare resources, cost savings, enhanced organizational performance, and more
sustainable health systems. We see a future for
healthcare where the entire system is empowered
by combining data with insights and proven workflows, equipping health professionals to make the
right decisions at the right time and implement
those decisions at scale. This is democratization

of data; this is the future of work for the health industry and paves the way for true health equity.”
Headquartered in Cape Town, South Africa, their
work has brought meaningful change to the quality of life of countless Africans and earned them
numerous accolades. Our heartfelt congratulations
and admiration go out to John.
Congratulations are also in order for Peter Kuechle (or Pete as you probably knew him), whom we
nominated as our new class representative to the
Alumni Council in May. You may remember Pete as
the guy who received his diploma while shrouded in
a halo brace after a serious rugby accident left him
with a spinal injury our senior spring. I (Dwight)
was a fraternity brother of Pete’s and remember it
all very well and was so glad to see him able to walk
and get that diploma. Fast forward 28 years: “I’ve
been living in Lexington, Massachusetts, for more
than 20 years now and working at Frontier Capital
for the past 19 years, so not much has changed on
that front. My wife, Cindy, and I are amazed at how
quickly our kids are growing up. Our son, Ben, just
finished sophomore year of high school, loves baseball, and is literally growing up fast, as at 6-foot-4
he passed me in height more than a year ago. Our
daughter, Eliza, just finished seventh grade and
keeps busy playing a lot of basketball. One of the few
bright spots of the pandemic has been more time
with family, as I have been working at home. Have
also thoroughly enjoyed Zoom sessions with friends
from Phi Delt, Hitchcock, and the Dartmouth rugby club during all of this. I’m very much looking
forward to representing our class on the Alumni
Council, hearing from all of you more, and in-person
meetings in Hanover starting next spring!”
Well that’s all for another round of our Class
Notes. As always, we look forward to hearing from
more of you in the coming months. You can find
us below.
—Dwight Fenton, 200 E 72nd St., Apt. 20K, New York
City, NY 10021; dwight.e.fenton.93@dartmouth.
edu; Natalie Weidener Kupinsky, 9733 Beman Woods
Way, Potomac, MD 20854; natalie.weidener.kupinsky.93@dartmouth.edu
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Hi classmates! When my inbox is empty
of news, I must use my investigative
tool kit to troll for news to share; thank
you, Facebook and LinkedIn. Luckily, I mined some
good news and professional accomplishments to
share about Matt Feeley. Matt earned his law degree
from Boston College and master’s in international
relations from the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University. After clerking with the
U.S. Court of International Trade, he practiced law
in Miami, specializing in international and anticorruption law for many, many, many years. (It’s
been a good many of those since we graduated.) He
now serves as special assistant U.S. attorney at the
U.S. Department of Justice. Matt also authored an
article on anti-corruption that was recently published in The International Lawyer.
Just when I thought our Class Notes would
have to end here, I received an update from Kelvin
Leung. Thank you, Kelvin! He is living in Hong Kong
and involved with the Dartmouth Club of Hong
Kong, through which he reconnected with Jed Kaplan. Since graduating from Dartmouth, Jed weaved
his way across the world. He earned his Ph.D. in

plant ecology from Lund University in Sweden and
worked throughout Europe for almost two decades.
(As I said, it has been many, many, many years.)
Now Jed is serving as an earth science professor at
the University of Hong Kong. While I am not able
to include the photo that Kelvin shared with me
here in this column, you can picture a snapshot of
two handsome, spry, young men holding up a faded,
creased, well-loved memento of years gone by: “The
Freshman Book 1994.” Kelvin and Jed, please bring
that decrepit relic to our next class reunion!
Kelvin also shared some exciting news about
his friend and our classmate Pankaj Dugar. While
Pankaj has had numerous impressive tech accomplishments, he is more recently known as the
father to future Dartmouth class of 2025 superstar Akhand. Welcome to Dartmouth, Akhand! As
Pankaj is used to handling big things, as evidenced
in his prolific career in big data analytics, he will
handle his son’s big move to the East Coast from
their home in the San Francisco Bay Area with his
usual aplomb.
As life ticks back to a new normal, many of us
will be ushering in rather momentous birthdays
during the coming year. Please keep me and your
classmates posted on how you celebrate the big 5-0
and send your more ordinary news too. No news is
too big or too small to share with your Dartmouth
friends.
—Laura Hardegree Davis, 520 Meadowlark Lane,
Brentwood, TN 03755; lauradavis723@mac.com
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I caught up with Aviva Bender at one
of the great ’95 Zoom mini-reunions
recently. Aviva’s first volume of poetry,
Feet Tucked Under, came out this summer. Congratulations, Aviva! Aviva is an award-winning
poet, and her work has been published in Brain
Child Magazine, Limehawk Literary Review, and the
Ithaca Literary Review. She lives in Denver with her
husband and children, several chickens, and a cat.
She says, “I find myself saying ridiculous things like,
‘Please pick up the zucchini in the middle of the living room floor’ and ‘Yes, underwear is a necessity.’ ”
Matt Witherell was there too and reports that
he’s lived in more than 10 cities since Dartmouth.
“After stints in consulting and banking, I settled into
the world of beverages. First big beverage: selling
beer at MillerCoors for 13 years (who says Dartmouth isn’t a vocational school?) and then energy
drinks for Red Bull. I now work for a much smaller
and faster-growing company, Humm Kombucha.
Finally, beverages that my girls enjoy drinking!
My wife, Kirsten, and I met at Stanford’s graduate
school of business, and we live with our three girls
(pair of 16s and a 14) in Manhattan Beach, California. The girls play lacrosse and tennis while I commute to Bend, Oregon, for work. Come visit—would
love to catch up for a beach night in California or
mountain biking, hiking, or skiing in Bend. Hope
to see you soon!”
As much as I’ve loved our Zoom gatherings
and the opportunity to see classmates from all over
the country in one sitting, it is a treat to get to see
classmates in person too. Alex “Sasha” King and his
family recently moved to Hingham, Massachusetts,
the town I’ve called home for about nine years. With
his move, there are now 10 ’95s living in Hingham,
including John Alexander and Amanda Sutton. John
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Many of our classmates were disappointed by the cancellation of our inperson 25th reunion to be held this
past June. But we are quite happy to report that
we will indeed be holding that reunion in Hanover
(albeit one year later) from July 22-24, 2022! Our
reunion chair Nakiah Cherry Chinchilla is assembling
an amazing reunion committee to plan and execute
a celebratory on-campus event this time next summer! Be on the lookout for details (preliminarily
themed “25 in 22”) as well as a few pre-reunion
events leading up to the big date!
Though we were not able to gather for our standard class meeting held at reunion, we did elect a
new slate of class officers who will lead the class for
the next five years, including next year’s gathering.
Leslie Jennings Rowley will officially take the helm
as president, with Drew Brady and Sara Paisner serving as co-vice presidents; Garrett Gil de Rubio and
Shervyn von Hoerl will continue in their roles as class
secretary and treasurer, respectively. We also have
an incredible cadre of talented classmates who will
work with the named execs to lead the class for the
next half decade.
As we simultaneously welcome Drew Brady
into class leadership, he and his family are celebrating another significant chapter in their Dartmouth
story. Though this past June did not have a reunion
in the cards for our class, Drew’s daughter, Ashleigh,
and her ’21 classmates were gratefully able to celebrate the conclusion of their tenures as Dartmouth
undergraduates with an in-person Commencement
in Hanover. Proud father Drew relayed, “Wow, how
time flies. I can’t express in words how proud her
mom and I are of her. She has grown up to be a phenomenal young woman who is learning her place in
the world. Congratulations to all of the 2021 graduates, and a special congratulations to you, Ashleigh.”
Congrats extend not only to the latest members of
our alumni community, but also to Drew himself—
who was recently recognized as a “Delaware Today
Top Doc” for trauma surgery. Drew is an esteemed
orthopedic surgeon specializing in general orthopedics, orthopedic trauma, hip and knee with interests
in arthritis, fracture care, and trauma. He is one
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of only a few physicians in Delaware performing
anterior total hip replacement.
Congratulations also extend to our own Brian
Johnson. Residing in New Orleans, where he is a
commercial real estate, commercial, and business
attorney with Baldwin Haspel Burke & Mayer,
Brian recently received the Louisiana State Bar
Association’s “Free Legal Answers Award” for his
commitment and dedication to providing pro bono
service to the state’s indigent. Brian indicated that
he was “happy to receive this reward and happy to
help people who can’t otherwise afford attorneys,
particularly with regards to successions, inheritance rights, and evictions.”
Also professionally speaking, congratulations
to Sara McKinstry, who recently started a position as
an environmental, social, and governance (ESG)
specialist at Argyle/DG3, which does corporate
communications and annual reporting. She’ll be
helping corporate clients with their ESG and diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) communications,
including annual reporting. Congratulations are
also extended to Shakari (Cameron) Byerly, who will
be continuing as a fellow in the UCLA labor and
workplace studies department next year after getting rave student reviews for her course on “Making
Black Lives Matter: The History and Politics of
Black Workers” this past spring. It is scheduled
again this fall.
Lastly, on the personal side of things, we received wonderful news from Julie Chilton, who excitedly announced her engagement in mid-June.
“I’m so very happy with my own ‘coup de foudre,’
Cameron Moore, my hubs to be!”
—Garrett Gil de Rubio, 1062 Middlebrooke Drive,
Canton, GA 30115; ggdr@alum.dartmouth.org
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Congratulations to Eyal Podell on publishing his first children’s book, The
Little Cat That Zoomed. Written with
wife Ashley, the book is an allegory designed to help
children deal with the frustration of the Covid-19
pandemic.
Eyal explained the book was “an attempt to
commemorate a small part of our family’s experience during this historic and insane time. In the beginning of 2020 Ashley underwent hip replacement
surgery and was recovering at home. When Covid
hit and everything shut down she was furloughed
and a few months later was let go. During that time
she not only became a full-time, stay-at-home mom
but also, like many of us, was looking for a creative
outlet and an opportunity to turn the lemons of the
lockdown into some kind of lemonade.”
He went on: “We have a cat named Sugar we
all adore that would jump on our kids’ desks and sit
with them during their school Zooms. My son introduced her to his fifth-grade classmates and they
all loved her; even the teacher knew her name. My
mother-in-law suggested my wife write a children’s
book about it. Something just clicked. Ashley wrote
a first draft, we collaborated to fine-tune the story
and brought on a talented artist for the illustrations.
This book is a love letter to our children and an
acknowledgment of how strong and resilient they
were during this time. The thematic message is that
sometimes life’s biggest obstacles offer surprising
opportunities for growth.”
On collaborating with Ashley, Eyal wrote,

“We’re both creatives with backgrounds in performing arts so working together was a breeze. It
was a fun experience to share with her and something that was always a bright spot in our day.”
Look for The Little Cat That Zoomed on Amazon in August.
Kudos to Chandra Guglik, another first-time
author, who writes under the pen name C.H. Avosa.
She wrote: “I’m so excited to announce I published
my first novel this spring! Are You My Mother? begins with the main character, Sol, getting an email
from a stranger saying her mother isn’t her mother
and her ‘real mother’ needs a kidney transplant.
From there we follow Sol’s journey to find out the
truth and address timely topics such as racial identity and medical crises.”
I asked Chandra, a graphic designer, what
inspired her to write the book. “In my family I’m
the middle of three sisters, but our coloring is very
different, so we always joke about having different
parents. However, I do look like my dad, so I started
exploring the idea of how a middle child could have a
different mom than her sisters. I did a lot of research
into medical situations where someone was looking
for a family match and also read a lot of stories from
late-discovery adoptees about their experiences.”
Chandra started writing in the fall of 2019
and took about one and a half years to complete
the book. In addition to the main character being
inspired by her own story, Chandra noted “most of
the rest of the characters are a combination of lots
of people I know, but the dating stories are about
88-percent true, so those are based on real people
I went out with!” In a nice Dartmouth connection,
Jeneil (Palmer) Russell’s review is on the book’s back
cover.
Chandra doesn’t have immediate plans for another novel but wrote, “Several people have told
me they want to know what happens with these
characters, so there may be another novel or two
in my future.”
Find out more about Chandra and her book at
www.chavosabooks.com.
—Jason Casell, 10106 Balmforth Lane, Houston, TX
77096; jhcasell@gmail.com
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I present to you the latest in ’98 class
news. For Josh Mooney Covid vaccination enabled outdoor adventures with
Dartmouth friends. In early April Josh, Justin Wells
’95, and Colter Leys ’96 embarked on a four-day
backcountry ski tour in the Sierra Madre mountains. The tour was the penultimate segment of a
20-year project to ski the entire “Red Line Route”
of the Sierra Crest. The route runs from Mount
Whitney (east of Fresno, California, and the highest point in the continental United States) to the
Yuba Pass (north of Lake Tahoe, California). If that
was not enough, in late April Josh, Justin, Darryl
Knudsen ’96, and Carter Wray ’97 whitewater kayaked for four days on the Smith River in northern
California. Josh sent me links to photos from both
adventures, some of which will be published in an
upcoming class newsletter!
Alexander Hancock felt lucky that during the
pandemic his three children (10, 5, and 5) were able
to attend in-person school. They did, however, miss
out on activities such as the zoo, planetarium, and
local amusement park. In April Alex quit his job to

start his own firm managing individuals’ assets. And
in June Alex and his wife visited Las Vegas. Alex
reports that Las Vegas is back to its pre-pandemic
self, which is good to hear, I guess. Jojo (Blaxall)
Longnecker wrote in with a silver lining from the
pandemic: she, husband Jeff Longnecker ’97, and
three children (13, 11, and 8) spent lots of time in
the Upper Valley at a family condo in Quechee,
Vermont. Another pandemic highlight was Jojo’s
spending the night in a tent in Heather (Duckworth)
Smith’s backyard.
P.J. Halas wrote from Monmouth County, New
Jersey, to share the highs and lows of his pandemic
experience. He has missed family and friends, including having to skip this year’s annual trip to Hanover to catch up with Dartmouth basketball. Last
summer, however, Matt Burke and family visited P.J.
in Bayhead, New Jersey. P.J. and wife Jessica, a photographer, have three children (Trinity, 10, Fiona, 9,
and Noah, almost 8), whom they homeschooled this
past year. P.J. described homeschooling as “unbelievably rewarding,” particularly for Fiona. She has
Down syndrome and really benefited from the extra
attention. In addition, Covid freed up 15 hours per
week that P.J. previously endured commuting. He
used this time to develop a new and profitable line
of business for his medical records company. He
also got back into the ocean to surf and to teach his
children. When he emailed, P.J. was getting ready
for an annual camping trip to the Youghiogheny
River for whitewater rafting and unplugging.

Taheerah El-Amin wrote from Washington, D.C.,
where she is an attorney in the civil division of the
U.S. Department of Justice. One of Taheerah’s favorite pandemic activities has been hanging out
on the porch of neighbor and sorority sister Llezlie
Green ’97. In early June Taheerah traveled to New
York City to visit Daniel Rivera and his wife, Derly.
Recently Taheerah ended a three-year term as vice
president of the Black Alumni of Dartmouth Association and began a new term as membership chair.
Finally, Taheerah is excited to return to campus
in July with her niece, a rising high school senior.
Taheerah cannot wait for her to fall in love with
Dartmouth like Taheerah did during her first visit
in spring 1994.
Ah who can forget the first visit to Dartmouth?
Mine was summer 1993, the start of something
good. Thank you for the submissions—I love hearing from you.
—Gabe Galletti, 4000 Utah Ave., Nashville, TN 37209;
galletti@gmail.com
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Hello, ’99s!
I am writing to you on an extremely hot summer day, trying to imagine
what our lives will be like when you read this in
the fall. I hope you have all had an enriching and
fulfilling summer. Please get in touch and share
your news!
This month we have news of another author
in our midst. Sean Parr has written his first book,

titled Vocal Virtuosity: The Origins of the Coloratura
Soprano in Nineteenth-Century Opera, published by
Oxford University Press. Sean writes, “I currently
teach music history, voice performance, conducting, and general humanities courses as professor
of music at Saint Anselm College in Manchester,
New Hampshire. This book represents 14 years
of research and writing on a topic that merges my
interests in opera history with my experience performing as an operatic tenor. During the 2021-22
academic year I will be back at Dartmouth as an
American Council of Learned Societies Frederick
Burkhardt Fellow, in residence as a visiting scholar
and working on a new book project on Wagnerian
singing.” Congratulations, Sean, on your new book
and on your upcoming position at Dartmouth. Be
sure to send us some stories from Hanover!
Until next time!
—Jackie Rioux Gladstone, 21 Westwood Circle, Dover,
NH 03820; (603) 834-0517; jackie.dartmouth99@
gmail.com

00

Happy fall, ’00s! Congratulations to
Kristin Veley Markovich, husband Michael, and big sibs Gavin and Madeleine, who welcomed baby Lillian this summer.
And more congrats to Susi Kandel, who moved to
Amsterdam with wife Michelle at the end of the
summer.
—Kate (Ryan) Stowe; dartmouthsecretary2000@
gmail.com

Are you buying, selling, or renting a home in
Boston? Keep it in the Dartmouth family.
Let Sam Berdinka ‘01 guide you home.
Samantha Berdinka
samantha.berdinka@compass.com
617.893.6404
Scan the QR code to learn more and to view Samantha’s recent transactions.

compass.com

writes: “Amanda and I celebrated our 22nd anniversary this July. We have been in Hingham since 2005.
Time flies. Amanda enjoyed her first anniversary at
Scorpion Therapeutics this summer. The company
is located in the heart of Boston’s financial district.
She is employee 20 and should be on site more often
as the year progresses.” John and Amanda have
twin 10th-graders, both of whom sail, and a son,
Eric, who was able to return like many of our kids
to sleep-away camp this summer. “Very odd to leave
a child with strangers.”
Mark your calendars! Our 25th(ish) reunion
is now scheduled for July 22-24, 2022, in Hanover.
Make your reservations, practice your pong skills,
and get ready for a gathering two years in the making and well worth the wait. We’re going to keep our
class reunion book going as well, so take a look, add
some photos, and contribute your personal page at
https://dartmouth.brightcrowd.com/1995. Hope
to see you in Hanover and, in the meantime, keep
your news coming!
—Kaja (Schuppert) Fickes, 2 Bishops Lane, Hingham,
MA 02043; kaja.k.fickes.95@dartmouth.edu
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Compass is a licensed real estate broker and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. All material presented herein is intended for informational purposes only. Information is compiled from sources
deemed reliable but is subject to errors, omissions, changes in price, condition, sale, or withdrawal without notice. No statement is made as to the accuracy of any description. All measurements and square
footages are approximate. This is not intended to solicit property already listed. Nothing herein shall be construed as legal, accounting or other professional advice outside the realm of real estate brokerage
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W H E R E T O S T AY
BREAKFAST ON THE CONNECTICUT

High on a knoll overlooking the Connecticut River,
we have 15 spacious bedrooms, each with in-suite
private bath. Also a 3-bedroom guest cottage. Canoes/kayaks are complimentary. Open year-round.
Our gracious B&B is the perfect place to escape
for a weekend, a vacation, a retreat, or reunion. A
hearty breakfast and real maple syrup make getting
up each morning a treat. 651 River Road, Lyme, NH
03768; (603) 353-4444.
www.breakfastonthect.com.
506 ON THE RIVER INN

Minutes from Woodstock Village, this awardwinning
boutique is recognized for its beautiful balance of
casual elegance and rustic charm. The 45-room &
suite hotel offers a country breakfast, indoor pool,
hot tub & sauna, game rooms, spacious grounds,
as well as the 506 Bistro & Bar, serving a locally
inspired & seasonal menu, and selection of microbrews and crafted cocktails.
1653 West Woodstock Road, Woodstock, VT;
(802) 457-5000; www.ontheriverwoodstock.com.
MOUNTAIN VIEW B&B

In Norwich, Vermont; 4 miles to Hanover.
Cozy, 150 acres, pond, trails, private bathrooms,
Wi-Fi/AC/TV, 4 bedrooms, $125-$300/night/BR.
(603) 667-7791, ajbajb111@gmail.com.
WOODSTOCK INN & RESORT

Located in idyllic Woodstock, Vermont, the
Woodstock Inn & Resort defines country sophistication in one of New England’s most charming and
popular year-round vacation destinations. The
142-room, AAA Four Diamond Resort and member
of Preferred Hotels & Resorts, offers award-winning
dining in two restaurants, a Robert Trent Jones Sr.
18-hole golf course, Suicide Six Family Ski Resort,
Athletic Club and a LEED-certified Spa, creating a
luxury resort getaway.
(844) 545-4178; www.woodstockinn.com.

Do you need
a lawyer?
Find a
Dartmouth alum
in the
Dartmouth
Lawyers
Association
directory at
bit.ly/dlaﬁnd
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THE SUNSET MOTOR INN

Serene. Most rooms have river view. Cable, Wi-Fi,
a/c, free local calls, continental breakfast. AAA.
Two miles south on Main Street (Route 10);
(603) 298-8721.
COURTYARD BY MARRIOTT
HANOVER/LEBANON

Located just minutes from Dartmouth College with
free shuttle service upon request. Free Wi-Fi, fitness
center, business center, indoor pool, bar, and bistro
serving breakfast and dinner.
10 Morgan Drive, Lebanon NH;
(603) 643-5600; www.marriott.com/lebcy.
MOUNTAIN MEADOWS LODGE

Killington, Vermont
The newly renovated Mountain Meadows Lodge
features luxurious comfort. Set within a
180-year-old historic farm on the shore of
Kent Pond, this boutique lodge offers a
refreshing take on contemporary mountain
lodging, blending original hand-hewn beams
with a modern farmhouse finish.
Facilities include a lounge, bar, games room,
and covered terrace. Rooms enjoy inspiring
mountain, pond, and night sky views.
reservations@mountainmeadowslodge.com
https://www.mountainmeadowslodge.com/
RESIDENCE INN BY MARRIOTT
HANOVER/LEBANON

The preferred all-suite hotel in the Upper Valley. Easy
access off I-89 and just 2 miles from Dartmouth
College. Free shuttle service to campus is available.
Complimentary breakfast. A pet-friendly hotel.
32 Centerra Pkwy, Lebanon NH;
(603) 643-4511; www.marriott.com/lebri.
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ASSOCIATION
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CLASS NOTES

01

Happy fall, ’01s! I am writing this the
weekend after what would have been
our 20th reunion. I hope that many of
you were able to get together with Dartmouth
friends at some point during the summer or are
making plans for the coming months. A gaggle of
’01 families got together in Westport, Connecticut, in June, including Miriam Ingber and Peter
Vassilev ’00, Suzanne (DeVries) Decker and Adam
Decker, Alissa (Abbey) Stoltz and Don Stoltz, and
Joe Sondheimer and me—and all our combined
kids, 10 in total, who really didn’t want to listen
to any of us talk about our time in Hanover. I hope
your gatherings allow for a little more nostalgia!
In other news, Jeff Dutremble recently welcomed his second daughter, Quinn, who joins
big sister Aria, 3. Another big arrival is his first
book, Find a Lost Smile. The book, which was
published this summer, is about following your
heart despite pressure to conform. Catherine N.
Montoya defended her dissertation this spring
after a challenging year of working full-time from
home and managing three kids through remote
learning. She finished up her doctorate in educational leadership as the first graduate in the
inaugural cohort of the University of New Mexico
Native American Leadership in Education program. Finally, Miena Meek Hall recently completed
her residency in family medicine and is beginning
her practice in Hinsdale, Illinois. She is also part
of the inaugural class of the Leadership Academy
of the Academy of Breastfeeding Medicine. Congratulations to everyone!
—Rachel Milstein Sondheimer, 143 Branchville
Road, Ridgefield, CT 06877; (203) 645-6938;
rachel.sondheimer@gmail.com

02

Hello, ’02s!

Brian Mann was named the director

of athletics at William & Mary. Mann
will be responsible for the daily operations of the
athletics department and its approximately 500
student-athletes and 120 coaches and staff. He will
oversee a departmental budget of nearly $30 million
and the university’s 23 Division I varsity sports.
Brian most recently was the senior associate athletics director at University of California, Berkeley,
and previously worked in the athletics departments
at Rice University and Dartmouth. His 5,912 career
passing yards as quarterback for Dartmouth are
third on the Big Green’s all-time list. Brian and his
wife, Hilary, have a 10-week-old son, Russell, who
will join him soon in Williamsburg, Virginia.
Lauren Fontein is one of the founders of the
Artist Tree (theartisttree.com), a new cannabis
retail and art-focused California cannabis brand.
Their stores are unique, because each is a hybrid of a
high-end retail boutique and an art gallery featuring
rotating exhibits from local artists. They opened
their first store in West Hollywood in November
2019 and two additional L.A. stores in April. They’ll
be opening one of California’s first smoking lounges
and entertainment venues this coming fall in West
Hollywood. They also have additional stores opening in other California cities later this year. One of
the upcoming locations, in El Sobrante, is also coowned by a fellow Dartmouth grad, Adam Han ’03.
I hope you all are well and keep sending in your
updates!

20 0 1 - 20 0 6

—Anne Cloudman, 315 West 99th St., Apt. 2D, New
York, NY 10025; acloudman@gmail.com
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Happy fall, ’03s!
Being a New Englander by birth,
fall always has me longing for cool, crisp
days, changing leaves, and hot apple cider. With all
luck, by the time this is published Dartmouth will
tell us Homecoming is in person this year.
Jesse Jones reports that he married Amy Fuller (Claremont McKenna College ’07) about five
years ago in a small garden ceremony in Palo Alto,
California, with Adam Kaplan and Yorell ManonMatos, DMS’02, in attendance. He and his family
now live in Mountain Brook, Alabama, just outside
Birmingham, where his wife keeps busy chasing
9-month-old Harlan. Jesse is with the neurosurgery
department at University of Alabama at Birmingham Hospital. He’d love to see more alums in the
area, though he was able to hang out with Wes Jones
’02 fishing on the Tennessee River last year prior
to Covid. Great to hear from you, Jesse!
Chanel Frazier writes in with a couple pieces of
news. In May Chanel was appointed to lead BlackRock’s Atlanta innovation hub. She will now hold a
dual role, serving as head of the innovation hub in
addition to being head of business strategy for the
portfolio management group. Also in May Chanel
was named to the EMpower “Top 100 Ethnic Minority Executives List” for 2021. This is the second
year she has received this honor. Congratulations
on both fronts, Chanel!
Finally, I heard from Alex Rich, who shares the
news that he received tenure last spring as associate
professor of art history at Florida Southern College
(FSC) and this winter was named the George and
Dorothy Forsythe Endowed Chair in Art History
and Museum Studies. He also continues his roles
as the executive director and chief curator of the
Polk Museum of Art in Lakeland, Florida, chair of
the department of art history and museum studies
at FSC, husband, and dog dad. Congratulations on
your achievements!
Please do send news to the email below.
—Megan (Riley) Kenney, 3408 Quebec St. NW, Washington, DC 20016; dartmouth2003notes@gmail.
com

04

Hi, ’04s! Happy fall! I hope you all have
recovered from your hot vax summer
and are looking forward to transitioning to your pre-Covid or post-Covid normalcy. You
take your pick! Fall by its nature delivers its own
transitions, and I, for one, am grateful for the cooler
temperatures it brings to Washington, D.C. It also
serves as a great time to touch base with ’04s near
and far with Homecoming around the corner and
all the wonderful memories that special occasion
offers. With all of this in mind, let me kickoff this
new season by sharing a few updates about our
classmates.
Let’s all give a rouse for Kiva R. Wilson, who was
the keynote speaker at Dartmouth’s baccalaureate virtual service a few months ago. This event
was a multifaith celebration that featured student
reflections, music of the Rockapellas, and Kiva’s
keynote. Kiva’s currently the senior vice president
for diversity, equity and inclusion at Material, a
modern marketing services company. Kiva’s key-

note was titled “Remember Who You Are,” and it
can be viewed at students.dartmouth.edu/tucker/
events/special-events/baccalaureate.
I also wanted to extend congratulations to Sheila Hicks-Rotella, who recently moderated an event
hosted by the Women of Dartmouth that featured
Torrey Peters, Adv’13, who recently wrote the book,
Detransition, Baby.
I am also happy to share that Abiel Acosta recently wrote a professional opinion piece titled
“Some Good Things Never Last: Today’s Low Tax
Rates Can Lead to Wealth Gains for Tomorrow.”
This article was published in the Spring Economic
Forecast section of the Pacific Coast Business Times
newspaper. As founder and president of Acosta
Wealth Management in Oxnard, California, Abiel
presented readers his informed insight on the state
of the tax rates and the conditions that will allow
those most affected to thrive as sociopolitical and
public health conditions rapidly undergo change.
Finally, I wanted to share that Anne Peick got
married in Lander, Wyoming, last summer in a tiny
backyard ceremony on a gorgeous July day. Unfortunately, Covid-19 prevented her and her husband,
Casey DeMunck, from having a larger gathering.
Nevertheless, Anne and Casey are doing well and
had their first child (a girl) this past summer. Anne
is currently in Tampa as is Casey, who is an officer
in the U.S. Marine Corps and recently received orders to MacDill Air Force Base. Anne would love to
connect with any Dartmouth alums in the Tampa
area! Adding to the great news, Anne will be starting
a master’s program at Duke in January to become
a family nurse practitioner. Congratulations all
around, Anne!
Please continue to stay well, ’04s, and do not
forget to send those updates! Until the next time, I
hope this new season finds you all easing back into
your normal routines while continuing to spend
time outside enjoying the beautiful sights fall foliage brings.
—Johanna Thomas, 14 Logan Circle, NW, Washington, DC 20005; johannarthomas@gmail.com
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Hi, everyone! We’re back! Thanks to
those of you who answered the call and
wrote in to share news with the class.
First, Nicole Valco Thomas wrote in to let us
know she had her second child, Clark Lee Thomas,
in July 2020 and that he’s the happiest kid she has
ever met.
Next, Kirstin Ellison wrote in to tell us all a few
new things about herself and fellow classmates.
Kirstin recently made a career change and joined
the U.S. Foreign Service after several years working
as a civil servant and contractor for various government agencies. She’ll leave Washington, D.C., and
head to Maputo, Mozambique, in December for
her first assignment. To celebrate her entry into
the diplomatic corps, she took a National Parks-focused trip in Texas with Chanda Myrick, who recently
marked two years at the San Antonio Economic
Development Foundation.
Kirstin also let us know that Kristen (Reeves)
Jones moved to Cheyenne, Wyoming, where she
works as an assistant attorney general for the state
in the criminal division. In addition to her full-time
job, Kristen volunteers with the Military Spouse
JD Network (MSJDN), a bar association that ad-

vocates for licensing accommodations for military
spouses. Kristen will take over as president of the
MSJDN board of directors later this year after previously serving as treasurer.
Lastly, Kirstin let us know that Sue AnderBois
filed paperwork to run for a seat on the city council of Providence, Rhode Island. Since moving to
Providence several years ago, Sue has fully embraced the local community by serving on various
boards and working groups, volunteering with local nonprofits, and working in state government.
Meanwhile, Brown University awarded tenure last
year to Scott AnderBois, who teaches linguistics
there while performing research on indigenous
languages of Mexico and Ecuador.
Katherine (Heyman) Saunders and her husband,
Sloan, were recently featured in Authority Magazine as the power couple behind Intellihealth, a
software solution that effectively scales specialized
obesity treatment beyond the clinic to meet the
magnitude of the epidemic.
—Matt Nicholson, 5308 Yorktown Road, Bethesda,
MD 20816; mtnicholson3@gmail.com
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Hi, ’06s.
I write this column in June, and
the start to summer included our first
trip back to the Northeast in more than a year. It
was great to spend time in New Jersey with Jesse
Mynahan and his children, Avni (4) and Ravi (2),
with wife Devika Bakhshi ’05, as well as a short trip
to Rhode Island to see Bill Quirk and his family. We
are looking forward to returning in September for
a full New England tour, visit to Dartmouth, and
plans to see more ’06 friends.
Jon Landsberg and Stephanie (Cochran) Landsberg welcomed their daughter, Abigail “Abby” Eliza-

beth, on April 28. Abby weighed in at 7 pounds, 6
ounces and with a full head of hair. She joins big
brother Henry (2) and likes to sleep all day and
party all night. The family is doing well and lives
in Charlotte, North Carolina.
Julie Fogarty and her husband, Lant, welcomed
their first child, John Patrick “J.P.” III, on March 10.
J.P. is doing well, and his fur siblings adore him. As
a member of Team Green until his debut, J.P. can’t
wait for his first trip to Hanover.
Katherine (Lawson) Trier and Henry Trier welcomed their fourth (and last!) baby on June 3. Nora
Alice Trier joins big brothers Liam (6), Dylan (4),
and Owen (2). The boys are thrilled to have a baby
sister.
Scott Feighner and his wife, Anne, have two
girls, Abigail (1) and Kate (3). The family currently
resides in Boise, Idaho, where Scott works as a commercial real estate broker and Anne works as an
obstetrician and gynecologist. They are looking
forward to a summer of fishing, rafting, and camping in Idaho.
In June Bill Quirk and Sarah Ball traveled to
Homer, Alaska, for the wedding celebration of fellow Glee Club member Michael Amico ’07 and
Conrad Winslow. They saw grizzly bears at Katmai
National Park, went dog sledding in the glaciers in
Kenai, and met up with Janelle (Moerlein) Spurkland,
husband Jan, and adorable baby Eric. After one of
the wedding events, Bill and Sarah met up with Andrew Argeski and Alex Middleton, who had just visited
Lake Clark. Bill is stunned by the beauty of Alaska
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and suggests everyone put it on the bucket list.
In June Brad Heritage watched part of the Premier Lacrosse League’s opening weekend at Gillette
Stadium in Foxborough, Massachusetts. The league
was founded and is led by Mike Rabil and his brother,
Paul. The experience and level of play was amazing
for Brad to see, and he believes the league is on an
exciting upward trajectory.
We enjoyed seeing everyone who joined our
virtual 06/06 Day celebration and hearing from
some of the entrepreneurs in our class, Chrissy Reinhold, Griffin Gordon, and Paul Huelskamp. Thank
you to Amanda Prentice and Dean Drizin for planning
the event and to Dean for hosting. We are looking
to hear from you all on other events you would like
to participate in and how the class executive board
can help you engage with other ’06s.
You can always view the Class Notes online
with photos at 2006.dartmouth.org/classnotes. On
our class website you can also pay class dues, learn
more about class efforts, and read about other ’06s
who have been featured in the news.
—Cindy Tsai, c/o DAM, 7 Lebanon St., Suite 107, Hanover, NH 03755; cindaaay@gmail.com
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Hi, ’07s! Hope you had a fabulous summer! In between all of your work on the
#FreeBritney campaign, email me your
news I can share!
—Jaime Padgett, 1837 W. Patterson Ave, #109, Chicago, IL 60613; (574) 303-6944; dartmouth2007s@
gmail.com

08

Let’s take a tour around America, clockwise from Hanover!
Matt Mackwood is still at Geisel
Medical School, increasingly doing research around
telehealth, given the “opportunities” presented by
the pandemic. He writes in from a beach in Saco,
Maine, watching his kids occupy themselves with
sand and surf. “Bliss,” he says.
In April Sandy Hunt opened a medical aesthetics practice, the French NP, in Hingham and Brockton, Massachusetts. She specializes in nonsurgical
procedures, with a focus on aging gracefully.
Ben Jastrzembski lives in Boston and got a
golden retriever puppy named Pumpkin!
Sophie Pauze had a baby boy, Lucas Peper, in
October 2020. “Despite being born during a pandemic, he is a healthy 9-month-old who loves to
eat, play outside, and scoot around the house,” says
Sophie. When you’re reading this, he’s even older!
Meeka Charles and her husband, Brandon ’05,
are moving back east to New York City. “Who still
lives there and wants to hang out?” asks Meeka.
Meli Garber-Browne is excited to celebrate Jon
Hopper’s wedding with fellow ’08s in September!
That’s in the past!
Yasmin Kothari and husband Aamir had a
daughter, Sabina Kothari, on June 11. They live in
Jersey City, New Jersey, and would love to hang out
with any alums in the neighborhood.
Let’s head south! After a year stuck in their
Manhattan apartment with a baby, Alix Toothman
and her husband decided to take advantage of the
new hybrid working arrangements and buy a house
in Philadelphia! “If anyone else is based in Philly,
hit me up,” says Alix. “We need friends.”
Down in the mid-Atlantic Betsy Bryant Struse
80
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shares that Dr. Sarah Isbey passed her boards and
is now an emergency medicine physician at Children’s National Hospital. Betsy witnessed Sarah’s
expertise firsthand when Dr. Isbey stitched up her
toddler son’s face in the ER after a gardening accident. Betsy also notes that Andrea Palmer Kleinbard
moved to Chevy Chase, Maryland, and welcomed
her second child, Eloise Gray Kleinbard, in April.
After years splitting time between work as
an autopsy technician and graduate studies at the
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Kinsey Stewart is
kicking off the last leg of her Ph.D. in anthropology
with a cross-country sampling of medical examiner
and coroner offices.
On the left coast Tim K. Shen finished his pulmonary and critical care medicine fellowship at
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in Los Angeles in
June. “This year has forever changed my outlook,”
says Tim. “I’ve gained a lot of faith in and respect for
some, lost a lot of the same for others, and bonded
heavily with those who slogged through the hospital trenches. It’s a bit cliche but true: It’s hard to
really explain to those who weren’t there.” He and
Aimy Tran are moving out to the eastern end of the
San Gabriel Valley, California, where Tim will be
working as a physician and Aimy will be working
as a general dentist.
Kate and Taylor Kauer welcomed baby boy
James Joseph Kauer into the world on March 5.
“We are still in awe and James is taking it easy on us,
sleeping a lot and growing too fast!” says Kate. They
are living on Mount Tam in Mill Valley, California,
and are always up for a hike with any visitors.
Outside the United States, Pat Delgado popped
the big question to fiancée Kelsey on a trip to Iceland! Pat proposed while they hiked up the (very!)
active Fagradalsfjall volcano. “Yes, the photos were
as bonkers as you’d imagine,” Pat says. He notes
that the happy couple is looking forward to a loving
marriage and a festive Phi Delt wedding!
—Chris Barth, 315 14th Ave. NE, Minneapolis, MN
55413; (609) 405-9153; cbarthrun@gmail.com
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Hello, ’09 classmates! I hope you’re
enjoying the summer. I have some exciting updates from our classmates to
highlight. Julia DeWahl wanted to share that after
seven years in the Bay Area, she and her husband
moved to Los Angeles and had a baby boy, Torkild,
in May! Arran Forbes was named an Alaska “Top 40
Under 40” for young professionals and community
leaders. Arran works in the neonatal intensive care
unit, but this award was for her volunteer nonprofit
work as president of Arctic Entries, an organization
that hosts live storytelling events around the state
featuring true stories from everyday Alaskans. She
wrote, “It started as a wacky event in the basement
of a brewery but has grown to a 2,000-seat concert
hall with national broadcasting on public radio.
Ticket sales go to teen support programs in Alaska,
with nearly a half million dollars donated. People
seem to thirst for stories and human connection
outside of a screen, and it’s been a wild ride to watch
this little show explode into a major production.”
This month Arran also published a magical realism
novel, Pluto Cove, set in the north gulf of Alaska.
She shared that she wrote it after her daughter was
born in 2018, while traversing the alien landscape
of postpartum, then finished rewrites and edits

between shifts at the neonatal ICU. Outside of bookstores in Alaska, you can find e-reader and hardcopy
versions on Amazon. Andy Han married Harmony
Barker in a pandemic prequel wedding on April
24! Oliver Townsend officiated and Chris Han ‘11
was best man. It was essentially family only, but he
can’t wait to get that Dartmouth banner picture in a
year when they get to celebrate with friends. Britni
Jackson and Samuel Jackson ’06 were married at
Dartmouth in June 2020 and are expecting their
first child this August. Quinton Klabon completed
his master’s at Harvard University and made sure
to wear his Dartmouth hoodie on Zoom constantly
in defiance. He now advances education policy for a
U.S. House of Representatives member, though he is
able to remain in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. He continues to mentor students from his former workplace,
Saint Marcus Lutheran School and is excited to
resume visits with them to Dartmouth. Marley McMillan just graduated with an M.B.A. from Vanderbilt
University and will be starting as a consultant at
Deloitte in October in Austin, Texas. Kareem Niazi
will be moving to Richmond, Virginia, this July
with his wife and two daughters to join a private
practice as an interventional cardiologist. He looks
forward to exploring the area and meeting nearby
alumni! Kimia Shahi completed a Ph.D. in art history
at Princeton University in June and started as an
assistant professor in the art history department
at the University of Southern California in August.
She will be on leave from 2021-23 while completing a postdoctoral fellowship at the Harvard Center for the Environment. Kimia looks forward to
connecting with fellow ’09s in the Cambridge and
Boston area and (eventually) on the West Coast as
well! Emily Esfahani Smith is expecting a baby boy
in September and is in the second year of a clinical psychology Ph.D. program. She is still writing
articles and is working on a new book. Jesse Victor
and his wife, Daniela, are finishing their two-year
assignment at the U.S. embassy in Vientiane, Laos,
and will be back in New England for a few months
before starting a three-year assignment at the U.S.
embassy in Tegucigalpa, Honduras, around October
1. They would love to connect with any Dartmouth
alums in New England or Latin America or who
might be interested in visiting Honduras!
—Liz (Doolittle) Kahane, 1023 Park Blvd., Baton Rouge,
LA 70806; (617) 909-7669; elizabeth.d.kahane@
gmail.com
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Guest column by Jake Routhier this issue!
Hi, ’10s. Fifteen years ago, in the
summer of 2006, many of us were looking ahead to our time at Dartmouth with excitement, nervousness, curiosity, and an uncertainty
about what the next few years would bring. While
many of us have found careers, hobbies, and families
that sustain us and provide a sense of continuity,
I’m excited to relay messages from those who are
experiencing new transitions. I hope that in approaching their new adventures they get a taste of
that feeling of wonder for the future that I felt when
first walking onto Dartmouth’s Green 15 years ago.
Nicole Ilonzo has finished her Vascular Surgery
Fellowship at Mount Sinai Hospital in New York
and will be an attending Vascular Surgeon at NYPBrooklyn Methodist starting in August.
Evan Greulich became a certified passive

house consultant during the fall of 2020 and is
now 100-percent nerd and eager to talk about all
things architecture, energy, and building science
(and help you design your next home or office “deep
energy retrofit”).
Laurel Marcus graduated from M.I.T. Sloan with
her M.B.A. and a certificate in sustainability. She
joined an early-stage startup called Adyn, a biotech
company whose flagship product is the first test
designed to prevent side effects from birth control.
During the last year she revisited her love of making
papercut art—you can check out some of her work
on Instagram at @laurelmakesart!
James Hung writes that he “is on the road from
Toronto, Canada, to Norman, Oklahoma, where I
will settle down and start my job as an assistant
professor at the University of Oklahoma’s biological
survey! I’m super excited to start and would love to
get connected to any alums (from any class year!)
who live in the greater Oklahoma region! Along the
way to Norman I will visit with Sherwin Yeo and
Sonia Yuen ’11 and their daughter, Jaina, as well
as Sooyeon Kang and Sam Han ’08 and their kiddos
(whom I haven’t met yet). Another fun bit of news
is that my 6-year-old son, Ninja, finally developed
enough coordination to throw an ultimate disc,
so I’ve been practicing with him when life is not
overwhelmingly chaotic. My daughter, 2-year-old
Gracie, likes to ‘throw’ the disc but mostly just drops
it after flailing with it for a while.”
Upon completing her master’s in environmental science education Leah Weisman took a sabbatical to thru-hike the Long Trail in Vermont with her
mother, Julie ’79. A few weeks after that challenge
she lucked into a last-minute spot on a three-week
Grand Canyon raft trip. In an attempt to continue
this adventurous trend, this fall she will be participating in a 2,000-mile bikepacking trip along the
Colorado River from source go sea. Follow along
@watercycle_adventure!
As for me, since March of 2020 I moved to
Nashville and got married to Lauren (Fordham ’13).
Our life is full of little adventures and I am so grateful for the continued support from the Dartmouth
community and for the lessons I learned during my
four years in Hanover.
—Jennifer Chong, 7A Marine View, 19 Middle Lane,
Discovery Bay, Lantau, Hong Kong; jenniferashley
chong@gmail.com
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From Katie Paxton (class president) and
the class executive committee comes the
following.
“While we’re bummed to miss seeing your
faces in person in Hanover, it’s a great time to turn
a new leaf. Your new executive committee has
thought a lot about what we want to achieve, and
here are some of our goals for the coming months.
“Connecting old and new friends: The United
States is reopening, so let’s get together! Let the
class sponsor a mini reunion in your city. Email
us at dartmouth.class.of.2011@dartmouth.edu if
you’re interested.
“Adjusting to life post-pandemic: A ton of you
have moved, so don’t forget to update your alumni
record so we can connect you with other local ’11s.
Are you looking to change jobs or hire a fellow Dartmouth rock star? Share with us and we’ll promote
on the class social pages.

“More ’11s programming: Are you interested
in panels, professor talks, resume reviews, or social
time? We want to hear from you!
“We’re still building out the class of 2011
executive committee. If there is anything you’re
interested in volunteering for, let us know!
“We’re proud to be part of the best class ever
and can’t wait to see you all soon.”
—Hillary S. Cheng, 26611 La Roda, Mission Viejo,
CA 92691; (603) 546-8452; hillary.s.cheng@
dartmouth.edu
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Class of ’13s!
Stay tuned for the mid-year newsletter (thank you, Libby Sax) and some
potential events to come in the next few months!
Happy summer!
—Aly Perez, 104 Ivy Drive, Apt. 8, Charlottesville,
VA 22903; alyp625@gmail.com
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Hi, ’14s, and happy fall! Graduation season is in full swing as I write this and
there are quite a few updates to report.
To start things off, co-class secretary John
Daniels and his wife, Allie Taikowski, graduated with
M.B.A.s from the University of Michigan Ross
School of Business and have relocated back to the
Boston area.
Chelsye Nelson graduated from NYU School of
Law and will be taking the bar exam before starting
at a law firm in New York City in the fall.
Liz Lubiak graduated with an M.B.A. from Yale
School of Management and is returning to Boston
to work in consulting.
Alison Levens Zhao received her M.B.A. from
Columbia Business School and will be continuing
with Google at its New York City offices.
Alesy (Iturrey) Lerner also completed her
M.B.A. at Columbia and now works at TikTok in
business marketing and creator strategy. Alesy and
her husband, David Lerner, live in New York City
and look forward to many Dartmouth meet-ups
this summer and fall.
Janna (Wandzilak) Colucci finished her M.B.A.
at the Stanford Graduate School of Business and
is working on her own startup, Bundle, a one-stop
marketplace for building materials that aims to
make construction materials procurement easier
and more transparent.
Kevin Mulquin received his M.B.A. from the
Emory University Goizueta Business School.
At the University of Chicago, Rohail Premjee
graduated with dual degrees: master’s in public
policy from the Harris School and an M.B.A. from
Booth.
Tony Zhao also graduated with an M.B.A. from
Booth and will be moving back to New York City in
the fall, when he’ll be joining Bain & Co. after interning there last summer. Tony has even more to
celebrate: “I recently got engaged to Jessica Goldstein ’16 in San Diego after dating for four years.
Thanks to Emily Zhao ’16 for introducing us!”
Kellogg awarded M.B.A.s to a number of Dartmouth ’14s, including Erin Abraham, Marissa Wizig,
and Jenieri Cyrus. Erin will be moving into management consulting in Boston, and Marissa will be
joining McKinsey in San Francisco after spending
the summer traveling and working at a summer
camp. Jenieri is relocating to Los Angeles, where
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he will be joining the Urban Innovation Fund as a
venture capital associate and marrying his longtime girlfriend Viviana Ramos ’13 in November.
Kalon Stephen also completed his M.B.A. at
Kellogg and in April married Ellen Daily in St. Augustine, Florida. Many ’14s were in attendance,
with Julie Ann Haldeman, Ayushi Narayan, Josh Hall,
and Atul Vaidyanathan in the wedding party. Ellen
writes, “There would really have been no wedding
without Dartmouth and Kappa Delta formal. A
strong ’14s showing made the day a real party and
so special for us!”
Congrats to Matt Bossart, who has been
awarded a National Science Foundation graduate research fellowship in electrical and electronic
engineering.
Chantal Shirley writes, “I recently accepted a
full-time position as a cloud engineer with Pearson doing cloud infrastructure work and software
development. This has been a dream many years
in the making and it is finally a reality.”
And finally, Talia Weiss and her husband, Rob
Rein ’12, welcomed their son, Wesley Lev Rein,
on May 2. As a prospective member of the class
of 2043, he’s already looking quite comfortable in
his tiny Dartmouth apparel!
Tell us about your ’14 meet-ups, life updates,
or anything else you’d like to see in the Class Notes
at dartmouth2014classnotes@gmail.com!
—Sarah Rossow, 119 Heath St., London NW3 6SS,
UK; (651) 769-7344; s.m.rossow@gmail.com; John
Daniels, 1495 Wisteria Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48104;
(617) 240-6007; john.h.daniels.14@gmail.com
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Dartmouth women’s rowing alumna
Molly Reckford and her rowing partner,
Michelle Sechser, qualified for the Tokyo Olympics in May after winning all three of
their races at the 2021 World Rowing Final Olympic Qualification Regatta in Lucerne, Switzerland.
—Samantha Webster, 665 Washington St., Apt. 711,
Boston, MA 02111; (484) 356-3678; samwweb15@
gmail.com
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Hi, ’16s! I’m writing this in June, so happy five years since graduation! During
these past five years I’ve greatly enjoyed
hearing from you all, writing this column, and gracing your inboxes with exciting life updates from our
classmates. This is my last Class Notes as secretary
but I’m leaving you in the good hands of Lynn Huang
(my first-year trippee!).
Let’s get to the exciting set of updates from
our classmates.
In April Bria Grangard got engaged to Dan Giordano in Jupiter, Florida.
Bryan Thompson graduated this year with a
master’s in public administration from Princeton
University and a law degree from Stanford Law
School.
Roger Lu graduated from Columbia Law.
Anne Reed-Weston graduated from Columbia
Medical School and is starting an obstetrics/gynecology residency.
Hui Cheng started a new job in healthcare
venture capital investing at Town Hall Ventures.
Invo Chami has been living in Nairobi, Kenya,
for the past two years and has recently been promoted to chief of staff for Deloitte’s East Africa
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practice. She’s welcoming all ’16s to wave hello if
they’re ever in East Africa!
Juhi Kalra started a new job at Heirloom Carbon Technologies as a mechanical design engineer.
The company is an early-stage startup focused on
direct carbon capture.
Francis Slaughter graduated with an M.P.H. in
epidemiology from the University of Washington
and will begin his Ph.D. in epidemiology at the
University of Washington. He’s hoping to focus
on the intersection of infectious disease surveillance and big data.
Mary Decker and Colby Ye were engaged on May
31 in Helena, Montana. They first met at Dartmouth almost nine years ago and live together
in Boston while attending graduate school at
Harvard.
Miguel Pena just finished his first year as a
master’s in public policy candidate at the Harvard Kennedy School. He is currently working as
a health policy summer intern in the U.S. Senate
Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions under Sen. Murray (D-WA). This upcoming
fall he will be applying to radiology residency and
start the second year in his master’s.
Thank you all for writing in for this issue and
over the past several years! That’s all from me (for
now). Wishing you all the best in the coming years
and hope to see you at our 10-year reunion!
—Feyaad Allie, 212 Pine Hill Court, Apt. 103, Stanford, CA 94305; feyaad.allie@gmail.com
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Wow! We have another entrepreneur in
our class to celebrate! We’re giving a big
shout-out to our very own Jacob Siwicki’s
company, Siwicki Fitness!
Siwicki Fitness (siwickifitness.com) provides
live virtual fitness classes three times per day, six
days per week, and an on-demand program. Jacob
offers high-intensity, cardio, sculpting, yoga, and
strength classes. He runs his program via Zoom,
so he can connect with his clients no matter where
they are, inspire them, monitor their form to prevent injury, and hold people accountable with a
schedule as needed. Every day there are new workouts filled with laughter, motivation, and music,
so you’ll never get bored. His site also offers meal
plans and great merchandise, including an adorable onesie for the babies in your life!
Jacob has been dedicated to his health for as
long as he can remember. When he was just 5 years
old, he was diagnosed with type 1 diabetes, so his
parents were adamant about him maintaining a
proper diet and remaining active. His commitment
to his health and well-being helped him become an
all-star athlete; he played football at Dartmouth.
After graduation he became a certified personal
trainer and group fitness instructor. He worked at
both Equinox and Lifetime Fitness and was ranked
in the top 1 percent of group fitness instructors
globally, servicing more than 20,000 clients. He
continues to prioritize his health so he can be the
best husband to his wife and best father for his two
children, Jacob and Aviana.
When the pandemic began to reach the United
States, Jacob’s dedication did not falter. Gyms closing did not mean that physical and mental health
should become less of a priority! He wanted to keep
people moving, inspire them to remain healthy, and

engage with the community. He began streaming
online workouts for free and after just four months,
he had hundreds of clients, so he ended up licensing
his own virtual fitness company, Siwicki Fitness.
No matter what your fitness level or goals are,
you should book a class or check out his workouts at siwickifitness.com or his Instagram, @
siwickifitness!
—Dorian J. Allen, 33 Tuckernuck Ave., Oak Bluffs,
MA 02557; dorallen@comcast.net
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Hi, ’18s! I hope you are all doing well.
It has been so wonderful getting to reconnect with classmates as we begin
to venture out into the world and enjoy our old
favorite things again. I’m grateful for the amazing
science that brought us these vaccines and such
wonderful classmates with whom to enjoy the
new freedom they bring!
This issue we’re spreading awareness about
an incredible nonprofit organization near and dear
to Elena Horton’s heart. Elena recently fundraised
for Girls Gotta Run, a nonprofit that invests in
girls who use running and education to empower
themselves and their communities in Ethiopia.
They use their donations to invest in girls during
adolescence, when they are most likely to drop out
of school and enter early marriages, with scholarship programs, coached running communities,
and financial management classes. Elena held a
fundraiser as a part of her own adventure solo
bike-packing between Seattle and Portland, Oregon, climbing and skiing lines on Mount Rainier,
Mount St. Helens, Mount Adams, and Mount Hood
along the way (check out her journey on Instagram
@elena_horton).
Elena describes the importance of programs
such as Girls Gotta Run and endurance sports in
general to instill confidence and independence for
women globally. She wrote, “Being from Ohio, my
first time backcountry skiing was with the DOC
as a sophomore, and the trails around Hanover
quickly solidified into my sense of home while in
school. I’ve gained so much from my adventures,
and I’ve learned everything I now know from a
combination of friends and opportunities, beginning with my time at Dartmouth. I am on a mission
to introduce more women to their potential in the
outdoors, and I felt this experience was the perfect
combination of raising funds and awareness for a
great organization and role-modeling by throwing
myself independently into a big challenge. I’m
hoping to get the word out about this effort and
the Girls Gotta Run organization to inspire and
encourage more women to get involved.” Thank
you for all the work that you’ve done, Elena; your
passion is truly inspiring!
You can learn more about Girls Gotta Run at
www.girlsgottarun.org. If anyone else has charitable causes or other passions to share, don’t hesitate to reach out and we’ll be happy to spotlight
them here. It’s great to see all the good that our
class can accomplish! In the meantime, I hope
everyone has enjoyed this summer and that the
fall has plenty of enjoyment in store for us as well.
Be well, ’18s!
—Emily Choate, 172 Commonwealth Ave., Apt. 3,
Boston, MA 02116; (603) 305-5346; eschoate@
gmail.com
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Hey, ’19s!
Although I’m writing this column
at the end of June, I hope you’re having
a great start to your fall and that you had a great
summer! I am so impressed by the amazing things
that ’19s have been up to in the past year. Also, as
we welcome a return back to normalcy, it has been
so great to start hearing about in-person reunions
and gatherings once again.
First, one of our classmates, Isalys “Ice” Quiñones, went to the Tokyo Summer Olympics as a
member of the Puerto Rican women’s national
basketball team. If you haven’t read the feature on
Ice in the last issue of Dartmouth Alumni Magazine
yet, definitely check it out!
After a year in San Diego, Emily Dryden is moving to Atlanta to finally work in-person at QNOPY,
an environmental technology startup where she
also works with Ice Quiñones. In Atlanta she’ll be
living with Alexa Lewis ’18, Robb Nikolai, Th’19,
Erin Connolly ’18, and Christian Williams. There
will definitely be many pong games in their house!
In June Daniel Lein, Tony DiPadova, and Alec
Pelton completed the Ironman 70.3 Eagleman in
Cambridge, Maryland. Brian Schoenfeld traveled
to cheer Dan, Tony, and Alec on! In case you didn’t
know what this race involved, it’s a 1.2-mile swim,
56-mile bike ride, and 13.1-mile run! Huge kudos to
the group for accomplishing such a difficult race!
Trevor Colby, Jackie Perron-Smith, Maria Garmin,
Alec Eschholz, and Sam Siegel are doing their best

to take advantage of all that California has to offer
this summer. Next up in their adventures, they
are bringing Jackie’s adorable puppy Ellie to the
Stanislaus National Forest for a backpacking trip.
They are excited to explore the Emigrant Wilderness and are planning on camping out on some of
the alpine lakes in the region.
Tara Burchmore wrote in to provide job updates
on two classmates. Tara wanted to congratulate
both, writing, “Congratulations to Regan Gore on
starting her job at Eniac Ventures! She is going to
do such an amazing job in venture capital. Also,
Madison Minsk is starting a private equity job at the
Carlyle Group in Washington, D.C.”
Thanks so much to all who shared. As always, if
you have any class notes to share, please send them
to dartmouth2019classnotes@gmail.com, reach
out on the class Instagram, or contact me directly.
—Morgan Lee, 417 Grand St., Apt. D1705, New York,
NY 10002; morganwlee@gmail.com
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As I write this column it is late June,
two weeks after the ’21 graduation.
That day, as I texted some of my graduating friends, I realized that we ’20s are now one
year removed from our time at Dartmouth. We
students have become adults and have been so
now for one full year (albeit an odd one due to the
unique situations levied upon us by Covid-19).
That thought became the foundational theme
for this column: adulting. As the end of the pandemic nears, many of us are moving onwards to
new places with new people, while also trying to
take care of and get to know ourselves. For me, “I’m
so adult” has become a common refrain as I reflect
on the excitement I now get from the most mundane of things, such as knowing I have leftovers for
tomorrow’s lunch, doing my taxes—shout-out to

TurboTax!—and waking up before 8 a.m., especially
on weekends. Accordingly, I asked our classmates,
“What makes you feel like an adult?” Here are some
of their answers.
Some thought of activities associated with
work. Caroline Goggins talked about moving her
standing desk up during long meetings, and Abby
Meyers mentioned making her own coffee. Dania
Torres said she feels like an adult now that she is
looking for an apartment in D.C. while transitioning from work remotely in her hometown of Los
Angeles.
Others felt like adults in new hobbies or routines outside of work. McKenzie Case feels like an
adult when she makes time for morning walks with
her friend and her dog Koda. Katie Keyser says that
making a weekly grocery list and learning to cook
more than just scrambled eggs and pasta has made
her feel more mature.
Still others talked about feeling empowered
in newfound acts of responsibility. Sivani Gullapalli
said, “I had to call Xfinity to get my wi-fi fixed and
was on the phone with customer support line for an
hour.” Kristie Chow said she feels most adult when
she pays for heating—and utilities.
Finally, some updates from our class
members.
Jonathan Gliboff will be joining the Columbia
Law School class of 2024 this fall! On being an
adult, he says, “Even though I’m going back to being
a full-time student, one thing that made me feel like
a real adult was sending in my first application for
an apartment in New York City and deciding not
to live on campus.”
Kavya Menon is moving to L.A. to be an assistant for writer, producer, and director Aline Brosh
McKenna. The most adult thing she’s done since
graduating is check her credit score.
Danielle Okonta will be starting her M.B.A. at
the Duke University Fuqua School. She intends
to build a career on social entrepreneurship: “My
career aspirations involve the idea of disrupting
systemic inequalities that I have observed and
studied in my previous courses at Dartmouth. I’m
excited to learn how I can address them with a
concrete and innovative business model.”
Congratulations to us all for all that we have
endured and accomplished in this year! While one
year of adulting also means we’ve spent one year
away from Dartmouth, we have more such years
to go—and many, many more of these moments of
growth and joy to celebrate together.
A special thanks to our classmates featured
in this column for sharing their thoughts and updates with us. Please send any and all updates as
well as any ideas for future guest columns to me at
dartmouth20classnotes@gmail.com to be featured
in future Class Notes!
—Katie Goldstein, 263 W Santa Inez, Hillsborough,
CA 94010; katie.e.goldstein.20@dartmouth.edu

Clubs &
Groups

I hope that everyone is doing well. Dartmouth clubs
and groups continued to bring alumni together

with a mix of virtual and limited in-person events
during this transition period.
Peter Arnold ’86, the vice president of the
Dartmouth Club of Washington, D.C., shared that
Milla Anderson ’19 is the new president of the Club.
Milla was elected unanimously on June 2 to take
over from Yesuto Shaw ’15, who heads to Kellogg
Business School after two years as president. The
club is grateful to Yesuto for his service and glad to
welcome Milla—two of Dartmouth’s finest!
The Dartmouth Club of St. Louis has just recently started to engage in in-person meetings
again. Richard Hefler ’72, president of the club,
reported that during Memorial Day weekend a
small gathering took place in St. Louis, Missouri.
Richard, son Samuel James Tenzin Hefler ’16, and
Shirley Anghel, Adv’13, were able to meet in person.
Shirley is a Ph.D. candidate in the Hispanic studies
department of Romance languages at Washington
University in St. Louis. In 2013 she graduated with
an M.A. in comparative literature from the College.
John Bash ’67, president of the Dartmouth Club
of Sarasota and Manatee, reported updates for a few
recent events. On April 16 Jaha Cummings ’95 discussed his activities as a Punta Gorda, Florida, city
council member, author, filmmaker, international
businessman, educator, and leader of nonprofit
organizations. Jaha is a board member of the club
and an admissions ambassador. On May 21 Judge
Paul A. Stamoulis, supervisor of elections for Charlotte County and a former municipal judge in New
Jersey, spoke about the origins of democracy in
Greece and its evolution through the centuries.
Judge Stamoulis is the father of Liz Stamoulis ’08, a
law partner at Williams Parker and a board member of the club. As usual Ed Mazer ’63 handled the
Zoom arrangements for these virtual sessions. The
club plans to return to in-person events in the fall.
Thank you for continuing to share your news.
Please stay safe and send me updates about the
great events that your club, association, or affiliated
group has organized.
—Stina Brock ’01, P.O. Box 9274, Jackson, WY 83002;
stina.brock@gmail.com

Deaths

The following is a list of deaths reported to us since
the previous issue. Full obituaries, usually written
by the class secretaries, may appear on the DAM
website at dartmouthalumnimagazine.com, where
friends and classmates may post their own remembrances of the deceased. Please contact alumni
records at (603) 646-2253 or obituary@dartmouth.
edu to report an alumnus death.
Eric G.W. Barradale ’44 • May 25
Horace S. Blood ’44 • May 11
John H. Aprill ’46 • June 4, 2020
C. Richard Friedrich ’46 • April 22
William W. Poole ’46 • May 13
Norman Weissman ’46 • May 27
Frank A. Weber ’47 • May 11
Lawrence B. Perry ’50 • April 23
Richard E. Sitzer ’50 • April 26
Thomas K. Barnett ’51 • April 25
Weston Blake Jr. ’51 • Jan. 10
Phelps Dewey ’51 • March 29
Spencer Y. Grey ’51 • April 24
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Going the
distance together
to end cancer.
“I’m proud to be a part of the Prouty
community that helped to raise
$4 million for the 40th Annual
Prouty this summer.
The life-saving cancer
research and care that
The Prouty supports
brings hope to
all patients.”
Jack Lee, Tuck ‘04

Director, Corporate Development
at Hypertherm
Friends of Norris Cotton
Cancer Center Board Member
Make a difference. Join us in 2022! The Prouty is a
family-friendly fundraising event combining cycling,
walking, rowing, golfing, and more to raise funds for ground-breaking
research and meaningful patient support services at Dartmouth
and Dartmouth-Hitchcock’s Norris Cotton Cancer Center.

TheProuty.org

Save The Date:
July 9, 2022

info@TheProuty.org | 603-653-0711

Thinking about buying property in Hanover or the Upper Valley?
Commercial-Investment, Residential, Land--Please give me a call!

William H. “Star” Johnson, Broker (Class of '70)
Representing Buyers and Sellers

Big Green Real Estate
5 Olde Nugget Alley, Ste. 5
Hanover, NH 03755

Phone: 603-643-3942
Cell: 603-381-8603
www.biggreenre.com

Big Green Real Estate is not affiliated with nor officially sanctioned by Dartmouth College
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Forest J. Dynan ’52 • April 16
James R. Murray ’52 • Jan. 22
Franklin T. Osgood Jr. ’52 • May 15
D. Richard Reynolds ’52 • May 16
William F. Scott ’52 • April 15
Kendall L. Strout ’52 • Oct. 16, 2017
Harry L. Wachen ’52 • May 26
Warren H. Fisher ’53 • March 17
Edwin J. Glickman ’53 • June 11
Walter O. VomLehn ’53 • March 8
Clinton R. Gaylord ’54 • May 14
John M. Oudheusden ’54 • Oct. 30, 2020
Gustave C. Aberle ’55 • April 29
M. Jerome Picard ’55 • May 11
John K. Wetzel ’55 • April 25
Paul F. Keith ’56 • May 15
David A. Mills ’56 • Jan. 11
Abner Oakes III ’56 • May 29
Edward A. Ross II ’56 • May 28
J. Edward Sheridan ’56 • March 3
Richard Zock ’56 • Jan. 23, 2020
John O. Harper ’57 • May 2
Alan R. Shapiro ’57 • June 15
Richard M. Ballinger ’58 • May 21
Arden Bucholz ’58 • Nov. 18, 2020
John E. Mehl ’58 • April 25
Gerald M. Polin ’58 • May 21
J. Andrew Hommeyer ’59 • March 1
Peter S. O’Neill ’59 • May 4
Michael A. Tighe Jr. ’59 • April 26
James P. Blaisdell Jr. ’60 • May 24
Martin Kraidin ’60 • April 26
Richard W. Strehle ’60 • June 3
Roger P. Vickery Jr. ’60 • April 10
John G. Barnes Jr. ’61 • Jan. 14, 2002
Kenneth DeHaven ’61 • June 20
John A.M. Hinsman Jr. ’61 • May 28
Harry Penn ’61 • May 1
Anthony Piccolo ’61 • unknown
James S. Silen ’61 • Jan. 7
Robert C. Herz ’62 • Nov. 7, 2020
William E. Mahaney ’62 • May 3
Allan P. Weeks ’62 • June 3
Gaetano R. Vicinelli ’63 • June 1
Peter G. Guerrini ’64 • Sept. 10, 2019
Michael P. Krieger ’64 • March 30
R. Geoffrey Pitchford ’64 • May 28
Robert Y. Justis Jr. ’65 • May 3
Laurence G. Robbins ’66 • May 28
Joel J. Plavin ’67 • April 22
Richard M. Lannen ’68 • May 1
Michael L. Groden ’69 • March 25
Edward Symes III ’69 • May 3
Charles B. Duncan ’71 • May 3
Timothy K. Smith ’72 • June 2
Wayne S. Leibel ’73 • May 16
James M. Burke Jr. ’74 • June 16
Dudley K. Flanders ’74 • May 31
Wayne A. Guerrant ’74 • May 9
Carl E. Levick ’74 • May 8
Dabney Y. Hofammann ’76 • May 24
Peter C. Jeton ’76 • April 29
Thomas G. Souza ’76 • May 18
Mark R. Stebbins ’76 • June 17
Edward A. Boucher ’77 • May 14
John R. Kreider ’78 • May 19
John B. Peterson ’79 • June 10
Michael G. McGinn ’87 • June 9
Shirley M. Ibach ’07 • June 11

BIANCA SMITH (continued from page 35)

part-time hourly side jobs to make ends meet. In the summer
of 2019, she got another front-office internship, this time with
the Cincinnati Reds. When she could, she’d show up early at the
Great American Ballpark and studiously watch the players take
batting and infield practice. Reds assistant hitting coach Donnie
Ecker noticed her in the sweltering Ohio heat, scribbling away on
a yellow notepad. “Who’s she?” he asked Reds manager David Bell.
Bell didn’t know. Ecker asked if they could bring her onto the field.
Anyone who was that serious about the game, he reasoned, who
was that focused, taking notes that diligently
at that time of day—well, she might have
something to offer.
Smith was given a uniform and became
a regular on the field for the rest of the summer. She talked with Ecker every day about
what she noticed. She helped the club figure
out a way to throw batting practice from in
front of the mound at a height that would accurately mimic the angle of pitches thrown
in games. She shared her thoughts about an
innovative scoring system she was developing, which measured not the results of players’ swings, but their decisions to swing or
not swing at certain pitches.
She made an impression on the Reds’
star first baseman, Joey Votto. “I never spoke with him about his
mechanics,” recalls Smith. “The one time he asked me what I saw
in his swing, I told him I couldn’t give him an answer. When he
asked why, I said because I’d just be pulling something out of my
ass if I said anything. He laughed and said, ‘Good answer, because
players can tell when you’re BS-ing.’ ” Talking to a sportswriter
later, Votto said of Smith, “She showed growth while she was with
us, quick growth, so that’s more of an indicator of future success
than anything else. I saw someone who was curious and took the
curiosity and turned it into action.”
For the first time Smith started thinking about a future in the
game that was on the field, not at a desk in a front office. She even
let herself imagine becoming a big league manager.
Her background and training had positioned her for a career
in baseball at an opportune moment. Major League Baseball had
implemented a number of initiatives to address the inequities in
its hiring of women and minorities. In 2016, during her last year of
grad school, Smith wrote to 26 MLB teams and received applications or encouragement from 25. The percentage of women holding
professional staff and senior administrative positions was steadily
moving toward 40 percent. One of the rising stars, an executive MLB
vice president named Kim Ng, was on track to become the sport’s
first female general manager, a glass ceiling-shattering position
she eventually reached in 2020 with the Miami Marlins. But only a
handful of women held on-field coaching positions across all levels
of professional baseball. Among the 30 Major League managers in
2019, not a single one identified as Black. Again, for Smith, there
weren’t many role models out ahead of her.
In August 2019, Smith filled an opening at Carroll University in Waukesha, Wisconsin, as assistant athletic director for
compliance and administration and assistant coach and hitting
coordinator for the baseball team. Her experience with technology
and analytics came together with her passion and her background
in sociology. She spent hours getting to know the players on the

Carroll team, observing their learning styles, reading their moods
and body language, building relationships, and earning trust. “Any
good coach knows that you can’t just jump in and start instructing
players,” she says. “It doesn’t matter who you are. If players think
that you don’t care about them, they’re not going to listen to you,
no matter what you say.” At Carroll, the players listened to her.
One by one, she helped them get better. “There’s that moment
when something clicks,” she says. “I worked with two players
on the length of their strides, and I remember the looks on their
faces when they tried what I suggested for
the first time in the cages. They just looked
so excited. I love that.”
Less than a year into her work at Carroll,
at the start of the shortened pandemic season of 2020, the number of female coaches in
professional baseball had risen to 21. Alyssa
Nakken of the San Francisco Giants became
the first-ever on-field female coach with a
Major League team. More glass shattered.
A few weeks after the season ended,
Molly Harris of the Boston Red Sox plucked
Smith’s résumé from the stack. Harris,
charged with deepening the club’s pool of
talented and diverse candidates, saw the Ivy
background, the dual degrees, the internships, the coaching experience, the certifications from data-centric
training programs such as Driveline and OnBase University. She
passed along Smith’s résumé to the team’s vice president in charge
of player development, Ben Crockett. In the margin of the paper
she had written, “WOW!”
In January 2021, the Boston Red Sox, the final Major League
team to integrate its roster—in 1959—in a city with a troubled and
complicated history of racism, announced it was hiring Bianca
Smith as an on-field coach in its minor league system. She became
the first Black female coach in professional baseball history.
Smith’s mom would have hated that Bianca was joining the
Yankees’ biggest rival. And she would have been so proud.
Two months later, Smith mixed in with the youngest players
in the Red Sox system at the club’s Fenway Park South complex in
Fort Myers, Florida. She was wearing a uniform. (Her number, “73,”
honored the “17” her father had worn as a Dartmouth football player
and the “13” of her mother’s volleyball uniform.) She arrived at the
fields ahead of the players, having worked out already in the gym,
stretched and ready to throw batting practice. She picked up loose
balls in the batting cages, took it slow getting to know the players
and the coaches she’d be working with, asked good questions. She
was teaching herself Spanish. She made a point to try and speak
to the Latin players, even if haltingly, in their native tongue. She
knew what it was like to be away from home, to be unsure. She knew
that building trust would take time. She sensed, already, that there
was no difference except skill level between college players and
professional players whose most important goal was to get better
at a difficult game. She would pour her heart and everything she
knew into that shared effort. She was a 5-foot-tall Black woman,
a sociology major from Dartmouth with two advanced degrees.
She was the kind of coach players dream about.

“SHE’S JUST
A SMART,
MOTIVATED,
SUPERIMPRESSIVE
PERSON.”
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JIM COLLINS is the author of The Last Best League (2004), which
chronicles a season in the Cape Cod Baseball League.
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REAL ESTATE

BRIDGE
Their Future

Tuck Business Bridge is a business immersion
program designed to prepare top liberal arts,
science, and engineering students for
challenging careers in business and beyond.
In just a few weeks, the Tuck Business Bridge
Program®, held at the Tuck School of Business at
Dartmouth, delivers a comprehensive business
curriculum taught by Tuck’s top-ranked MBA
faculty, a capstone team project, recruiting
and one-on-one career guidance, to give
students the tools they need to get an internship
or job and succeed.
Need-based financial aid is available!

8JOUFS#SJEHF
4FTTJPO/PWFNCFS%FDFNCFS 
4FTTJPO+BOVBSZ  7JSUVBM
4VNNFS#SJEHF
4FTTJPOBOE5#"

Dartmouth College . Hanover, NH
603-646-6459
TuckBridge@dartmouth.edu
bridge.tuck.dartmouth.edu
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of a death wish that in 2013 he broke his
longtime silence about the trip to pen his
own book, Barren Grounds, which often
reads as a point-by-point rebuttal of Grinnell’s take. They don’t even agree on the
details of a grizzly’s visit on the banks of
Grant Lake.
“There was a charge of severe irresponsibility, which is not true,” Pessl says. “Art
Moffatt was a decent man.” In the nearly 70
years since Pessl and Grinnell said goodbye to one another in Nunavut, they have
not spoken. Time has only deepened some
wounds.
“I am still not ready to forgive [Grinnell],” Pessl says.
For Pessl, the trip’s big mistake was to
fold in the movie project, which cost critical
days when time was of the essence. Others argue the fatal flaw was a lack of deep
connection among the crew, some of whom
hadn’t met before. “Strapping young Dartmouth men? You only need so much of that
on a trip like that,” says Carl Thum, 73, who
in 1966 recreated a speedier and mishapfree version of the Moffatt expedition.
“Chemistry is extraordinarily important,” says Thum, now a Dartmouth writing
instructor whose expedition group of four
had been paddling together since they were
teenagers.
Grinnell wasn’t the only one transformed. Pessl ditched plans for medical
school to become a geologist, so as to spend
as much time as possible in nature, a decision he made one blue-sky day on the trip.
Employed by the U.S. Geological Survey,
Pessl was able to do fieldwork in Iceland,
Greenland, and Alaska while also becoming
an ardent activist against the Vietnam War
at home. “Moffatt’s view of the world, natural and international, opened my mind,”
he writes.
LeFavour, who came from a newspaper family in upstate New York, seemed
to be gripped by a bit of post-trip wanderlust himself. He dropped out of Dartmouth
one credit shy of graduating and enlisted
in the Army, which shipped him to France.
Later he moved to the hippie enclave of
Aspen, Colorado, and opened the Paragon,
a French restaurant known for its farmto-table ingredients; similar spots would
follow in Idaho and California. He died in
2019, never addressing any of the Moffatt
controversy publicly.
Franck graduated on time from Harvard
and from Harvard Medical School before
establishing a practice, with an infectious-

disease focus, in Redding, California. But
his love of remote corners never seemed to
wane. Early in his career Franck traipsed
through the jungles of Central America
studying mosquito-borne viruses. And in
the 1970s and 1980s he went back to the
Barren Grounds for four more grueling,
long-distance paddles, some of which got
much closer to the Arctic Circle than his
expedition with Moffatt.
In a 1992 letter to Pessl—the first time
they had connected since Baker Lake—
Franck, who died in 2013, recalled the
Dubawnt as “one of the most important
and precious experiences in my life,” adding that subsequent trips “never had the
same feeling of remote other-worldliness
as I remember from ’55.”

T

he transformative experience of the
Moffatt expedition still can’t shake
some loose ends. In the 1980s Dent,
the Canadian officer, learned that Creigh
Moffatt would be in Nova Scotia for her
honeymoon and insisted on seeing her and
her new husband while they were there.
Over dinner at Dent’s house, Creigh recalls,
the conversation turned to Art. “Dent said,
‘I want you to know I did a very thorough
investigation, and I want you to know that
nobody killed your father,’ ” says Creigh,
who was 4 when her father died and says
she could never really get her mother to
talk about what happened. “I had never even
thought about that.”
About 15 years later Dent wanted to talk
again, this time taking it upon himself to
show up outside the Upper Valley clinic
where Creigh worked as a nurse. Eager to
put a sad family chapter behind her, and agitated by their previous interaction, Creigh
declined to meet him.
“Did that whole trip have some superprofound effect on him for some reason?”
she says of Dent, who could not be reached
for a comment. “Or did something change?”
Creigh might never get a satisfying answer,
though the questions may keep coming.
Three or four people call her every year to
inquire about Art and the circumstances
behind his death 66 years ago. “Was it too
dangerous a thing to be doing or was it
just bad luck?” she asks. “It’s really hard
to know.”
C.J. HUGHES is a longtime contributor and

a member of the DAM editorial board. Art
Moffatt’s journal from the Dubawnt trip is
available in Rauner Library.
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in Hanover since 1975. (603) 643-6004;
roger@rogerclarkson.com. Roger Clarkson ’75.

Holiday Hill Farm - Norwich, Vermont

Let us help you find your own
“little piece” of New Hampshire!
Give us a call... We can help you
achieve all your real estate goals!

(603) 526-4116 224 Main Street, New London, NH 03257
ORFORD, NH. 14.9 acre meadowed parcel
directly off Route 25A with stunning views
of the VT and NH mountains. Contact:
deborahjeanburke@gmail.com; 603-667-6337.

FOR RENT
PARIS 75004, FRANCE. Luxury 1-bedroom seen
on House Hunters International, sleeps 4, www.
ParisWeekender.com / parisweekender@gmail.com.
LUXURY TUSCAN VILLA. Set high in the
Chianti countryside, this exquisite, recently restored
villa has 8 bedrooms and 8.5 bathrooms. Perfect
for large families or groups of friends, the
beautiful vistas, large pool and outdoor
fireplace all make for the vacation of a lifetime.
Private chef available. mahokeza@comcast.net. D’82.

Nestled into the lee of a gentle hillside, at the end of
a private road just a few miles' drive north of Ivy
League Dartmouth College and one of the most
picturesque villages in Vermont, you will find the
stillness and privacy of Holiday Hill Farm.
Controlling both sides of Kerwin Hill Road, the
property's 54 acres of intriguing Vermont
countryside encompasses open meadows, fenced
pastures, northern hardwood forests, ancient
stonewalls, and views across the valley to New
Hampshire's White Mountains. A private kingdom
ideally located two hours from Boston and four
hours from NYC, and world class recreational,
educational, and cultural opportunities abound —
from skiing at Killington to classes at Dartmouth
and everything in between. Built for today's living,
Holiday Hill Farm is the perfect location to call your
country home.

www.holidayhillfarmvt.com
Rick Higgerson
Rick.Higgerson@sothebysrealty.com
OccomGroupRealEstate.com
Williamson-Group.com
24 Elm St. | Woodstock, VT 05091
C: 802.291.0436 | O: 802.457.2000

Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.
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PARIS, ILE SAINT-LOUIS: Elegant, spacious
top ﬂoor skylighted apartment, gorgeous
view overlooking Seine, 2 bedrooms sleep 4,
2 baths, elevator, well-appointed, full kitchen,
Wi-Fi. (678) 232-8444 or triff@mindspring.com.
PROVENCE. Delightful five-bedroom stone
farmhouse, facing Roman theater. Pool, vineyard.
(860) 672-6608, www.frenchfarmhouse.com.
SOUTH WOODSTOCK, VERMONT Geothermal,
solar, off-the-grid cottage for rent. 2 people
max. SunCottageVT.com or AirBnB.com/h/
SunCottageVT.
FLORIDA KEYS oceanfront two bedroom,
two bath apartment with recent renovations.
Stunning views, private beach and swimming
pool.
Contact
Alexander
Wilson’69
at
h.alexander.wilson@gmail.com.

HAND-MADE MAPS
CAPTURE YOUR TRAVELS, HONEYMOON,
adventures or personal geography. College
campus map available at Dartmouth Co-op.
Bob Tibolt, '76. artmapmaker.com.

WINERY FOR SALE
CENTRAL VIRGINIA. Unique opportunity.
Turnkey boutique. Outstanding reputation,
experienced staff, beautiful vineyards/facilities,
well-maintained equipment. Transition assistance
available. Positive cash flow. Solid ROI. Growth
opportunities. vineyardwinery682@gmail.com.

Peaceful Luxury
Restore your mind and body.
Connect with nature through
unique seasonal treatments that
capture the essence of Vermont.
Manicures & Pedicures
Skin Care
Bridal Services
Beauty Treatments
Massages & Body Treatments

888.364.6110
www.woodstockinn.com
Woodstock, Vermont
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CONTINUING ED

what i’ve learned since graduation

Sam Stein ’04
Politico’s White House editor on his beat

YOU KNOW DARTMOUTH.
NOW DISCOVER TUCK.
“It’s very important to step outside of the realm of the
day-to-day, and evaluate the big picture of strategy and
where one is leading the company and team.”

Interview by L I S A F U R L O N G
“I’m a big sports fan, so working on the New York Daily News sports

desk after college seemed like the greatest thing ever, professionally.
I hated it. The hours were horrible, and I couldn’t be a fan.”

—Patrick Taylor ’95, Tuck Advanced Management Program participant

“As press secretary for the Center for Public Integrity, I wasn’t doing

journalism—I was writing about journalism. I missed the thrill of unearthing new data and finding a good story and seeing it get attention.
That’s when I decided what I wanted to do with my life.”
“After I got called on to ask President Obama a question, I could hear chatter

among TV and print journalists who thought it was ridiculous to call on an
online reporter from a non-mainstream outlet. There was petty resentment
focused on the optics, not the substance. That lasted a while.”
“As prestigious as it is, the White House can often be a lonely beat. You’re in a

room with a wall dividing the journalists and the policymakers. Everyone is
competing to find out what the people on the other side are doing. It’s not like
Congress, where you can ask a question of a lawmaker walking by.”
“I’m grateful cable has print journalists answering questions on air. We should

be upfront about what we know and what we don’t know. We can’t be in the
business of just presenting sides and saying, ‘You decide which one is true.’
We have to acknowledge facts: The world is not flat, climate change is real,
the election was not stolen. Is that opinionated? No. It’s honest.”
“I regularly reach out to my critics. I’m curious what they’ll say when not hiding

behind the anonymity of Twitter.”

“I don’t put a lot of personal stuff out on Twitter, but if people see me as a hu-

man being rather than an avatar for journalism, they can have more faith in
my reporting. Twitter can be a fantastic news source and a great place to get
tips and talk to sources.”

“Journalists who work in Washington have to ask themselves how its insularity
affects their coverage. I admit, at times, it’s impacted me. But the longer I’ve

worked here, the less I worry about offending someone.”

“I tell my reporters it can be good to kick someone in the teeth. People will respect

you more if they know you’re not going to hold back. You need to be upfront
about that.”
“I want people who read a story I’ve edited or written to say, ‘It’s fair. I may not

like it, but it’s fair.’ ”

“I have immense empathy for people who are in bad straits. When [former Trump

spokesperson] Anthony Scaramucci was fired and publicly humiliated, I
tweeted that it was sad, not funny. A lot of people took issue. I’ve just always
had a soft spot for losers because everyone has lost in life. Me too.”
“I am incredibly invested in parenting. I want to be a good dad. When I took the

Politico job, I told them, ‘I’ll be up all night working, but I need to be home and off
my computer between 6 and 8 p.m.’ That seems like the pretty bare minimum.”
“I want to do a show combining politics with food. Every week I’d visit a different

congressional district with its representative and go to their favorite restaurant. We’d talk about the district and its food, then watch the chef. Next we’d sit
down, eat the meal, and talk about what’s happening in the world. We’d have a
conversation that could bring substantive discussions to a broader audience.”
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HIS STORY

Notable: Per Politico’s hiring announcement, “He radiates
ideas the way uranium throws off gamma rays”; MSNBC
contributor; first online reporter to ask a U.S. president a
question at a press briefing (2009); on Forbes’ 30 Under
30 list (2011); cohosted Candidate Confidential, a podcast
that featured defeated politicians
Career: Politico White House editor since January 2021;
politics editor, Daily Beast, 2017-20; White House correspondent/politics editor, The Huffington Post, 2007-17;
intern, Newsweek, 2007; press secretary, Center for Public
Integrity, 2005; intern, New York Daily News, 2004-05
Education: A.B., history; master’s in journalism, Columbia,
2007
Personal: Lives with wife Jessica Leinwand ’04 and two
young sons in Washington, D.C.
i llu st rat i on by J OH N C U N EO

Leadership and Strategic Impact

Advanced Management Program

For high-potential executives seeking to cultivate their strategic
leadership style and maximize their organizational effectiveness

For experienced executives seeking to develop an enterprise-wide
mindset and visionary approach to leadership

LSI.TUCK.DARTMOUTH.EDU

AMP.TUCK.DARTMOUTH.EDU

May 8 to 13, 2022 | Oct. 16 to 21, 2022

July 10 to 22, 2022

Tuck Executive Education | exec.tuck.dartmouth.edu/alumni | 603-646-2839 | tuck.exec.ed@dartmouth.edu
We hope you or a colleague will join us. Dartmouth alumni and their referrals enjoy a 10% discount. Group discounts are also available.

Vermont’s Most Beautiful Address
Everything you need for a perfect vacation is right here. Adventure, luxury, and absolute relaxation.
Explore the Vermont outdoors, shop boutiques in town, and unwind in our beautiful spa.
Join us for a getaway with something for everyone!

Experience. Together.
Falconry • Tennis • Golf • Hike • Spa • Bike • Fly Fish • Ski
Fine Dining • Romantic Getaways • Family Vacations • Meetings • Social Events • Weddings

Woodstock, Vermont | 844.545-4178 | www.woodstockinn.com

